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ABSTRACT 
Large-scale building design is a constantly evolving discipline. Design managers are 
consistently trying to identifY means for producing a 'better' product in a 'shorter' 
period of time. Hence there is a need for design assistant tools that can help designers 
understand the big picture. It is becoming hard to improve the system performance of 
building design based merely on advances in individual disciplines. In other words, 
improvements in individual disciplines alone are not sufficient to affect the 
improvements in the whole system. To achieve higher quality, system-orientated, 
holistic, multidisciplinary approaches to building design are needed (NSF, 1996). For 
this reason, this research investigates the applicability of multidisciplinary 
disciplinary optimisation (MDO) methodology in building design. The MDO methods 
divide a single system into a group of smaller sub-systems and effectively manage 
interactions between sub-systems. In the context of building design, the single system 
refers to the whole building design, and sub-system could be each disciplinary design. 
Such approaches could reduce the time and cost associated with the multidisciplinary 
design cycle. 
This thesis describes the work of developing collaborative optimisation framework 
with a Pareto based genetic algorithm (COPGA). A conceptual COPGA framework is 
designed based on a thorough analysis of the nature, characteristics, and needs of 
building design, problems in application of MDO in engineering design and existing 
MDO formulation. A multi-objective collaborative optimisation framework is 
modified in order to enhance ability to solve multi-objective multidisciplinary 
building design problems. Finally a two-cycle CO PGA framework is established. 
This framework is implemented in two case studies. In the first study, a simple 
mathematical problem is used to test and verifY the framework. The second study 
applies the framework in a building design scenario, which is used to evaluate the 
main features and performance of the framework. Results obtained from semi-
structure interviews revealed that the COPGA framework is a good design decision 
support tool due to three obvious characteristics, namely a systematic design approach, 
a powerful design space search tool, and practical mechanism for multi-objective 
problems. Furthermore, this research not only contributes to the improvement on 
multidisciplinary building design, but also provides an effective approach for the 
multi-level MDO formulations. 
Key words: Multidisciplinary, Multi-objective, building design, Pareto optimality, 
Genetic algorithm 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a general overview of the thesis, consisting of a brief 
introduction and description of the subject matter of the research as well as the 
specific problems being studied. It also sets out aim and objectives, the methodologies 
which the research is carried out, a summary of its achievements and the structure of 
the thesis. 
1.2 Background 
The construction industry is regarded as one of the largest economic sectors in the 
world, typically representing 10-25% of the gross national product (GNP) of a nation 
(V eeramani et al., 1998). In the UK, output from the construction industry is about 
£58 billion in 1998, which is equivalent to around 10% of GNP (Egan, 1998). In the 
USA, output from the construction industry is around $850 billion per year 
(equivalent to 13% of GNP) and employs 10 million people (Kalay, 1999). The 
construction industry has a reputation for low productivity, waste, low technology, 
and poor quality (Egan, 1998). Over the last decade, some new paradigms and 
advanced information & communication technologies have been adopted for building 
design, construction process planning, process execution and control, and project 
management to enable reductions in cost and lead-time of construction projects. This 
thesis mainly focuses on improving building design with optimisation paradigm and 
collaborative working. 
Building design is a complex, multidisciplinary engineering activity that requires 
making difficult compromises to achieve a balance between competing objectives, 
including safety, reliability, performance, and cost (Grierson and Khajehpour, 2002; 
Sisk et al., 2003). In such a design, clients are in position to initiate the project, 
employ professional teams, and find sufficient resources; they also describe their 
expectation with respect to functions, attributes or other special feature of the building 
that satisfies the business needs. Consequently these teams, including architects, 
structural engineers, building services engineers, quantity surveyors,· contractors, 
material suppliers, etc- work together for a relatively short period on the design and 
construction of a building and satisfy client's needs. 
I 
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To support designers in making decisions that can ultimately determine the success or 
failure of the end product, optimisation with detailed analysis/ simulation tools is 
sometimes needed. Due to often compressed design schedules, these analysis tools 
could be capable of a rapid turn-around analyses without compromising accuracy. 
Optimisation can also enable designers to explore the design space efficiently to help 
• 
them make 'smart' decisions quickly. Within a optimisation framework, a design is 
cast in an objective-oriented decision-making model. Objectives are defined by 
desired building performances or economic requirements. In addition, a causal 
relationship is presumed between design decision variables and its performance. Due 
to these presumptions of causality which implies that design decisions are essentially 
driven by performance (within a given context), design optimisation is a natural 
formalisation for performance-based building design. It improves or fine-tunes the 
design in terms of one or more performance aspects by systematically searching for 
design variables that meet these stated objectives. Within the past fifty years, different 
optimisation algorithms have been applied to numerous complex problems including 
architectural design (Szykman and Cagan, 1997; Yin and Cagan, 2000; Michalek et 
al., 2002), structural design (Balling and Yao, 1997, Isenberg et al, 2002, Middendorf, 
2003), thermal and HVAC design (D'Cruz and Radford, 1987, Bouchlaghem and 
Letherman, 1990; Wright et al., 2002). In spite of be~efits obtained from these 
applications, it has been found that optimised one-discipline designs do not always fit 
together to produce the best overall design. 
On the other hand, the fragmentation of knowledge in the building industry has 
created a symmetry of ignorance (Kalay, 1999), where no single professional has all 
the knowledge needed to design a complex facility, and where it is no longer possible 
to design a building without consulting many specialists (Cuff, 1991). The 
collaboration between these different disciplines is essential for the success of a 
building design (Cheng, 2003). To provide supportive environments for collaboration, 
design systems must provide participants with facilities for information sharing, task 
coordination, and conflict resolution (Wang et al., 2002). 
With the increasing capabilities of the computer as a communication device, 
collaborative systems with shared information have made great advances. Most of 
these systems can provide access to catalogues of design information and facilitate 
2 
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communication between multidisciplinary design team members m multimedia 
formats (Fruchter et al., 1995; Fruchter, 1996). 
However coordination of conflicts in the design process is critical for successful 
collaborative design (Klein, 1992). These conflicts could stem from different 
disciplinary terminologies (Wang et al., 2002). Faced with this problem, the Industry 
Foundation Classes (IFC) developed schemas that define a standard file format that 
can be used as a mechanism for sharing building information between CAD systems 
and the ever-expanding range of design analysis tools (IAI, 2007), while the Semantic 
Web provides a framework for sharing definitions of terms, resources and 
relationships between disciplines (Aziz et al., 2004). These technologies have been 
widely applied in the field of building design in order to resolve semantic conflicts 
(Pan, 2006; Plume and Mitchell, 2007). 
Furthermore, design conflicts can be related to the requirements and dependencies 
between discipline-specific design tasks. For example, the architect wants maximum 
flexibility of floor space usage and high comfort level while the structural engineer 
desires the most economical and safe structure. It is apparent that optimum floor 
flexibility may conflict with the lightest structure, as column and girder layouts that 
achieve a least-weight structure may limit the floor space usage. Traditionally, a 
complex activity such as this was facilitated mostly through negotiations and face-to-
face meetings. Few mechanisms that automate this negotiation process in the 
computer environment should be developed (NSF, 1996). 
In fact, researchers in other engineering industries (e.g. aerospace and automotive) 
have invested a lot of effort on exploring new methods of solving the above two 
problems: system optimisation and automatic coordination of multi disciplinary design. 
The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Committee in 1991 
named these methods that facilitate multidisciplinary designs as Multidisciplinary 
Design Optimisation (MDO). So far these MDO methods have been applied in 
launch-vehicle design (Braun et al., 1997), trajectory optimisation (Huque and 
Jahingir, 2002), aeroelastic design (Rodriguez et al., 1998), supersonic aircraft 
optimisation (Jun et al., 2004), conceptual bridge design (Balling and Rawlings, 
2000), undersea vehicles design (Belegundu et al., 2000), race car design (McAllister 
3 
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et al., 2005), but the studies of MDO in building design are still in the early stages. 
Therefore the main aim of this research is to formulate, demonstrate, and evaluate an 
appropriate MDO method for building design optimisation. 
1.3 Justifications for the Research,.. 
The current loosely-coupled design environments, where the disciplinary experts use 
different methods and models with different objectives, use separate computing 
platforms, and are sometimes remotely located from each other, create difficulties for 
a structured system design. Thus, to aid engineers in making decisions that can 
ultimately determine the success of the end product, it is important to explore the 
application ofMDO in building design. The reasons are: 
• A number of decision support systems based on optimisation techniques have 
been developed for the building design, these optimisation techniques are able 
to explore a set of alternative design solutions, and select the preferred option. 
This process of performing optimisation matches a decision-making process in 
engineering design (Chen et al., 1998; Azarm and Narayanan, 2000). 
• Optimisation techniques are usually integrated with analysis software in order to 
speed up the design process, increase efficiency and enable the comparison of a 
broader range of design options, leading to a more optimal design (Augenbroe, 
2002). Hence it can be argued that designs obtained using optimisation 
techniques are more reliable than designs based on designers' experience. 
• Past work on building design optimisation is limited to discipline-based 
research, while building design is multidisciplinary; therefore it is important to 
improve synchronous collaborative design, asynchronous collaborative design, 
and design coordination (Gross et al., 1998). 
• The standard practice currently used for coordinating conflicts among multi-
disciplinary designs is face-to-face meetings and a final resolution decided by 
the chief designer, which is a time-consuming process. With the short time 
frame allowed for design, designers need to obtain compatible solutions rapidly 
and reliably. 
• For large and complex engineering design, some form of problem 
decomposition becomes necessary (Papalambros, 2002). Decomposition in line 
4 
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with discipline is beneficial because it allows the specialised analysis and 
decision-making focused on individual design tasks. 
1.4 Aim and Objectives 
The process of building design is complex, requiring skills and knowledge from all 
design disciplines involved. For this reason, there is a need for the different specialists 
to work together as an integrated team. The aim of this research is to develop and 
implement a framework for the application of multidisciplinary design optimisation 
techniques to building design. To achieve this goal, the following specific objectives 
are pursued: 
• To investigate the existing applications of optimisation algorithms in building 
design and define the characteristics of building design optimisation and 
challenges (Objective One); 
• To review state-of-the-art MDO applications in other industry sectors (e.g. 
aircraft design, automotive design, etc.) and to identify the major issues that 
inhibit using MDO in engineering design (Objective Two); 
• To develop and test Collaborative Optimisation framework with a Pareto based 
Genetic Algorithm (COPGS) for building design (Objective Three); 
• To implement the COPGS framework within the building design context 
(Objective Four); and 
• To evaluate the COPGS framework by the way of expert assessment (Objective 
Five). 
1.5 Summary of Methodology 
To achieve the research objectives, a combination of research methods was adopted. 
These included literature review, expert interview, scenario, simulation, rapid 
prototyping, and evaluation. Table I .1 illustrates the relationship between the research 
objectives and the research methods adopted to achieve them. 
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Table 1.1 Relationships between Research Objectives and Methods 
Research Methods 
Objectives Literature Expert Mathematical Modelling Problem Rapid Evaluation Review interview Testing Scenario Simulation Prototypin~ 
Objective 
.y 
One r 
Objective 
.y 
Two 
Objective 
.y .y .y 
Three 
Objective 
. .Y .y .y .y Four 
Objective 
.y .y .y .y 
Five 
The following section briefly summarise the research methods used. Chapter 2 
provides full details of the research methods adopted, including justification for their 
use. 
Literature review: The research started with an extensive literature review which 
focused on two major subjects. Firstly, a structured review was undertaken in the 
areas of characteristics of building design optimisation, problems with 
multidisciplinary and multi-objective building design. Secondly, a review of 
multidisciplinary design optimisation (MDO) was carried out, including challenges on 
the application of MDO in engineering problem, main elements of MDO problems, 
and MDO formulation. Relevant sources were identified such as referred journals, 
books, the Internet, government reports, conference and workshop proceedings, and 
doctoral dissertations. The literature review was aimed at identifying the problems 
associated with building design optimisation that can be improved and to examine the 
applicability of the MDO formulation. The review was an ongoing process, carried 
out simultaneously with other stages of the research project. 
Expert interview: The iterative development of the COPGS framework resulted in a 
series of papers and reports at different development stages of the project. They were 
reviewed critically. Moreover during the process of developing the COPGS 
framework, qiscussions with experts in construction and other industries were 
frequently undertaken, which affirmed needs of industry participants, and the author's 
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understandings of MDO and the consideration of some important issues when 
implementing the COPGS framework. 
Modelling for building design: A model was developed based on the COPGS 
framework within the Matlab environment. There were four main steps in developing 
• 
the prototype: 
• Establish design scenario: The literature review findings were used to establish 
a design scenario that demonstrated the obvious characteristics of building 
design optimisation, namely multi-objective and multidisciplinary; 
• Simulate discipline-specific analysis: Structural and HVAC analyses were 
required when applying the COPGS framework for the above design scenario; 
hence the structural and thermal programs were coded based on the matrix 
displacement method, and the steady-state and dynamic method guided by 
CIBSE respectively; 
• Use the prototype: The prototype system was demonstrated so that designers 
can evaluate its performance and ensure that it meets an acceptable level of 
accuracy and efficiency; and 
• Revise and enhance the prototype: The suggestions made by the designers and 
researchers were used to refine the prototype. 
Evaluation: Semi-structured interviews were adopted to evaluate the COPGS 
framework, which involved two architects, four structural designers, two HV AC 
designers, one academic researcher and one professional software developer. The 
evaluation interviews were undertaken consisted of three main elements: a 
presentation on the background to the COPGS framework, a demonstration, the 
completion of an evaluation questionnaire, and discussions on key issues relating to 
the framework. The relevant comments and suggestions were used to refine and 
improve the framework. 
1.6 Contribution to Knowledge 
This study presents a two-level non-hierarchical design optimisation framework that 
has been extended to integrate interrelated building performance areas. The specific 
contribution of this research can be summarised as: 
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• First, this research makes a thorough review of the nature and characteristics of 
building design optimisation in the published literature. Problems underlying 
building design optimisation are discussed; and possible solutions are suggested. 
• Second, this research examines the properties of multi-level MDO formulation 
based on the requirements of a building design optimisation problem. 
• Third, the COPGS framework provides an explicit mechanism for achieving 
consistent and collaborative design solutions in scenarios that require co-
ordination between different performance requirements. 
• Fourth, the prototype of framework for multi-objective and multi-disciplinary 
building design optimisation has been developed. 
• Fifth, this study also provides a new approach to invoking and coordinating 
multiple analyses in the decision-making process. 
1. 7 Limitations of the Research 
This research advocates MDO as a system approach to improve collaborative building 
design in two studies. The first study verified the collaborative optimisation 
framework using a simple mathematical problem. The second study used a realistic 
design scenario that involved structural and building services design. These studies 
reveal both the benefits and challenges associated with formalising a collaborative 
desigri scenario. 
Experiences gained from both studies are used to derive a generalised framework for 
building design for a multi-disciplinary and multi-objective problem, these studies 
also help identifY future work necessary to apply such a framework in practice. In 
addition they investigate dependencies between structural and building service design 
based on the corresponding analysis software, which can be coordinated within the 
COPGS process, thereby offering a new solution to integrating building analysis. 
Work presented in this thesis studied the applicability of MDO framework for a trade-
off building design approach. However, there are some limitations to this research 
; 
owing to time and technique constraints. 
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• Firstly, some aspects of building design are essentially qualitative, such as 
aesthetics. These aspects cannot be modelled using numerical optimisation and are 
not considered in this study. Hence this study only focuses on those quantitative 
performance areas. 
r· 
• Secondly, the COPGS framework is applied to test problems with a sufficiently 
small number of variables to make it possible for the resu~ts to be interpreted. 
• Thirdly, one major criterion in selecting an optimisation algorithm is the type of 
design variables (e.g. continuous and discrete); this study handles all variables as 
continuous and takes approximate values with regard to discrete variables. 
• Finally, the implementation of the COPGS framework is computationally 
intensive due to the large number of iterations required to obtain reliable and 
compatible design solutions. 
The COPGS framework remains in a proof-of-concept prototype development stage, 
further developments are still required. 
1.8 Thesis Organisation 
Figure 1.1 shows the overall research process carried out to achieve the specific 
objectives of the research. The thesis is structured into eight chapters, a brief 
description of each chapter is given below: 
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INIRODUCIION I OlAPIEU r-
General introduction of the research 
Research aim and objectives 
+ GIAPIER2 f-
RESEARCHMEIHODOLOGY 
Review of research methods 
Research methods adqJted in 1his research 
• I CHAPIFR3 ~ • I UJF.l{ATIJREREVIEW CHAPIFR4 UIERATIJREREVIEW 
Review.; of cptimisation algoritlnns Review.; of key features ofMDO 
Review.; of characteristics ofBOO Sumrna!y of issues that influence the applications ofMDO 
of challenges on current BOO D=riptions of CD andA1C fomrulations 
I I 
+ I GIAPIERS ~ 
PGACO mAME\\ORKDEVFLOPMENT I 
Analysis of existing nruiti-{)bjective optirnisation solutions 
EstablisJ:nn:nt ofPGACD framewcrlc 
Validation of the PGA CD framewcrlc 
• I [- t I CHAPIFR71 DESIGN SCENARIO I CIIAPIER6 EVALUATION 
Develqnnent of a building design scenario Evaluation methodology 
Develcpm:nt of the structural and IN AC analysis models Evaluation results and discussioo 
Application of the PGACD framewrnk on the design scenario 
Analysis of the PGACD results 
I I 
+ I CHAPIFR8 ~ Conclusion and Further Study 
Research conclusion 
Research limitation and funrre reconnnendation 
Figure 1.1 Research Structure 
Chapter One: Introduction 
This chapter provides an introduction to the research project undertaken. It briefly 
describes the research background; justifies the need for research; outlines the 
associated aim and objectives; presents a summary of methodologies used and 
limitations of the research; and illustrates the contributions of the research. 
Chapter Two: Research Methodology 
This chapter reviews the relevant research methodologies, ·discusses the 
methodological consideration for this study, and justifies the adopted research 
methods. 
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Chapter Three: Building Design Optimisation (BDO) 
The literature review on building design optimisation is the focus of Chapter Tirree. It 
also discusses the optimisation algorithms, followed by a discussion of the 
characteristics of building desig11r optimisation. The chapter also summarises 
• 
challenges on current building design optimisation and requirements from industry 
participants. 
Chapter Four: Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation (MDO) 
This chapter reviews the definition and classification of MDO formulation and 
discusses issues that influence the application of MDO in engineering designs. It then 
describes in detail both Collaborative Optimisation (CO) and Analytic Target 
Cascading (ATC) with regard to their major features and mathematical formulations. 
Finally the most suitable MDO formulation is selected based on requirements of 
building design optimisation and comparisons between CO and A TC. 
Chapter Five: Pareto Genetic Algorithm based on Collaborative Optimisation 
(COPGS) Framework Development 
This chapter analyses the existing multi-objective optimisation solutions and selects 
Pareto optimality for the proposed framework. It also demonstrates the developed 
COPGS framework that reflects the specific context of BDO. This framework is 
tested using a mathematical problem. Finally, the COPGS framework is validated 
through comparisons of results generated by both the COPGS and All-at-Once 
formulations. 
Chapter Six: Design Scenario 
A design scenario presenting the distinguishing features of the COPGS framework 
within the building design optimisation context is developed in this chapter. At the 
same time, the structural and HVAC analyses are presented and validated. The 
COPGS framework is applied on the design scenario. Finally the results obtained 
from the COPGS framework are analysed in term of coordination process among 
disciplines and the sensitivity of objective function to design variables. 
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Chapter Seven: Evaluation 
This chapter describes the system evaluation process. It starts with an introduction to 
the evaluation aim and objectives, followed by a description of the evaluation method. 
The evaluation results are discussed, and further used to improve the developed 
prototype system. The benefits and limitations of the system are also presented. 
Chapter Eight: Conclusions and Further Study 
This chapter presents the summary and conclusions of the thesis. It covers the major 
findings, the conclusions of the study, and the limitations of the study; and provides 
recommendation for both industry practitioners and future research. 
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CHAPTER TWO: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an introduction to general research methodologies and presents , 
an overview of the methodology used for this research. The first part of the chapter 
examines the philosophical perspective and underlying principle of research process. 
It also describes different research methods to justify the choices that have been made 
in the selection of .an appropriate research strategy. The chapter ends with a 
description of the research methods adopted and demonstrates how they achieve the 
research objectives. The whole research process presents the 'Building-Testing-
Refinement' cycle, which is adopted to develop the proposed framework. 
2.2 Research Strategy and Methodology 
2.2.1 Overview 
The Concise Oxford Dictionary (2004) defines 'research' as 'careful search or 
inquiry' endeavour to discover new or collate old facts etc, by scientific study of the 
subject, or by course of critical investigation'. 
According to Love et al. (2002), two research philosophies appear to dominate the 
study of construction: the Interpretivist (otherwise known as phenomenological) 
approach and the positivist approach. Interpretivists argue knowledge development 
and theory building through developing ideas induced from observed and interpreted 
social construction (qualitative approach). Blumberg et al., (2005) promote the 
positivists view that knowledge is developed by investigating social reality through 
observing objective facts (quantitative approach). These principles include various 
types of research; its context; the effects of knowledge, experience and bias; and the 
meaning of generalisation and particularisation in a research context. Table 2.1 lists a 
few types of research and corresponding example. 
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Table 2.1 Type of Research and Corresponding Examples (Phillips and Pugh, 
2000) 
Type of 
Scope of Research Research Examples in this Kind of Research 
The research work needs to Correlation-prediction: statistically significant 
• 
examine what theories and correlation coefficients between and among a number 
concepts are appropriate to of factors are sought and interpreted. 
Exploratory 
developing new ones if it is Theory construction: an attempt to find or describe 
research 
necessary, and whether any 
principles that explain how things work the way they 
do. 
existing methodology can 
Trend analysis: prediction or forecasting of the future 
be adopted. direction of events 
This research tries to find Analysis: classes of data are collected and studies 
the limitations of conducted to discern patterns and formulate principles 
previously proposed that might guide future action. 
generalisations. Comparison: two or more existing situations are 
Testing-out studied to determine their similarities and differences. 
research Evaluation: research to determine whether a program 
or project followed the prescribed procedure and 
achieved the stated outcomes. 
Experiment: one or more variables are manipulated 
and the results analysed. 
This research starts from a Case study: the background, development, current 
particular problem in the conditionals and environmental interaction of one or 
real world, and brings more individual, groups, communities, business or 
together all the intellectual 
institution are observed, recorded and analysed of 
stages of patterns in relation to internal and external 
resources that can be influences. 
Problem brought to bear on its Design-demonstration: new systems or programs are 
solving 
solution. The problem has constructed, tested and evaluated 
research 
to be defined and the Survey-questionnaire: behaviours, beliefs and 
method of solution has to observations of specific groups are identified, 
be discovered. reported and interpreted. 
Status: a representative or selected sample of one or 
more phenomena is examined to determine its special 
characteristics. 
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2.2.2 Type of Research Methods 
In general, there are three types of research methodologies: quantitative, qualitative 
and a combination of both methods called triangulation or mixed method (Punch, 
1999; Fellows and Liu, 2003; Neuman, 2006). Research is a systematic investigation 
to find an answer to a problem (Blaxter et al., 2006) while research methodology 
refers to the principles and procedures oflogical thought processes which are applied 
to this investigation (Fellow and Liu, 2003; Klien and Myers, 1999). Kagioglou et al. 
(2000) introduce a nested approach to describe a hierarchical model of research 
methods that is divided into three main interrelated themes: research philosophy, 
research approaches and research technique, as show in Figure 2.1. The research 
philosophy (e.g. positivist and interpretivist) found in the outer ring guides energises 
the inner research approach and research technique. The research approach consists of 
domain theory generation and testing methods, such as quantitative and qualitative. 
Research technique (e.g. questionnaire and interview) comprises data collection tools. 
Research Philosophy 
Positivist 
Interpretivist 
Quantitative 
1------------~ Qualitative 
: Research 1 k 
' technique ---!'-+--1------L ___________ J Interview 
observation 
workshop 
Figure 2.1 Nested Approach of Research Methodology (Kagioglou et al., 2000) 
Prior to discussing the methodology adopted in· this study, the following sections 
review the characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of these research methods. 
2.2.3 Quantitative Research 
The quantitative research method is regarded as the specific and positivist research 
methods. It is about gathering factual data and studying relationships between facts in 
order to find out how such facts and relationships accord with the theories of previous 
research (Fellows and Liu, 2003), and determines whether a hypothesis holds true 
(Creswell, 1994). In addition, quantitative methods can also be employed to establish 
general laws or principles (Burns, 2000). It often involves the collection of a large 
amount of data sets if compared with the qualitative approach (O'Leary, 2004). Three 
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main approaches are used in data collection for quantitative research (Fellow and Liu, 
2003), namely: 
• Asking questions of respondents by questionnaires and interviews; 
• Carrying out experiments; and 
• 'Desk Research' using data collected-by others. 
' 
Here two commonly used quantitative research methods are explained: 
a) Surveys 
This is a research method in which the research systematically asks a large number of 
people the same question and then records their answers (Neuman, 2006). It is 
appropriate for analysis of groups' interactions; the collection of original data for 
describing a population too large to observe directly; investigating attitudes and 
orientation in a large population; and describing the characteristics of a large 
population. 
There are two main types of data collection methods in survey research, which 
includes: face-to-face or telephone interviews and the questionnaire survey. The 
advantage of this survey lies in gathering data from a relatively large number of 
respondents within a limited time frame. It is thus concerned with a generalised result 
when data is abstracted from a particular sample or population (N aoum, 1998). The 
disadvantage is that little insight is usually obtained regarding the causes or the 
processes behind the phenomenon being studied. Also, survey studies are subject to 
some well-known biases. For example, respondents may change their answers either 
consciously or unconsciously, to show themselves in a better light or to confirm to the 
expectation of those who are studying them. 
b) Experimental Research 
Experimental research is best suited to known problems or issues where the variables 
involved are identified, or are, at least, hypothesised with some confidence (Fellows 
and Liu, 2003). Hence, it can be thought of as systematic trial and observation trial 
because the answer is not known beforehand, observation because the result must be 
carefully recorded, and systematic because all good research is planned and 
purposeful (Melville and Goddard, 1996). 
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According to Fellows and Liu (2003), there are two approaches to experimental 
research - laboratory experiments and field experiments. Laboratory experiments are 
usually carried out to test relationship between identified variables, by holding all 
except one variable constant and then testing the effect on dependent variables by 
changing one independent variable. This is done with a view of making generalisable 
statements applicable to real world situation. Field experiments are not conducted in 
specially built laboratories but in dynamic social, industrial, economic and political 
areas (Gallier, 1992). The key strength of experimental research is its control and 
logical rigour in establishing evidence for causality. In general, experiments tend to be 
easier to replicate, less expensive and less time consuming than the other techniques 
(Neuman, 2006), but it is extremely difficult in a study involving human individuals 
(Alasuutari, 1998). 
2.2.4 Qualitative Research 
The qualitative research method is regarded as a naturalist, subj ectivist or 
interpretivist research method and tends to focus on exploring in much detail a 
smaller number of instances which are seen as being interesting or illuminating 
(Blaxter et al., 2001). Its data sets are relatively small scale (O'Leary, 2004) and 
chiefly non-numeric, such as in the form of text and image (Punch, 1998). This is 
because it aims to investigate and gain insight into the beliefs, understandings, views, 
opinions, etc. of people involved in depth rather than breadth (Fellows and Liu, 2003). 
The tools for qualitative research are action research, case study, ethnographic 
research and ground theory (Neuman, 2006). The analysis of qualitative data involves 
filtering, sorting and other manipulations to prepare them for analytic techniques 
(Fellows and Liu, 2003). Detailed discussions of qualitative research approach are 
presented as follows: 
a) Ethnographic Research 
Ethnographic research in its broadest sense may be defined as the science of cultural 
description and is best accomplished by immersing oneself in the socio-cultural 
situation under study (Lang and Heiss, 1984). The focus of investigation is on the 
everyday behaviours (e.g. interactions, language, rituals) of the people in the group, 
with an intent to identifY cultural norms, beliefs, social structures, and other cultural 
patterns (Leedy and Ormrod, 2001 ). Some researchers in the field of information 
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systems appear to turn to ethnographic research for information technology 
management (Davies and Nielsen, 1992) the development of information systems 
(Hughes et al., 1992), and design and evaluation ofinformation·system (Myers, 1999). 
The key strength of this method is that it gives a detailed view of the entire cultural 
scene by pulling together all aspects learned about ther group and showing its 
' 
complexity. The disadvantages are that it may have limited generalisibility to other 
topics or domains and it takes a lot longer than most other kinds of research 
(Mohamed, 2006). 
b) Action Research 
Action research is a vague concept but it has been defined as research that involves 
practical problem-solving which has theoretical relevance (Humford, 2001 ). Active 
involvement by the researcher is essential for identifYing, promoting and evaluating 
problems and potential solutions (Fellows and Liu, 2003; Foster, 1972). Action 
researches intend not only to contribute to existing knowledge but also to help resolve 
some of the practical concerns of the people, or clients, who are trying to deal with a 
problematic situation (Gill and Johnson, 2002). 
O'Brien (2001) indicates that although action research is used in a real situation rather 
than in contrived and experimental research, it can be used for preliminary or pilot 
research, especially when the situation is too ambiguous to frame to a precise research 
question. Lau (1997) reviewed the use of action research in information systems 
studies and proposed a term System Development (SD), which covers various 
methods used in analysis, design, development and implement of information and 
decision support system. As a special type of action research, SD is deemed that the 
development of a method or system can provide 'a perfectly acceptable piece of 
evidence' (an artifact) in support of a proof, where proof is taken to be any convincing 
argument in support of a worthwhile hypothesis. SD could be thought of a 'proof-by-
demonstration' (Nunamaker et al., 1990). SD research has also been referred to as 
'engineering' type research (Cecez-Kecmanovic, 1994). 
Prototyping is also a type of action research method that is used in system 
development (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998). In the context of information 
systems research, the theory/concept proposed usually leads to the development of a 
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prototype system with the intention of illustrating the theoretical framework (Burstein 
and Gregor, 1999). In this sense, prototyping and SD are similar methods. The 
development of a conceptual/ theory demonstrator and prototype is also a method of 
evaluation that is appropriate at the early stage of a software development life-cycle. 
r It attempts to illustrate some or all of the proposed functionality of a system (Duke, 
2001). 
c) Case Studies 
The case study approach is problem-oriented and is applicable to an individual, a 
group of people, an institution, or a whole community (Lang and Heiss, 1984.). Yin 
(2003) defined the case study research method as an empirical inquiry that 
investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; when the 
boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and with 
multiple sources of evidence. It differs from action research in that the case study 
researcher seeks to study (organisational) phenomena and not to change them, unlike 
the action researcher who is often directly involved in planned organisational change 
(Avison et al., 2001). 
According to Johnston et al. (1999), good and effective case study research should 
have the following elements: 
• The research must begin with hypotheses developed by theory; 
• The research design must be logical and systematic; and 
• The findings must be independently evaluated. 
Hence case studies are best used in studies that require deeper understanding of how 
and why things happen (Yin, 2003) rather than testing the relationships between them 
(Gordon and Langmaid, 1998). 
Case studies can be either single or multiple. This single case study is analogous to a 
single experiment, and many of the same conditions that justify a single experiment 
also justify a single case study. It is appropriate where the objective is to develop a 
new theory rather then to test, develop or prove an existing theory or to establish 
statistical generalisation. When there is more than one single case, the study has to use 
multiple-case studies. In this situation, the term (single or multiple case studies) refers 
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to the way in which the results of the study can be interpreted-in other words, what is 
the best way to consider the study either as serial (single) or parallel (multiple) 
designs (Ganah, 2003). 
The key strength of case study research is that it suitable for learning more about a 
• 
little known or poorly understood situation (Leedy and Ormrod, 2001 ). It also enables 
the researcher to compare a number of different approaches to the same problem in 
sufficient detail as to be able to draw out lessons which have general applicability 
(Moore, 2000). In addition, case studies can help in achieving greater realism in 
research, and requires a reasonably holistic research (Graham, 2000). They may also 
be useful for investigating how an individual or program changes over time, perhaps 
as the result of certain circumstances or interventions. 
The weakness of cases studies is that they are usually restricted to a single event or 
organisation; providing a limited basis for traditional 'scientific' generalisation (Yin, 
2003). Hence they are often used for complex processes, their antecedents and 
outcomes; this process may last for months or years and the concerned may not wait 
for publication of the research result and when they are published may become out-of-
date. Another weakness is that the data collection and analysis process may be 
influenced by the researcher's interpretation of events, documents and interviews 
(Drake et al., 1998). 
2.2.5 Triangulation 
Triangulation is the combination of quantitative or qualitative methods in the study of 
the same phenomenon (Amaratunga et al., 2002). It can be a very powerful tool to 
gain insight and results, to assist in making inference and in drawing conclusion, as 
illustrated in Figure 2.2. The initial and obvious benefit of this is that it will involve 
more data, thus being likely to improve the quality of the research (Denscombe, 2003). 
Furthermore, researchers see things from different perspectives and understand the 
topic in a more rounded and complete fashion than would be the case with data drawn 
from just quantitative or qualitative approaches (Fellow and Liu, 2003; Denscombe, 
2003). For example, using a quantitative method such as a questionnaire survey can 
provide a abroad idea of the subject studied, and combining it with qualitative 
methods such as interviews or case studies provides a better understanding of the 
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same study. Most of importantly the triangulation approach provides an opportunity to 
corroborate findings that can enhance the validity of the data. They do not prove that 
the researcher has 'got it right', but they do give some confidence that the meaning of 
the data has some consistency across methods and that the findings are not closely 
tied with trparticular method used to collect the data (Denscombe, 2003) . 
• 
Quantitative data I Qualitative data 
+ + 
Analysis and testing Analysis testing? 
(statistical?) 
t + 
Theory and literature Results Results 
(Previous research) (relationships) (patterns etc.) 
+ + + 
I Causation/explanation (discussion) I 
+ 
Insights and 
inference 
+ 
Conclusion and 
recommendation 
Figure 2.2 Triangulation of Quantitative and Qualitative Data (Fellow and Liu, 
2003) 
According to Easterby-Smith et al. (200 1 ), there are four distinct categories of 
triangulation: theoretical, data, investigator and methodological: 
• Theoretical triangulation involves borrowing models from one discipline and 
using them to explain situations in another discipline; 
• Data triangulation refers to research where data is collected over different 
time from different sources; 
• Investigator triangulation is where different people collect data on the same 
situation and data, and the results are then compared; and 
• Methodological triangulation uses both quantitative as well as qualitative 
methods of data collection. These are extremely diverse and include 
questionnaires, interviews, telephone surveys, and field studies. 
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T!ll-ough the aforementioned review, these quantitative and qualitative research 
methods have their own distinguishing characteristics, strengths and weakness. This is 
why the use of triangulation research is often encouraged. Table 2.2 shows a summary 
of comparisons between the two methods. 
r 
Table 2.2 Distinguishing Characteristics of Quantitative and Qualitative methods 
(Neuman, 2006; Abdullah, 2003; Amaratunga et al., 2002 and Leedy and Ormrod, 2001) 
Characteristics Quantitative Research Qualitative Research 
Purpose • To explain and predict • To describe and explain 
• To confirm and validate • To explore and interpret 
• To test theory • To building theory 
Process • Focused • Holistic 
• Known variables • Unknown variable 
• Established guidelines • Flexible 
• Statistic design • Emergent design 
• Context free • Context-bound 
• Detected view • Personal view 
Research • Procedures are standard, and • Research procedure are particular, 
Procedures replication is frequent and replication is very rare 
Data Collection • Representative, large sample • Informative, small sample 
• Standardized instruments • Observation, interviews 
Theory • Theory is largely caused and is • Theory can be causal or non-causal 
deductive and is often inductive 
Data Analysis • Analysis proceeds by using • Analysis proceeds by extracting 
statistic, tables or charts and themes or generalisation form 
discussing how they show evidence and organising data to 
relates to hypothesis present a coherent, consistent 
picture 
Reporting Finding • Numbers • Word 
• Statistic, aggregated data • Narratives, individual quotes 
• Formal voice, scientific style • Personal voice, literary style 
Strengths • Provide wide converge of the • Data gathering methods seen as 
range of situation natural than artificial 
• Fast and economical • Ability to look at change process 
• Where statistic are aggregated overtime 
from large samples, they may be • Ability to understand people's 
considerable relevance to policy meaning 
decisions • Contribute to theory generation 
Weakness • Tend to be rather inflexible and • Data collection can be tedious and 
artificial require more resources 
• Not very effective in • Analysis and interpretation of data 
understanding process may be more difficult 
• Not very helpful in generating • Harder to control the pace progress 
theories and end-points of research process 
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Major research methodologies have been briefly reviewed above. In the following 
sections, the research is designed and methods are selected based on in-depth 
consideration of the research objectives. 
2.3 The MethodoJogy Adopted for the Research 
• 
The main aim of the research is to develop a viable and consistent framework to 
improve building design optimisation through the application of MDO. This 
framework will enhance collaborative multidisciplinary design and accomplish 
various building performance objectives (e.g. safety, comfortable indoor environment, 
economic) at the same time. In order to achieve this aim and the specific objectives 
(refer to Section 1.4) in a complete fashion, combination of quantitative and 
qualitative research approaches were adopted. 
2.3.1 Research Design 
Research design is a logical plan for getting from here to there, where here may be 
defined as the initial set of questions to be answered, and there is set of conclusions 
(answers) (Yin, 2003). Another way of thinking about a research study is as a 
'blueprint' of research, dealing with at least four problems: what questions to study, 
what data is relevant, what data to collect, and how to analyse the results (Philliber et 
al., 1980). Hence good design can help the researcher to avoid a situation in which the 
evidence does not address the initial research questions. 
Modeling for 
Building Design Evaluation 
Figure 2.3 The Research Process 
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Figure 2.3 illustrates the research design, including the four major components 
• Building of Knowledge: This stage started with an extensive literature review 
for building design optimisation, then the studies about MDO, including 
definition, decomposition schemes, formulations, were conducted. 
• COPGA Framework Development: In this stage, the conceptual COPGA 
framework was developed through in depth analysis of the literature on the 
application of MDO and discussion with experts in the construction and other 
industries. To validate this framework, a mathematical problem was used. 
• Modelling for Building Design: The COPGA framework was applied to a 
building design problem at this stage. It aimed at presenting how to implement 
this framework in the context of building design optimisation, such as 
formulating the design problem in a mathematical form and developing the 
corresponding design performance analysis programs. 
• Evaluation: The last stage is to verify and validate the optimisation model for 
building design using semi-structural interviews. 
However, the overall process is cyclic and interactive. After obtaining feedback and 
comments through the evaluation, the conceptual framework needed to be refined. 
Lessons learned from any of the other three stages are fed back to the ''building of 
knowledge" stage, adopted and further explored. Finally such a research design 
helped to achieve the overall aim and specific objectives. Table 2.3 describes the key 
research issues in each stage such as: what questions have been answered, what 
objectives are met and which method is used. 
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Table 2.3: Overview ofthe Research Process 
Stage· Objective Question Methodology 
Building of • Objective One • What are the characteristics of • Literature 
Knowledge • Objective Two building design optimisation? review 
• What are challenges to building 
desigm-optimisation? 
• 
• WhatisMDO? 
• How can MDO improve building 
design? 
CO PGA • Objective Three • What the industry participants require • Literature 
Framework in building design? survey 
Development • How can the framework solve multi- • Expert review 
objective multidisciplinary building 
• Mathematical 
design? problem 
• Which co-ordination strategy can be testing 
used in the framework? 
• How can the framework be validated? 
Modelling • Objective Four • What kind of building design problem • Scenario 
for Building is suited to be implemented? • Simulation 
Design • What are the variables, constraints • Rapid 
and objectives to be considered in this prototyping 
building problem? 
• How can this building problem be 
formulated in the proposed 
framework? 
• How can this building problem be 
implemented in a computed-based 
prototype system? 
Evaluation • Objective Five • Who can evaluate this framework? • Rapid 
• Which features of this framework pro to typing 
need to be evaluated? • Semi-
• What approach can be used to structured 
evaluate this framework? interview 
The objective of each methodology used, typed of data generated and the rationale for 
its adoption is discussed as follow. Various types of data collected are also used to 
support the triangulation approach in this research. 
2.3.2 Building of Knowledge 
In the first stage, the researcher refined, synthesised and used the theory of MDO to 
identify the limitations of current multi-discipline· building design optimisation, and 
then developed meaningful research objectives. This stage involved a substantial 
literature review. The work conducted in this stage was mainly collecting and 
synthesising existing knowledge, rather than discovering or creating new knowledge. 
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A literature review is a systematic, explicit, reproducible method for identifying, 
evaluating and synthesising the existing body of completed and recorded work 
produced by researchers, scholars and practitioners (Fink, 2005). A good literature 
review helps to place the research in the context of what has already been done, 
allowing comparisons to be made and providing framework for further researcher. It 
also prevents researchers from repeating previous errors or redoing work that has 
already been done (Blaxter et al., 2006). 
The specific objectives ofliterature review in this study were: 
• To evaluate state-of-the-art building design optimisation with a view of 
design characteristics, optimisation algorithm adopted and relevant design 
objectives; 
• To establish the theoretical background of MDO and its applications in other 
industries (e.g. manufacturing, aerospace and automotive); 
• To study the factors which were addressed for the implementation of MDO 
in other industries; 
• To explore possible frameworks to implement MDO in building design 
optimisation. 
The initial stage of the research involved a wide spectrum of topics, which were 
related to the concept of optimisation and collaborative design paradigm. This is 
considered as the foundation of this research in reviewing the current practices of 
building design optimisation. It then focused specifically on the adoption of MDO as 
the main strategy to support the multi-objective multi-disciplinary building design 
optimisation. Since MDO is a methodology initiated from the manufacturing industry, 
it is still a relatively new subject to the construction industry. The literatures collected 
from other industries needed to be examined carefully from the building design 
perspectives. 
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The main keywords used in the literature survey are shown in Figure 2.4. 
CSCW/ MDO/Builldng 
Design 
• 
Construction Industry Field of MOO Research Methodology 
• Collaborative design • Properties of optimisation • Research strategy 
• Computer-aided design algorithm • Quantitative/Qualitative 
• Structural optimisation 
• Multi-objective research methods 
• Thermal optimisation optimisation • Data collection/analysis 
• Concurrent design 
• Classification ofMDO methods 
• System approach 
• Application ofCO/ATC • Method of information 
• Integrated framework 
• Comparison ofMDO 
system development 
• Characteristic of building formulation • VerificationNalidation design 
• Coordination strategy • Information system 
• Design process evaluation 
• Game theocy 
Figure 2.4: Major Keywords Used in Searching the Relevant Literatures 
The sources of the material for the literature came from: 
• Text books, journals, theses, reports, etc. from Loughborough University 
Library; 
• Internet (World Wide Web) searches (e.g. Google Scholar); 
• Conference Notes/Proceedings; 
• Media articles; and 
• Organization brochure and publications. 
2.3.3 COPGA Framework Development 
The second stage is overtly one of new knowledge creations. The researcher engaged 
in the creative and innovative design activity for the framework development 
including defining component, selecting the appropriate optimisation algorithm, 
developing the CO PGA framework for building design, and validating the framework. 
The framework development followed an interactive process illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 Process of Framework Development 
Such an interactive process involves a set of the research step of analysing documents 
obtained from the literature survey, developing the CO PGA framework, reviewing the 
framework by academic and industry experts, and testing and verifying the proposed 
framework using a mathematical problem. As a result, a viable and consistent 
CO PGA framework was achieved. 
At each step, vanous research methods were adopted. Detailed usages of these 
methods are discussed as follows: 
1) Literature Survey 
Based on the intensive literature survey, the characteristics of building design 
optimisation were summarised, and the initial thought of application of MDO in 
building design was established. The next question was what kind of MDO 
formulation could be developed for building design optimisation. A large body of 
literature about MDO applications (especially collaborative optimisation and analytic 
target cascading formulation) in other industries, ranging from PhD theses to the 
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics teclmical reports, has been 
collected. Qualitative analysis of these textual literatures is to accomplish the 
following objectives: 
• To evaluate the existing MDO applications in other industries according to 
some specific characteristics, such as the decomposition scheme, cO-ordination 
strategy, variable classifications, implementing teclmical issues (detailed 
information in Section 4.4); 
• To select existing MDO formulation with the focus on building design 
properties (i.e. available analysis tools and design methods.) (Detailed 
information in Section 4.5.3); 
• To select the appropriate optimisation algorithm based on the computation 
efficiency and obtaining global results (detailed information in Section 5.2.3). 
In this research, the reports and thesis that describe the applications of the multi-level 
MDO formulation were analysed based on the following three criteria. 
• Firstly, most applications of MDO are related with large-scale complex 
engineering designs. It is an attractive attribution of multi-level MDO 
formation dividing a large problem into a few manageable sub-problems. 
System partitioning methods differ from decomposition by component, 
discipline, sequential or matrix. Therefore what kind of decomposition 
schemes used in the MDO formulation becomes the first criterion of the 
category. 
• Secondly, if the large problem has been decomposed into a few small sub-
problems, it is inevitable some internal links among sub-problems are 
uncovered, which cannot be discovered when the problems are handled as a 
whole. Which kind of measure is used to identify relationship among sub-
problems is the second criterion 
• Finally, after finding these links, some measures must be taken to obtain the 
same results from the MDO formulations as from the formulation without 
decomposition. In this study, these measures are described as the co-ordination 
strategy, the last criterion. 
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After such in-depth analyses, both A TC and CO formulation was effectively 
understood. Considering the characteristics of building design optimisation and 
comparisons between A TC and CO formulations, the CO formulation were selected 
for the proposed framework. However the CO formulation is merely suitable for 
single-o~ective problems, the Pareto-based genetic algorithm was proposed to extend 
the multi-objective capacity to the CO formulation; the conceptual COPGA 
framework was thus established. 
2) Mathematical Problem Testing 
Like other studies related with applications of optimisation techniques, a simple 
mathematical problem was chosen to validate the COPGA framework. To achieve this 
objective, the following three questions must be answered carefully: 
I) Which kind of mathematical problem can be used to test the CO PGA framework? 
The development of the COPGA framework aims at solving building design 
optimisation problems involving complex links among disciplines and conflicting 
objectives. Hence the mathematical problem used to test the COPGA framework 
should present all these properties. On the other hand, this mathematical problem 
should be simple enough to manage. In other words, the number of each type of 
variables is not too large and with only two overall objectives. 
2) How can this mathematical problem be implemented based on the COPGA 
framework? 
Implementations of this mathematical problem using the COPGA framework must 
involve a large amount of calculation, which resulted from the iterative process in 
optimisation. It is impossible to solve this. problem by manual methods; hence this 
problem should be implemented easily in a computer-based environment. 
3) How is this result of the COPGA framework validated with regard to this 
mathematical problem? 
Since the mathematical problem is small, the outcomes of the COPGA framework can 
be validated through comparing them with the results obtained from the 'All-at-Once' 
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frameworks, namely, without decomposition (refer to Section 5.6.3.1.) Such a 
validation approach has been widely used in other MOO applications (Budianto, 2000; 
Choudhary, 2004). Detailed results are presented in Chapter Five. 
If the result from the COPGA framework is correct in the mathematical problem, it ,.. -
implies that the COPGA framework works well in computer environments, and that 
there are no technical errors. If not, this framework will be further refined through 
expert review. 
Operations 
3) Expert interview 
There are two reasons for the application of this approach. The first one is to confirm 
the industry participants' requirements and current problems about multi-objective 
and multidisciplinary building design identified in the literature review. In order to 
achieve this objective, semi-structured interviews were conducted. The experts 
include architects, structural and building services engineers, an academic researcher 
and a specialised software developer. Experts in these interviews merely focus on 
design participant, but future studies could include other stakeholders, such as 
quantity surveyor, client, facility managers, contractor and material supplier. The 
questionnaire template used in these interviews is attached in Appendix Two. Section 
3.6 presents the analysis of the data obtained from these interviews, this contributed to 
the development of an appropriate framework for building design. 
The second purpose is to verify the author's understandings of the theoretical concept 
through communication with researchers from the construction and other industries. 
As discussed above, the application of MDO gained popularity in the aerospace and 
automotive industries, and researchers in these industries have developed wider 
knowledge. The author discussed some personal thoughts about MOO with these 
experienced researchers by e-mail or telephone. These experts affirmed the author's 
understandings ofMDO and emphasised some issues considered whilst implementing 
the MOO framework. For example, with regard to post-optimality * 1 (Braun and Kroo, 
1993), it is not necessary to integrate it into the MOO framework because the main 
1 
*The post-optimality information generated through first-order computations can be used to 
accurately predict the effect of constraint and parameter perturbations on the optimal solution. 
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purpose of post-optimality is to decrease the computational expense. Additionally 
some researchers with experience in coordinating conflicts in multi-disciplinary 
design were also contacted at this stage. At the beginning, it was intended to integrate 
game theory into the MDO framework as a coordination strategy, but through critical 
review of other researchers' works. This idea was rejected because the concept of 
• 
game theory ignore of the interaction between disciplines. Finally, this framework is 
also further improved from other researchers' comments and suggestions at 
conferences and workshops. The iterative development of the framework resulted in a 
series of papers at different development stages of the project, which are listed in 
Appendix one. 
2.3.4 Modelling for Building Design 
Modelling is the process of constructing a model, a representation of a designed or 
actual object, process or system. For a representation of reality, it must include the 
essential features of reality whilst being reasonably cheap to construct and operate and 
easy to use (Fellows and Liu, 2003). The modelling process in this research is 
depicted in Figure 2.6. 
Figure 2.6 Modelling Process and Research Method Adopted 
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The COPGA framework has been developed then validated using a mathematical 
problem. The following stage was to implement the model to demonstrate that the 
COPGA framework could work well in a multi-objective multidisciplinary building 
design optimisation case. With this in the mind, three methods were used to 
accomplish this objective: 
1) The Scenario 
Initially, it was planned to implement the COPGA framework in a completed building 
design project, and then evaluate the framework by comparing the results generated 
with the real design solutions. However, owing to the complexity of the practical 
project (e.g. a large number of variables, complicated specialised knowledge, etc.), it 
was difficult to be achieved by one person within the limited time frame. Also, 
detailed design information is confidential for unauthorised users to access. Due to 
these constraints, a design scenario derived from real industrial cases was adopted to 
depict a multi-objective multidisciplinary building design problems. 
The scenario design often combines with other research methods, such as case study 
or survey (interviews and questionnaires) in order to identify all possible scenarios 
and key factors in each scenario (Glenn and Gordon, 2003). Because MDO is a new 
research area, few people know about it and those who know are often merely aware 
of the term with general meaning, especially in the construction industry. Also the 
implementation of MDO involves many specialised terms, such as post-optimality, 
global optimisation and coupling variable. These terms are unfamiliar to many 
building designers. Therefore construction practitioners without MDO background 
can hardly provide suitable information to the scenario design. Thus the survey and 
interview methods are not appropriate at the current stage. A possible method to 
design the scenarios is to analyse existing building projects and to identify key factors 
that the COPGA framework focuses on, such as complex relationships among 
disciplinary design. Therefore this scenario is an imaginary design task, but the 
problems demonstrated in it exist in a real building design environment. 
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The other reason for the use of the design scenario is that the simple mathematical 
problem is so abstract that building designers cannot understand what kind of problem 
this framework faces on. The scenario, however, provides a context for understanding 
the features and benefit of the CO PGA framework (detailed information in Sections 
6.2). The rationality of the scenarios was assessed via presenting it on academic 
• 
conference in the early framework development stage and evaluating them with a 
prototype system at the final stage of the research. 
2) Prototyping 
Research can be generally individual work which discovers and describes existing 
reality (explorative research) or which aims at creating a new reality (e.g. new 
technology or processes) that needs to be evaluated and justified. The research 
described in this thesis aims at developing a MDO framework that can be used in 
building design to solve multi-objective multidisciplinary problems. An important 
element of the methodology used was the automation and implementation of the 
COPGA framework. More specifically, the intention was to encapsulate the 
developed CO PGA framework into a prototype, which is known as rapid prototyping. 
Laudon and Laudon (2002) defined prototyping as a process of building an 
experimental system quickly and inexpensively for demonstration and evaluation, so 
that the users can gain better information. The key benefits of the prototyping include: 
short development time; short user reaction time (feedback from user); improved 
user' understanding of the system, its information needs, and its capabilities; and low 
cost (Turban and Aronson, 1998). However, Laudon and Laudon (2002) stressed that 
prototyping could not gloss over essential steps in systems development. Even if the 
completed prototype works reasonably well, the manager may not believe there is no 
need for reprogramming, redesign, or full documentation and testing to build a 
polished production system. 
In this research the prototyping system was used to implement the COPGA 
framework in the design scenario. This design scenario involved two overall objective 
functions and two disciplines, - structural and HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air 
Conditions). In the context of this scenario, the CO PGA framework was made up of 
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the internal and external cycle, whilst the internal cycle could be divided into five 
components, including one system-level optimisation block, two subsystem-level 
optimisation bl~cks and two subsystem-level analysis blocks. The optimisation 
algorithms in one system-level block and two subsystem-level optimisation blocks 
directly utilised optimisation toolkits in Matlab. The two subsystem-level analysis 
blocks is used to perform subsystem-level optimisation through simulation 
technology. The detailed simulation process is described in the next section. The 
Pareto-based genetic algorithm used in the external cycle was coded in the Matlab 
programming language. 
After finishing compiling the program in each block, the next step was to connect 
them into an integrated system. It was crucial to identify what kind of data and when 
were required to transfer from one block to other blocks. For example the steps of 
initialisation of population, crossover and mutation operation would call the internal 
cycle to obtain the compatible values of the interdisciplinary variables during the 
process of Pareto-based genetic algorithm, whilst the system-level optimisation block 
in the internal cycle required the values of interdisciplinary variables from two 
subsystem-level optimisation blocks and keeping those local variables at subsystem 
level (detailed explanation in Section 5.5.2.2). Finally, the prototyping system was 
developed through effective organisation of different blocks and right data 
transmission. 
3) Simulation 
Simulation is used to assist prediction of the behaviour of intangible not human reality 
and/or to revise a model to enhance its predictive accuracy or predictive capability; 
M organ (1984) suggests a variety of purposed for simulation; 
• Examine the performance of alternative technique; 
• Check complex mathematical/ analytic model 
• Evaluate the behaviour of complex random variables, the precise 
distribution(s) of which is (are) unknown. 
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In the context of this research, simulation was used to examine the structural and 
thermal performances with different sets of design variables, and were coded within 
Matlab progranuning environment. 
Firstly, the relevant literatures were thoroughly reviewed to determine design 
variables and objective functions considered, analysi~-method adopted and the 
corresponding building regulations. These literatures included the CIBSE (Charted 
Institution of Building Services Engineers) Guide, HVAC design, Steel design 
handbook, Steel design code (BS5950) and so on. Then, a few assumptions were 
made to simplifY the design problem. For instance, some unnecessary parameters, 
such as solar coefficient, were fixed as constant (detailed information in Section 
6.2.2). In a word, the aim of building these simulations was to test the COPGA 
framework in the context of the design scenario. Herice simulation progranunes in the 
prototype system were merely required to easily and quickly development with the 
necessary accuracy, but do not work as the commercial analysis software which 
involved the large amount of variables. 
2.3.5 Evaluation 
Evaluation will be used to represent the appraisal of the whole system. Within 
evaluation, it is generally agreed that there are two sub-sections: verification and 
validation, which are defined as follows (Miles et al., 2000): 
• Validation is the process which determines whether or not a system meets the 
required specification and is suitable for its intended purpose. Validation ensures 
that the software has been formulated in the intended manner. 
• Verification is the process of ensuring that the product does not contain any 
technical errors. Verification ensures that the software has been formulated 
correctly. 
The prototype system in this study was designed to implement the COPGA 
framework in a real building design problem. The semi-structured interviews were 
conducted to evaluate this prototype system. Compared with other evaluation 
approaches (e.g. questionnaire and evaluation workshop), such a face-to-face two-way 
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conversation provides the opportunity for the interviewers to obtain more valuable 
and in-depth comments through a clear understanding of the research context. 
Participants in this evaluation included the architects, structural engineers and HVAC 
engineers, hence the discipline-specific terminologies were used to describe the 
r- COPGA framework. This means that some more technical terms, such as GA and 
Pareto optimality, could be explained clearly based on the interviewer's background. 
The aim of this work was to evaluate the CO PGA framework which focused on the 
multi-objective multi-disciplinary building design optimisation problem. To achieve 
this aim, the semi-structured interviews contained four parts which reflected the 
usefulness, appropriateness, correctness and directions of further development of the 
CO PGA framework. The first part was aimed at evaluating the key features of the 
COPGA framework, such as coordination strategy and optimisation algorithm 
adopted. The second part was to validate the performances of the CO PGA in this 
scenario. The last part was incorporated open questions with regard to the limitations 
for the application of the COPGA framework in reality. The semi-structured interview 
template is presented in Appendix Five. Data obtained from the semi-structured 
interviews are analysed in Chapter 7. 
However, in the first trial interview, the interviewee reported two problems: one was 
that it took too long to answer all questions in details; the other was that it was 
difficult to answer whether the results from the COPGA framework were right 
because too much detailed design information was presented in this design scenario, 
and consequently the interviewee could not check the results in a short time. 
Considering these comments, the method of validating the results of this framework 
was changed. Since the COPGA framework has been validated through the 
mathematical problem during the process of development, it proved that there were no 
technical errors, such as data transfer between different blocks, application of 
optimisation algorithm. Compared with implementation of the mathematical problem, 
the main differen.t factor was that performance simulations (i.e. structural and thermal 
analysis) were required to integrate into the prototyping system. If these simulation 
programmes could be validated, this implied that the outcome of the prototyping 
system was correct since the whole process of optimisation had been validated in. the 
mathematical problem. 
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There are three main possible teclmiques for assessing the accuracy of simulation 
models (Bowman and Lomas, 1985): analytical verification, inter-model comparisons 
and empirical validation. This research adopted the inter-model comparisons that the 
author's simulation programs were validated by the best-known commercilll software . 
• 
The structural simulation program based on the matrix-displacement methods would 
be evaluated by the ST AAD pro software, the commercial software called 
DesignBuilder was used to assess the thermal analysis program designed in line with 
calculation introduced by CIBSE Guide A (1999). Detailed comparisons of results 
between two simulation programs are presented in Section 6.3. 
2.4 Summary 
This chapter has described the theoretical background of methodology used for model 
development in this research with the rationales for their adoption. These 
methodologies used include: 
• Literature 
• Expert review 
• Mathematical problem testing 
• Scenario 
• Simulation 
• Prototyping 
• Semi-structured interview 
Each methodology is carefully selected to meet the research requirements in each 
stage. The earlier stage of the research requires a general scoping study of the 
research topic; and the literature review achieves the objectives of exploring the 
subject in greater detail. It also helps the researcher to identify the specific issues that 
need to be investigated further. The next stage adopts the qualitative content analysis 
to determine the conceptual COPGA framework; critical reviews from construction 
and other industry experts to further refine and improve this framework, and a 
mathematical problem to validate it. The work of the third stage is implementation of 
the COPGA framework in the context of building design; the methodologies in this 
stage include design scenario, simulation, and prototyping. Finally semi-structured 
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interviews were conducted to evaluate this research, including rationale of this study 
and major features, performances and limitations of the COPGA framework. 
The findings from each part of the research are used to contribute to development of 
the next stage of the study, and to confirm the findings by a 'triangulation' approach 
• 
to ensure that every issue is fully explored. The detailed analysis of the data generated 
from these methodologies adopted is discussed in the following chapters where the 
main findings of the research are presented. 
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CHAPTER THREE: BUILDING DESIGN OPTIMISATION 
3.1 Introduction 
The proposition of design by optimisation in ,building and construction was earlier 
' 
compiled in 1966 (Torres et al., 1966). However major changes have taken place in 
the field of optimisation techniques available for solving the problems, and the nature 
of the problems themselves. Hence this chapter starts with reviews on two kinds of 
optimisation algorithms, including gradient-based and derivative-free algorithms, and 
describes their distinguishing properties. It is then followed by the studies of past and 
current optimisation work ranging from architectural, to structural and HV AC design. 
Finally challenges to improve building design optimisation are identified from the 
literature and semi-structured interviews. 
' 3.2 Design Optimisation 
In its pure definition, optimisation refers to the studies of problems in which one 
seeks to minimise or maximise a real function by systematically choosing the values 
of real or integer variables within an allowed set (Wikipedia, 2007b ). This is not the 
definition that is used here; the engineering interpretation of optimisation could be 
referred to as: 
• Optimisation is a key to accelerating exploration of search space, and thus 
provides greatest opportunity to reduce design cycle time (Rowell and Korte, 
2003). 
• Design improvement, not optimality, may guide a user in the course of 
optimisation (Kroo and Manning, 2000). 
• One part of optimisation is the evaluation of the design proposal. The second 
part is the generation of new and hopefully better designs. Thus, optimisation 
consists of both analysis (evaluation) and synthesis (generation of new 
solutions) (Andersson, 2001). 
• Optimisation means improving or fine-tuning the design in terms of one or 
more performance aspects (Papalambros, 2002). 
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Based on the above definitions, optimisation can be seen as a tech.nique which helps 
designers to explore more design space to create a better design solution rather than 
obta ining a minimal or maximal so lution. This is why researchers in the community 
of optimisation take much effmt on finding new optimisation search strategies, such 
as direct searches and genetic algorithm (referred to Section 3.3.2). 
Genera ll y engineering design involves the generation of design alternatives and the 
selection of the best one. Since the number of poss ible design options is practically 
infinite for most products, human judgement is needed to decide which options to 
. include in the consideration of alternative designs and which to dismiss. Thus the 
process of engineering design is a decision-mak ing process (Chen eL al., 1998; Azarm 
and Narayanan, 2002). The term 'optimisation' is widely used in a rather loose way to 
ind icate doing something better than the way we are currently doing it. In product 
development this term is often used in a similar manner to indicate making product 
decisions that yield a better product. Figme 3. 1 shows that there exists a close 
relationships between decision-based design and optimisation. 
Optimisation 
Min/Max: F(x) , x e Q where Q = { x : g ~ 0, h = 0 } 
,..--2:::::=~==.:~ 
generation/ 
identification 
of options 
assignment of 
expectation on 
each identified 
option 
application of 
pr fer _ne~ 
to determine the 
preferred choice 
Figure 3 .1 Optimisation vs. Decision-based Design (Renaud 2002) 
A careful comparison between decision making and optimisation reveals that the 
options space is equivalent to the set of permissible value of x in feasib le region; the 
expectation of any given x is assigned by F(x) ; and the preference is stated that 
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more is better (maximisation) or less is better (minimisation). Thus optimisation can 
be used to capture the properties of decision made. This recognition allows the 
application of rigorous optimisation techniques to the case of decision-making design 
(Renaud, 2002). 
r 
3.3 Taxonomy of Optimisation Algorithms 
The formal model of an optimisation problem is a statement of the form: 
Minimise f(x) 
Subject to h(x) = 0; g(x)::; 0; x e ~ ~ !R" (Equation 3 .1) 
Where f(x) is the objective function; h(x) is the equality constraint and g(x) is the 
inequality constraint; ~ is the set constraints of the n-dimensional real space !R" . 
After formulating the problem with a set of variables, objective function and 
constraints, optimisation algorithms can be applied to find the optimal solution(s). 
Normally these optimisation problems are defined with the following six elements: 
• Function characteristics: An optimisation algorithm that minimises or 
maximises one or more objective functions subject to a number of constraints. 
The nature of objective and constraint functions can influence the choice of 
optimisation algorithm, where the functions are differentiable. The problem 
may lend itself to an exact solution by a calculus-based optimisation 
algorithm. However the first and second objective functions of practical 
engineering design problems cannot be estimated analytically because of 
non-quantifiable design objectives and constraints such as legal and aesthetic 
requirements. These problems are regarded as derivative-free optimisation 
problems. 
• Single or multiple variables: The number of variables optimised can also 
influence the choice of optimisation algorithm. Some problems exist only as 
one variable. However most problems have more than one variable. The 
complexity of optimisation increases with the number of variables. 
• Discrete or continuous variables: If the number of the variables value is finite, 
then the problem is discrete and the optimum consists of a certain 
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combination of variable values. However some problems are regarded as 
mixed-integer optimisations as both discrete and continuous variable exist. 
Constrained or unconstrained: The range of variable values is often restricted 
by simple bounds or constraint functions. The constraints can be formed as 
either equalities or inequalities. There are numerous ways of dealing with the 
constraints; each particular method often depends greatly on the optimisation 
algorithm adopted. The constraints can act as constraint functions to limit an 
operation within the problem, as well as acting as bounds on the variables. 
• Local or global optimisation: When a solution is better than its neighbouring 
points, it is a local optimum. If more than one local optimum exist, then the 
lowest of all local optima is the global optimum. Usually there is no 
guaranteed optimisation algorithm for finding the global optimum. 
• Linear or nonlinear problem: An optimisation problem in which the objective 
and constraint functions are linear functions of their variables is referred to as 
a linear programming problem. On the other hand, if at least one of the 
objective or constraint functions is nonlinear, then it is referred to as a 
nonlinear programming problem. 
In addition to these, another important aspect is whether it is a single objective or 
multi-objective optimisation problem. The optimisation algorithms with regard to the 
single objective problems are studied in the following section, while reviews on 
multi-objective optimisation algorithm are presented in Section 5.2. 
3.3.1 Gradient-based Algorithm 
Gradient-based algorithms use the gradient of the objective function, 'llf(x), at the 
current iteration point to gather information about the structure of the function and to 
determine the direction of the next step in the iteration. For differentiable objective 
functions the gradient is an analytic expression. In other cases the gradient must be 
approximated numerically. The numerical approximation is not an easy task and can 
cost several extra function evaluations in each iteration. The method may also be 
sensitive to errors in the gradient approximation. 
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The gradient-based algorithms can be grouped into unconstrained methods and 
constrained methods. 
In the former method, if the Vf(x) is zero and Hessian matrix is positive for a given 
x, this ensures that the design is at least a relative minimum. For example ~ewton 
methods, the process starts with some arbitrary initial values, then the next vector of 
variable xk+l is decided by the current point xk at iteration k using Equation 3.2 
(Equation 3.2) 
Finally the process is stopped when Vf(xk) is less in magnitude than a specified 
constant (e.g. I 0_. ). 
The latter method is preferable in most cases of gradient-based algorithm. Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions presented in Equation 3.3 are a set of necessary 
conditions for constrained optimality. 
1. x' is feasible 
2. A1g/x')=0 j=l,m A1 ~0 
m I 
3. Vf(x')+ LA1 Vg/x') + LAk+m Vhk(x') = 0 (Equation 3.3) 
J=l k=! 
Where x' is the optimum design, A is the Lagrange multiplier. There are m 
inequality constraints and k equality constraints that are active at the optimum. 
Sequential quadratic programming (SQP) is a standard gradient-based algorithm for 
solving a constrained optimisation problem, and has been shown to have a very fast 
convergence rate (Schittkowski, 1985). The SQP algorithm approximates the problem 
into a quadratic sub-problem (QP) by taking a second order approximation of the 
objective function, and a first order approximation of the constraints in the QP sub-
problem are linear, KKT conditions reduce to a system oflinear equations that can be 
solved explicitly. The solution to the QP sub-problem produces a search direction for 
the original problem. Next, the algorithm proceeds by determining an appropriate step 
size, iterating until the termination criteria have been met. .The criteria could be a 
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maximum number of iterations, absolute or relative changes in objective function and 
KKT conditions (Vanderplaats, 1984). 
However the gradient-based algorithm is usually trapped in a local optimal result. 
Hence a muhi-start strategy should be applied, which means that the optimisation is 
' 
run repeatedly with different starting points, and the lowest of the local minima found 
is taken be a good local optimum or possibly the global optimum. At the same time, 
this requires the user to have an intuition about the design problems which result in 
choosing the starting points to find the local minima around the points of interest 
(Loos em ore, 2003 ). 
3.3.2 Derivative-free Algorithm 
In the many cases, even if it is known that objective function is smooth, its analytical 
expression is available, but computation of its value may be expensive or affected by 
the present of noise. As a result the first order derivatives cannot be explicitly or 
. approximately calculated. The derivative-free algorithm does not attempt to directly 
compute the unavailable derivative information, but work through repeated function 
evaluation accepting and rejecting candidate solutions, and the search for an optimum 
proceeds iteratively. This motivates the increasing interest in the use of derivative-free 
methods. 
The search method in this kind of algorithms could vary from high intelligent search 
techniques to a simple random search. Such search methods are particularly attractive 
for discrete variables and discontinue functions. Moreover they can do global searches. 
These algorithms, on the other hand, usually result in taking a long time to convergent 
to the optimum point, especially if the problem is large, due to lack of gradient 
information. 
Most of the derivative-free algorithms are to minimise or maximise the objective 
functions as an unconstrained function but to provide some penalties to limit 
constraint violations. The classical approach is to create a pseudo-objective function 
of the form shown in Equation 3.4 (Papalambros and Wilde, 2000): 
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B(x,r) = f(x) + P(g(x),r) (Equation 3.4) 
Where f(x) is the original objective function, P(g(x),r) is an imposed penalty 
function. The scalar r is a multiplier which determines the magnitude of the penalty. 
If a small value for ris chosen, the resulting function B(x,r) is easily optimised but 
may yield major constraint violations. While a large value of r could ensure near 
satisfaction of all constraints but create a very poorly conditioned optimisation 
problem (V anderplaats, 1984). 
Unlike the gradient-based algorithm, there is no canonical condition (i.e. KKT 
condition) to define optimal point in the derivative-free algorithm. Instead various 
algorithms adopt specific terminal criterion based on optimisation problem. This 
broad spectrum of derivative-free methods can be classified into direct and stochastic 
search. 
Direct Search 
The direct search is a sequential examination of trial solutions involving the 
comparison of each trial solution with the best obtained up to that time together with a 
strategy for determining what the next trial solution will be (Kolda et al., 2003). 
Examples of direct search methods are the Nelder-Mead simplex method (Nelder and 
Mead, 1965) and Hooke-Jeeves method (Hooke and Jeeves, 1961). 
In the simplex method the value of objective function is evaluated at a number of 
points constituting a grid in the feasible region. The grid is moved towards the 
minimum (i.e. the desired point) through successive changes, whereby the worst point 
(where the objective function has the highest value) is replaced by another one in a 
favourable direction at any single move through three main operations. They are 
(Bouchlaghem, 1990): 
• Reflection: where xh is replaced by : 
x, =(I +a)x0 -axh a> 0 
• Expansion: where x, is expanded in the direction along with a further 
improvement of the function value may be expected. 
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x, = p:, + (1- y)x0 r >1 
• Contraction: By which the simplex is contracted: 
xc = {Jxh + (1- {J)x0 0 < fJ < 1 
Where, 
.. 
xh is the vertex corresponding to the highest value of the objective function; 
x0 is the central point of all x1 
1 n+l 
except i=h and is given by: x0 = -I x1 • 
n i=t 
j,.l.h 
Compared with the simplex method, the search approach used by the Hooke-Jeeves 
method is less cautious and more speculative (Kolda et al., 2003). This method takes 
steps along the valley of the objective function. It assumes it is worthwhile to make 
further explorations in a direction that was successful in a previous step. To illustrate 
the exploratory moves, suppose that iteration k-1 was successfully (no exploratory 
step is attempted when k=O). The iteration k begins by conducting a co-ordination 
search about a trial point x P = x. + (x, - xH), rather than about the current value of 
xk. The idea is that since the step xk - xk-l from xk-l to xk led to an decrease in f(x) 
(i.e. desire to minimisation ), then further progress may be possible in the general 
direction of xk - xk-l. Such a step is called a pattern step. The objective is evaluated 
at the trial point xP and the algorithm then proceeds to conduct a co-ordination search 
about xP, even if f(x P) ~ f(xk). If the co-ordination search for xP is successful, and 
finds the next point x. such that f(x.) < f(xk) then x. is accepted as the new value 
of xk+1 • If no such point is found around xP , then the pattern step is deemed 
unsuccessful, and the method is reduced to coordinate a search for xk (Hooke and 
Jeeves, 1961). 
Like other derivative-free algorithms, the direct search remains popular with 
practitioners because they do not require rigorous mathematical properties and could 
obtain a global optimal result. However, performance based on these algorithms could 
require the large amount of computational time as the number of variables increased. 
It was asserted that they were best suited for problems with a small number of 
variables (Meza et al., 1996). In addition, slow asymptotic convergence is the other 
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drawback. This stems from the lack of valuable derivative information, which often 
takes a very long time to locate the exact minimum (Kolda et al., 2003). 
Stochastic Search 
A stochastic search involves random elements in their search strategy. The methods 
have often been developed by analogies to a phenomenon. Stochastic algorithms are 
usually easier to implement and are able to handle a wide range of optimisation 
problems associated with discrete and unordered design variables, non-differentiable 
and non-continuous objective functions. Simulated annealing and Genetic algorithms 
are popular examples of stochastic search used in optimisation. 
Simulated annealing (SA) algorithms were originally the Monte Carlo method 
(Metropolis et al., 1953). The first proper SA algorithm was investigated by 
Kirkpatrick (1983 ). This algorithm exploits an analogy between the way in which a 
metal cools and freezes into a minimum energy crystalline structure and the search for 
a minimum in a general system (Metropolis et al., 1953). Such a random search is 
controlled by two parameters, including the initial temperature and cooling rate. The 
initial temperature determines the level of randomness in the algorithm. If the higher 
annealing temperature provides the particles of the solid with a very higher mobility, 
this means worse points are likely to be accepted. Meanwhile the cooling rate 
determines how quickly the level of randomness decreases as the number of iterations 
of the algorithm increase. A slow cooling rate could be more likely to find a global 
optimum; it also increases convergence time. The whole process of SA is illustrated in 
Figure 3.2. 
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Set Control Temperatrue T 
Generate Next,Solution xk+t 
No 
Figure 3.2 Process of Simulated Annealing Algorithm (Ali et al., 2002) 
The major advantage of SA is the ability to find global optimum, because it employs a 
random search which not only accepts changes that decrease objective function (i.e. 
the desired solution), blit also some changes that increase it: The latter is accepted 
with a probability ( p ). 
p=exp(- Of)· 
T 
Where Of is the increase in objective function and T is a control temperature. 
SA can also be used to solve problems involving both continuous and discrete 
variables (Ali et al., 2002). All in all, the SA algorithm is most efficiently used for 
getting a 'good enough' solution in a reasonable run time. 
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Introduced by John Holland in 1973, Genetic Algorithms (GAs) is a heuristic search 
method derived from natural selection and evolution (Goldberg, 1989). 1n the context 
of GAs, each design candidate is represented by a string that is called individual. Each 
string is made up of chromosomes that stand for design variables, whilst the number 
of design candidates forms a population. The objective functions of each design are 
evaluated as fitness functions. 
Create initial population I Genetic Operators : 
l Mutation I 
Assess fitness of current population l Crossover I 
I Selection I 
Satisfy t~ No 
criteria? 
Yes 
Stop 
Figure 3.3 Process of Genetic Algorithm (Sisk, 1999) 
The GA process illustrated in Figure 3.3 involves a competitive selection to remove 
poor solutions. This process starts with generating an initial population of possible 
solutions, usually a fixed size. If the size is too small, the GA's population risks being 
dominated by one, possibly sub-optimal, solution within a short number of 
generations. An excessively large population is computationally inefficient. For most 
applications, a population size of between 20 and 1 00 individuals is recommended 
(Barclay, 1993). 
Once an initial population has been generated, the GA performs a loop of fitness 
assessment. For many problems, formulation of a fitness function that distinguishes 
between the possible solutions can be rather complex owing to involving more than 
one aspect of the problem (e.g. minimise capital cost and life-cycle cost). After the 
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fitness assessments, the genetic operation follows until the population of possible 
solutions are found using a certain satisfying criteria, such as reaching a plateau of 
average fitness or a set number of generations. The genetic operations including 
selection, crossover and mutation aim at producing a new generation. These 
operations also result in obtaining the global solutions. At theiirst stage in the process 
' 
of genetic operation, individuals in the current generation are selected and copied to a 
'mating-pool'. Although there are various selection approaches (e.g. stochastic 
tournament and deterministic sampling), the fundamental of them is that individuals 
with higher fitness have a proportionately higher chance of being selected (Hooper et 
al., 1992). The crossover operator is analogous to the natural sexual mating process. It 
performs an exchange of chromosome between two randomly selected individuals, 
resulting in two new child individuals. However if the genetic material needed to get 
the optimal solution, is not presented within the initial population, the GA can never 
satisfY its chief criteria through selection and crossover alone. Mutation introduces 
new genetic material into the population. In this respect mutation maintains 
population diversity by introducing complete novel genetic material. This new 
material enables the GA to arrive at some undiscovered optimum 
Compared with algorithms based on direct search, both SAs and GAs are more 
versatile and as a result applicable to a wider range of problems. They can also handle 
relatively larger problems because they do not search the design space exhaustively. 
3.3.3 Comparisons between Gradient-based and Derivative-
free Algorithm 
An optimisation algorithm, if used effectively, can greatly reduce engineering design 
time and improve, efficient, and economical designs. However the successes of these 
algorithrris rely to a large extent on understanding of their advantages and limitations, 
and then use them in the proper enviromnent. The following Table 3.1 describes their 
differences on the basis of optimisation properties. 
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, 
' 
Table 3.1 Comparison of Properties between Gradient-based and Derivative-free Algorithm 
Prosperities Gradient-based algorithms Derivative-free algorithms 
Scope of They are proven to converge to minima for They demonstrate no special problem with optimisation formulation formulations with continuous and smooth with discontinuous function objective, multiple local minima, discrete 
application functions with respect to all design variables. variables and nonsmooth design space. 
Local or global These methods are prone to converging on local The extraordinary features combined with these algorithms enable to 
minima find global solution from a large number of alternatives, such as 
optimal solution genetic operations in the GAs. 
Dimension of Large number of design variables and constraints The solution time for this kind of algorithm rise at a fast rate with 
variable can be handled. increase of number of variable. 
Number to call The number to call analysis model is relatively These methods require a large of number of call for constraint 
analysis model small comparing with derivative-free algorithm. evaluation. 
With the guide of derivative information they can The convergence rate of these methods is generally slow. It is hard to 
Convergence rate quickly attain some level of convergence. decide how long the algorithm should be run to be able to arrive at a 
'good solution'. 
Once mathematical optimisation model is They are arduous to set up because the user must choose how to 
Implementation developed, these codes can be executed with little present and encode practical problem in optimisation process. Jo and human involvement until their completion. Gero (1998) showed it was difficult to formulate design knowledge 
into representation of GAs. 
The gradient-based algorithm is able to find an They, unlike gradient-based algorithms, cannot find a unique optimal 
Robustness answer, starting from arbitrary initial points. result in different performances, but these results are near to a real 
optimum. 
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3.4 Characteristics of Building Design Optimisation 
Some characteristics of building design make the application of optimisation 
techniques more difficult, such as nonlinear objective and constraint functions, 
continuous and discrete variables, competing performances and the involvement of 
... -
different experts. Facing on these difficulties, previous researches had been 
undertaken to explore the use of different optimisation algorithms. This section 
mainly focuses on reviewing these works. 
3.4. 1 Multi-variable Design 
The first characteristic is a high-dimensional building space to be explored when 
implementing optimisation. This problem stems from the following two reasons. 
Firstly the number of variables to describe individual building performance is very 
large, these performance areas include safety, comfort, aesthetic, and function (Coley 
and Schukat, 2002 and Saporito et al., 2001). Coley and Schukat (2002) presented 
that there is a large number of constructional parameters (more than 100 variables) in 
just a building environmental model. Wright et a! (2002) demonstrated there is a total 
200 design variables to configurate control system setpoints and the size of HV AC 
components. 
Secondly, the number of combinations of design variables increase an exponentially 
with the number of variables. Hence an efficient optimisation algorithm needs to cope 
with the computation demand generated by the exponential growth in the search space. 
Saporito et al., (2001) indicated there were 243 design combinations to test in a office 
building case despite of only four variables being involved, so the lattice method was 
used, in which the multi-dimensional problem was transformed into a one-
dimensional problem, consequently reducing the number of alternative solutions from 
243 to 9. Parvin and Serpen (1999) presented the application of artificial neural 
network (ANN) in a truss with a fixed geometric configuration; optimisation for better 
design could be achieved by changing the cross-sectional area of different structural 
members. The ANN algorithm could perform computation from each mesh node in 
parallel, which drastically reduced the search time for the optimisation process. 
Michalek et al., (2002b) put forward an interactive optimisation method for a floor 
layout problem. The advantage is that the designer can interactively and intuitively 
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define and refine the optimisation problem statement and guide the search algorithm 
into the area of interest during the optimisation process. For example, if a designer 
sees the design is moving into an undesirable area of design space, he/she can 
intervene and force a search into a new area of the space. This method used the 
designers' experience and intuition to avoid some unnecessary searches . 
• 
3.4.2 Multi-type Variables 
Both continuous and discrete variables are used to describe the building design 
problem. The continuous design variables are real numbers, e.g. orientation of 
building, which may be varied continuously between the lower and upper bounds. 
Building design also involves the selection of components, which is a discrete process. 
Therefore, design variables specifying the selection of building components may be 
represented by integer values, i.e. vary in a stepwise fashion between the boundaries 
depending on the type of component. Some gradient-based optimisation methods, 
such as sequential quadratic progranuning, are fast and efficient for the continuous 
variable, while these methods treat discrete variable as continuous and employ a 
rounding-off technique that gives approximate values which may affect the optimum 
final solution (Bouchlaghem and Letherman, .1990). Furthermore the derivative of the 
objective function with respect to variables is necessary for this kind of optimisation 
algorithm (Isenberg et al., 2002). It is difficult for building design to be formulated 
fully in algebraic form (Medjdoub and Yannou, 2000). Focusing on these problems, 
some researchers used stochastic optimisation algorithms to deal with discrete 
variables. For example, Gonzalez-Monroy and Cordoba (2000) used simulated 
annealing to model energy supply, which include a number of different devices of 
transformation and storage expressed in discrete variables. Wright et al. (2002) solved 
problem of discrete variables, such as equipment control status and fan type, by the 
use of GAs. Kang and Zong (2004) adopted a harmony search heuristic algorithm to 
solve 25-bar space truss with the consideration of the cross-section areas as discrete 
variable, because the structural components are in standard sizes in practice. However, 
when implementing these stochastic optimisations, a suitable step size for continuous 
variable must be determined. If the step is too large many possible solution may be 
missed; if is too small the search will require a lot of computational time. 
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3.4.3 Multi-objective Design 
A reason for the use of an optimisation algorithm is that they can help designers select 
the best option from a number of feasible solutions. Thus it is necessary to determine 
some measures of evaluation of these alternative solutions. These measures are called 
objectives or criteria. In some cases, the evaluation of a design uses the single-criteria, 
e.g. energy saving. However, most building designs cannot be assessed using one 
criterion, but using many independent criteria (Jedrzejuk and Marks, 2002, Li et al., 
1999, Marler and Arora, 2004). Evaluations could be based on cost or performance. 
With regard to the cost issues, both the initial cost and annual operating costs are 
usually considered simultaneously (Grierson and Khajephour, 2002; Nielsen and 
Svendsen, 2002). In these cases, the initial capital cost at the time of building 
construction accounts for the cost of land, superstructure cost, fat;ade costs and the 
cost of HVAC systems. While the annual operating costs incurred after completion of 
the building construction accounts for the cost of energy consumed, maintenance 
work done, property taxes etc.(Grierson and Khajephour, 2002). 
On the other hand, in the VIew of design performance, each discipline has an 
individual design objective. 
• For the architect, spatial configuration is a main consideration, which includes 
finding feasible locations and dimensions of a set of interrelated objects 
(Michalek et al., 2002a). Evaluations of this issue are related with not only 
common engineering objectives such as cost and performance, but also 
aesthetic and usability qualities of a layout (Michalek et al., 2002a; Medjdoub 
and Y annou, 2000). Jo and Gero (1997) presented two architectural layout 
objectives, one was interactive costs which were calculated based on the 
adjacency needs among two functional units, the other was the distance 
between two units' assigned locations. 
• The structural engineers determine an optimum material distribution in a given 
design space (Middendorf, 2003 ). Minimizing the weight of structural 
members in design whilst ensuring the safety (e.g. lateral and vertical 
deflection constraints and axial load constraints) is a normal design objective, 
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regardless of reinforced concrete frames (Balling and Y ao, 1997) or steel 
framework (Soegiarso and Adeli, 1997, Foley and Schinler, 2003). Apart from 
this objective, other objectives are required to be optimised, such as maximum 
stiffness, minimum displacement at specific structural points, maximum 
natural frequently of free vibration, maximum structural strain energy (Li et 
• 
al., 1999; Kicinger et al., 2005). 
• The main consideration of the building services engineers is to provide an 
energy efficient building and provide a comfortable internal environment for 
potential users. The indoor environment design includes the thermal, visual 
and aural subsystem (Manning, 1994). In broad terms, the criteria of assessing 
the building environmental design are grouped into two types of building, 
naturally ventilation and air-conditioned buildings. In the former, both 
percentage mean vote (PMV) and percentage of people dissatisfied (PPD) are 
usually used to measure thermal comfort (Fanger, 1970). Minimising energy 
consumption is a key part of the design of either type of building. The 
designer considers the design variables, such as size of HVAC, the lighting 
power density (Wright et al. 2002, Ghisi and Tinker, 2005). 
In order to solve these multi-objective problems, three types of the approaches are 
used, including approaches with a priori articulation of preference (e.g. weighted 
factor), approaches with a posteriori articulation of preferences (e.g physical 
programming), and approaches with no articulation of preferences (e.g. Pareto 
optimality). Detail studies about these approaches are presented in Section 5.2. 
3.4.4 Multi-discipline Design 
The different professionals that take charge ofbuilding design and comprise a 'design 
team' usually include architect, structural engineer, mechanical and electrical services 
engineer, construction engineer, and quantity surveyor (Grierson and Khajehpour, 
1999). Each member has a range of responsibilities and interests, however to produce 
a good design solution that effectively satisfies cost, time and functionality constraints, 
the co-operative efforts of this group of professionals are essential (Mathew and Rafiq, 
1994). 
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3.4.4.1 Architecture 
The application of optimisation to architectural design is relatively new and requires a 
careful formulation of the problem. Besides some common optimisation features (i.e. 
discrete and continuous variables, multi-objective, local and global optimisation 
algorithm and non-smooth objective and constraints), some characteristics further 
inhibit the use of optimisation. These include (Al-Homoud, 2001; Medjdoub and 
Y annou, 2000; Michalek et al., 2002a,b ): 
• Architectural design is characterised by being difficult to quantify numerically, 
because it is specifically concerned with aesthetic and usability qualities of a 
layout which are generally difficult to model or quantify mathematically. 
• Architectural design as a system is composed of a number of components or 
sub-systems (e.g. function room). An overall optimum solution of all building 
components is difficult. In practice, they make a series of separate decisions 
for each component or sub-system. Combination of these sub-systems 
sometimes results in complicated formulations of the problem and an inability 
to reach a true optimum. 
• A big constrains when using optimisation in the conceptual design is short 
time frame. Hence the applications of optimisation must allow the designer to 
quickly generate high quality layouts and receive both visual and 
computational feedback. 
The main tasks in architectural design are topology and geometry (Michalek et al., 
2002a; Medjdoub and Yannou, 2000): 
• Topology refers to logical relationships between layout components. It could 
be evaluated based on topological qualities, such as openness, proximity, 
directionality, or symmetry. 
• Geometry refers to the position and size of each component in the layout. 
In order to complete these tasks, researchers put forward different solutions. 
Traditionally, topological and geometrical problems have been implemented 
separately. The topological problem is often implemented using grammar whereas the 
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geometrical problem has been solved using mathematical programming or related 
optimisation. 
Medjdoub and Yannou (2000) proposed an ARCHiPLAN model with two solution 
levels: topological and geometrical, which· is close to the methodology used in 
. I 
architectural design. They used a technique of first enumerating all topologies, the 
designer is then able to review the feasible topological possibilities and select those 
that she/he wanted to explore geometrically. This technique reduces computation 
dramatically, and they have shown success for up to twenty rooms. 
Michalek et al., (2002a) developed a mathematical model for the geometric decision 
in the layout problem that allows an efficient solution with gradient-based and hybrid 
SA/SQP methods. This model was then embedded into another model used for 
topology decision that was solved with heuristic global methods. The difference with 
the model developed by Medjdoub and Y annou (2002) is that each iteration of 
topology model needs to call the geometry model. In the geometry model, there are 
four types of units based on their function, namely room, boundaries, hallways and 
access ways. Whilst ten variables for each unit include a referent point location in the 
coordinates, distances to north, south, east and west walls respectively, and the size of 
any windows on each wall. Using these variables the user can formulate design 
objectives and constraints, for example Unit i must be inside Unit j, while Unit K 
must not be adjacent to Unit j. However this study did not consider structural 
elements and route of pipe and duct when sizing these units. 
Jo and Gero (1998) proposed the GA formulation that was only used in the field of 
unit topology problem while the size and function of each unit had been decided in 
advance. The problem configuration and the evaluation criteria were drawn from the 
Liggett's approach (1981). The main contribution of this study was to present a design 
rule in the form of gene schema which can be manipulated in the genetic search 
engine. It also demonstrated the coupling of a GA technique with a design process 
could produce very good results, especially for large scale problems which was 
computationally difficult. 
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3.4.4.2 Structural Engineering 
The problems addressed by structural optimisation can be divided into three major 
categories (Kicinger et al., 2005): 
• Topology (layout) optimisation also known as topological optimum design 
(TOD) -looking for an optimal material layout of an engineering problem; 
• Shape optimisation (SO)-seeking optimal contours, or shape, of a structural 
system whose topology is fixed; 
• Sizing optimisation- searching for optimal cross-sections, or dimensions, of an 
element of a structural system whose topology and shape are fixed. 
The three categories are closely related to three major stages of engineering design, i.e. 
TOD is conducted in the conceptual design stage, SO in the preliminary design stage, 
and finally sizing optimisation is performed in the detailed design stage. 
Most previous applications are related to sizing optimisation in a simple structural 
system. Isenberg et al., (2002) considered the cross-section area and bending moment 
as design variables with the optimisation goal of minimising the weight of the 
structure. In this study, the objective function was linear; the optimal solution should 
lie on a constraint boundary or intersection of boundaries, so an interactive numerical 
optimisation procedure was proposed to reduce the weight of the structure until the 
most stringent constraint is satisfied with equality. The partial derivatives of the 
constraint functions (i.e. total frame drift) with respect to design variables were 
necessary to be calculated in this algorithm. However the standard cross sections 
come in a limited variety and the closest to a given one will usually have different 
values. This is why a number of researchers tended to use stochastic algorithm for 
optimising dimensions of cross-sections, such as Pezeshk et al., (2000); Coello et al., 
(1994); Hajela (1992); Goldberg and Samtani (1986). 
Compared to optimal sizing member, topology optimisation is a more of a complex 
structural design problem. Kicinger and Arciszewki (2004) employed a simple GA 
based on aggregating functions for multi-objective problems. It is to identify the 
configuration of wind bracing, beam and column supports in a 36-storey building 
design. One important stage using GA is to enumerate all possible values of every 
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variable and code them in genotypic values. Figure 3.4 graphically presents all values 
of wind bracing for each structural grid in this study. The figure also helps readers to 
understand what the topology structural optimisation focuses on . 
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Figure 3.4 Value of Wind Bracing (Kicinger and Arciszewki, 2004) 
The formal optimisation of reinforced concrete frameworks is more challenging than 
the optimisation of steel frame because of the complexity associated with 
reinforcement design. Balling and Yao (1997) put forward a multi-level framework to 
minimise the total cost (i.e. material, fabrication and placement cost) with respect to 
cross-section dimension, reinforcement topology, bar selection, bar position and so on. 
This multilevel frame includes system optimisation (SO) and individual member 
optimisation (IMO). The SO level considered values for cross-section dimension and 
called analysis programs to determine deflection and drift constraints, it then sent 
values of the section dimension and internal-force (axial force, shear force and 
bending moment) as constant parameters to IMO. IMO exploited an exhaustive search 
to choose a topology and quantity of steel bars. This two-level framework can fully 
optimise reinforcement details. 
3.4.4.3 Building Services Engineering 
In the field ofbuilding services design, most researchers focus on the building thermal 
optimisation and HVAC plants optimisation 
• Building thermal performance 
D'cruz et al., (1983) listed the factors affecting thermal performance, which are 
building shape, building mass, building orientation, window size, glass type, shading, 
surface finishes, material properties, ventilation and infiltration. Bouchlaghem and 
Letherman (1990) undertook thermal optimisation research to minimise the degree of 
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discomfort which is a function of indoor environmental temperature by using a 
combination of simplex and non-random complex optimisation algorithms. 
Miles et al., (2001) used GAs to aid the design in the early stage of building design to 
..-- reduce conceptual complexity for the designer. The structural form of the building is 
considered in conjunction with environmental impact and integrated with the services 
strategy. 
Caldas and Norford (2002) utilised the principle of GAs. The authors optimise the 
annual energy cost by assessing the thermal and lighting performance using DOE2, 
which is an unbiased computer program to predict the hourly energy use and energy 
cost of a building and gives hourly weather information. This information is then used 
to optimise the placing and size of windows within a building. The optimisation 
algorithm is modified to minimise the computational complexity of the problem. 
• HV AC plants optimisation 
The ultimate aim of HVAC plants optimisation is to minimise the operational and 
installation cost of the system, satisfying requirements of comfortable indoor 
environment. Wright and Hanby (1987) identified that the kind of optimisation had 
three main elements: 
I) The identification of a number of possible system configurations; 
2) For each configuration the optimisation of the size of the system components; 
3) The assessment of the system performance by the selection of criteria values to 
be used as quantitative parameters, thus enabling the selection of an optimum 
system. 
Wright et al., (2002) adopted Pareto-based genetic algorithms to examine the 
relationship to the optimum sizing of HV AC system (i.e. supply air temperature and 
flow rate), simultaneously with the optimisation of its supervisory control strategy in 
order to identifY the pay-off between the system energy use and occupant comfort. 
The final Pareto curves illustrate the trade-off energy cost against room thermal 
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comfort (i.e. Percentage of People Dissatisfied) in winter, summer and swing design 
day. 
However the parameters related with structural design are usually fixed in the 
applications of thermal and HVAC optimisation design, for example, Wrig!Jt -et al., 
' (2002) assumed the material and dimension of external and internal walls, floors and 
ceiling had been decided before optimisation. 
3.5 The Needs to Improve Building Design 
Optimisation 
As complexity of building design and cost have increased, there is a need for 
enhancing the capability of building design optimisation. The following three major 
improvements are required (Papalambros, 2002; Rowell and Korte, 2003; Choudbary 
and Michalek, 2005;): 
• Improvements in building optimisation models, especially in the architectural 
design; 
• Improvement in the methods that address the problems of multidisciplinary 
analysis; 
• Improvement in the design of the system that coordinates the execution of the 
coupled engineering disciplines to reduce work load and design cycle time. 
3.5.1 Optimisation Formulations 
Formulating a good optimisation model and choosing appropriate methods to solve 
the problem are crucial for finding meaningful solutions that meet the stated goals in 
an efficient manner (Choudhary and Michalek, 2005). Herein a good optimisation 
model requires experts to deduce the relationships between design variables and 
objective/constraint functions, and to develop realistic models that can be 
implemented in computer codes. A typical optimisation problem is expressed in 
Equation 3.1. 
Careful model building is a pre-requisite in optimisation. A fair portion of this task 
depends on the modeller's understandings of the problem and the model properties 
that will affect the solution process (Choudhary and Michalek, 2005). Most previous 
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studies of design optimisation demonstrate problems in a mathematical model which 
can be categorised into two groups. An optimization problem in which the objective 
and constraint functions are linear functions of their variables is referred to as a linear 
programming (LP) problem. On the other hand, if at least one of the objectives or 
constraint functions is nonlinear, then it is referred to as a nonlinear programming 
• 
(NLP} problem. 
However such mathematical models are limited for the following reasons: 
• The problems are over-simplified in most cases in order to make them possible 
to solve using mathematical methods. The solution time for these methods 
tends to grow exponentially as the number of decision variables increases 
because of the combinatorial nature of the problem. 
• The solution time may be highly variable, i.e. a small problem may take much 
more time than a large problem, minor variations in the problem may lead to a 
significant increase in solution time, and a single-solution algorithm does not 
work best for all types of mathematical problems (Chandra, 1991 ). 
• Mathematical model have the disadvantage of being difficult and sometimes it 
is impractical to formulate the problem into a mathematical model. The non-
numerical, an ill-defined with non-quantifiable criteria nature of many 
architectural problems have contributed to this difficulty (Al-Homoud, 2005). 
• Most mathematical optimization applications are suited and developed for 
continuous design variables. In discrete optimization this problem becomes a 
difficult task. 
• The chances of obtaining an optimum solution by mathematical programming 
method depend on the proximity of the initial solution provided for the 
problem. Often the decision-maker is unable to give a good solution to these 
problems. 
GAs address most of the above problems (e.g. discrete variables and objective 
functions) and have been popular with diverse applications in the field of architecture, 
structural and building services design. A good feature of a model based on GA is that 
it does not require explicit expressions between dependent and independent variables. 
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For example, it is hard for the steel structural designers to present the complex 
formula between the universal cross-section of beams and their properties (i.e. elastic 
modulus, moment capacity). This can be achieved through coding a one-to-one 
relationship carefully in the GA process. However, this model is criticised because of 
the huge computation demand. This mainly stems from that it tries every design 
solution even if some solutions are not feasible. 
By comparing to the above two approaches (i.e. mathematical and the GA-based 
model), each approach demonstrates certain advantages and disadvantages. Therefore 
the selection of an appropriate approach depends on the particular engineering design 
problem to be solved. For example, Bouchlaghem and Letherman (1990) dealt with 
the thermal design as a continuous variables optimisation problem with a nonlinear 
objective function and linear constrains on the variables in a mathematical model, but 
Wright et al., (2002) solved the design problem in the GA model and considered 
variables as discrete. 
As a result, whether the optimisation module for a design problem is good or not, it 
does not only depend on the selection of mathematical, GA and other approaches, 
also on whether: 
• The optimisation approach considers issues on the practical design (e.g. 
standard cross-section size in steel structural design); 
• The optimisation approach is easy to implement in a computer environment 
(e.g. transferring design knowledge to computing code); 
• The optimisation approach utilises available resources (e.g. computing 
resource and analysis software); and 
• The optimisation approach meets the requirements of the design (e.g. design 
stage, design accuracy). 
3.5.2 Building Simulation Integration (BSI) 
The role of simulation tools in the building design has been firmly established over 
the last two decades. Simulation is credited with speeding up the design process, 
increasing efficiency, and enabling the comparison of a broader range of design 
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variants, leading to more optimal designs (Augenbroe, 2002). Simulation algorithms 
have historically been designed to predict answers for different performance areas 
such as thermal, HV AC or structural problems. These algorithms develop and evolve 
naturally within their discipline, and each discipline maintains an expertise in their 
operation, for example SP AlOOO and ANSYS in the field of structural design, and 
• 
Energy Plus and BLAST for thermal analysis. Furthermore, engineers working with 
different models may be situated in geographically dispersed locations. In order to 
predict the properties of design as a whole, the different models have to be 
interconnected. Therefore, in order to manage cross-functional teams, the integration 
of multi-domain simulation is necessary (Citherlet at al., 2001). Combining all design 
decisions and evaluating them simultaneously poses significant challenges to 
multidisciplinary engineering design (Augenbroe et al., 2004; Clarke, 2001). 
Therefore, many past researches and developments have dealt with this integration, 
and existing solutions can be classified into two groups as follows (Citherlet at al., 
2001; Malkawi 2004): 
I) A monolithic, synthesis approach 
This approach presented in Figure 3.5 is the most basic solution for multiple-domain 
simulation; it allows compiling as a single executable code that contains internal 
modules or subroutines to accomplish each disciplinary analysis. Clark (1985) 
developed a simulation program that integrate . thermal, ventilation, air quality, 
electrical power and lighting calculation. A monolithic synthesis code has the 
advantage of being fast and executable by a single designer but tends to exclude 
other-domain experts from the design process and can quickly become outdated 
without continued support and improvement. In addition, these monolithic codes can 
be difficult to extend or modify (Rowell and Korte, 2003). 
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Figure 3.5 A Monolithic Framework for BSI (Citherlet at al., 2001) 
2) A loosely integrated framework in which each disciplinary software uses a 
different programming language and need to exchange data with other 
software. 
Such a framework is normally established using three approaches, namely model 
exchange, model sharing and coupled program. 
The approach of model exchange presented on the left of Figure 3.6 allows to build 
discipline-based models first, and then transform the whole or part of the model by 
using a data exchange generally based on a standardised file format. The SFSAS 
system (Ren et al., 2007) is designed to integrate fire simulation with structural 
analysis by a kernel database. This core database has been developed to support the 
data store and exchange in the SFSAS system and bridge the connection between 
different models. In addition, the Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) is a 
neutral data format that allows the digital exchange of information among different 
simulation systems (Nagel et al., 1980). 
The concept of model sharing presented in the middle of Figure 3.6 requires all design 
information to use a shared model and carry out the analysis separately. The 
COMBINE project (Augenbroe, 1995), a typical example, focuses on a data-exchange 
infrastructure via sharing building simulation models which formalise the input-
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output relations of relevant performance aspects. Design information is automatically 
exchanged between different models through an interoperability layer, while the 
Building Design Advisor software sets a single, object-oriented building 
representation which describes the building (Papamichael et al., 1997). 
r--
• 
However the previous two approaches are critical because a project practitioner would 
probably recognise that much time and effort is still required to locate, translate, enter, 
exchange and update data between different analysis models, and further information 
is constantly required (Citherlet at al., 2001). Under this condition, the coupled 
concept presented in the right of Figure 3.6 emerges, in which one discipline-based 
model controls the whole analysis process and calls other disciplinary analysis when 
necessary. ESP-r (Clarke, 2001) addresses the issue of integration by simultaneously 
processing mathematical models of building physics (i.e. thermal and ventilation) 
within a simulation. This model applies customised solvers to each disciplinary 
simulation. Integration is achieved by linking the outcome of one disciplinary 
simulation to the coefficients and source terms of the equation of another related 
discipline. The inconvenience of the coupled approach is the maintenance of data and 
link consistency which depend on the separate evolution of each coupled application 
and creating difficulties in any change or improvement (Citherlet at al., 2001). 
Exportable Models Computer 
ModelS 
Independent 
Application '-------,-----' 
Simulation 
Result 
Figure 3.6 A Loose Integrated Framework for BSI (Citherlet at al., 2001) 
These existing solutions in simulation integration still have some limitations, which 
provide new possibilities to unattended gaps in this field. Therefore a rigorous and 
consistent framework that enables collaborative design, distributed computing 
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platforms, and the inclusion of high accuracy analysis solution is urgently required 
(Rowell and Korte, 2003). 
3.5.3 Systematic Design 
Building design optimisation always qualifies as a complex system due to large scale 
and strong interactions. The term of 'large scale' refers to the large number of design 
variables and members (e.g. participants or physical components). It is difficult to 
handle the entire set of design variables by one person or team. Whilst strong 
interaction between members exists if the state of the member affects how the system 
responds to change in another member. Improvements in one member alone are not 
sufficient to affect the improvements in products and processes needed in the future. 
System level synthesis, analysis, and optimisation tools will be required (NSF, 1996). 
The methods are advocated that can exploit interactions to achieve a better overall 
system than can be achieved by ignoring interactions. Decomposition-coordination is 
a valuable and necessary approach in solving the complex system (Papalambros, 2002; 
AI-Homoud, 2005; Choudhary and Michalek, 2005). A good decomposition should 
allow (Papalambros, 2002): 
• . improved coordination and communication; 
• conceptual simplification of the design; 
• modularity and parallel computation; 
• simpler and more efficient computation procedure; and 
• use of optimisation technique tailored to specific sub-problems. 
Wagner (1993) proposed four types of decomposition schemes: 
• Sequential decomposition is appropriate for flow processes. Chemical or 
manufacturing processes may be partitioned by making cuts in flow paths. 
• Matrix decomposition is applied to large systems of mathematical equations. 
• Object decomposition involves dividing a system by physical or functional 
component. For example, an automotive design may be partitioned by object 
into body, powertrain, and suspension subsystems. 
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• Aspect decomposition divides the system by discipline. for example aeroplane 
design could be partitioned into structural, aerodynamic, and dynamics 
disciplines. 
The key requirement of coordination strategy is that thef -converge to the same 
solution set as that of the un-decomposed problem (Papalambros, 2002). One kind of 
coordination approach is realised by gradient-based optimal sensitivity in the high 
level (Braun and Kroo, 1993), such as MDO formulation. The other kind is based on 
artificial intelligent technology, including artificial neural network (Chen et al., 2005) 
and agent technology (Anurnba et al., 2003). 
In fact, these decomposition-coordination methods have been used in building and 
infrastructure design in different ways. 
1) Balling and Rawlings (2000) used a two-level optimisation framework in 
bridge design. In this case, bridge design was decomposed into a 
superstructure group and a deck group located at subsystem level. While the 
system level is responsible for the overall design objective of minimisation 
cost and co-ordination among subsystems. The coupling variables between the 
two groups originated from the interactive force between the cable and the 
deck of a typical suspension bridge. The system-level optimiser sent the target 
values of coupling variables to the corresponding groups; when the target 
value matched the actual value which satisfies the constrains at the subsystem 
level, it meant that a consistent overall design is found. 
2) Choudhary et al. (2003) presented a multi-level optimisation framework for 
building performance analysis using an analytical target cascading (ATC) 
method. This framework was based on object decomposition where a complex 
healthcare facility was divided into six function zones. Every zone was then 
further partitioned into several rooms and cubicles hierarchically. Every part 
partitioned was regarded as a decision model which linked the relevant 
analysis model. Linking variables represented decisions shared between two or 
more decision models at the same level. The vertical relationships between 
decomposed levels were embodied through building performance targets. The 
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A TC framework coordinates multiple decision-making tasks in a compatible 
solution, provided explicit decision support including tradeoffs between 
performance goals and purposeful use of simulation tools in decision-making . 
..-- 3) Pushkar et al. (2005) introduced a methodology for enviromnentally optimal 
• 
building design based on the sequential decomposition that was usually used 
in the chemical and manufacturing industries. Through the proposed 
methodology, the entire design variables were divided into production and 
construction group, operational energy group, and maintenance to demolition 
group according to the extent of their enviromnental impacts. In such a 
manner, enviromnental optimisation could be performed within each group 
separately, and then the partial decisions are combined. Finally the overall 
enviromnentally optimal solution for the entire building would be obtained. 
The major drawback of the above applications is that they only consider improving 
design based on the single discipline 's view (e.g. building services or structural 
design). The design and optimisation of complex system poses a unique challenge: 
where physical components or disciplines must be designed simultaneously so that 
they are compatible and consistent with one another while delivering properties that, 
in combination, achieve the objective of the overall system (Design Decisions 
Laboratory, 2007). 
The methodology of multidisciplinary design optimisation (MDO) based on the 
concept of decomposition-coordination has been successfully applied in the aircraft 
and automotive industry and resulted in more reliable and better products, it is rarely 
used in the building design. Therefore the application the MDO in construction can be 
an important research direction to improve overall performance of building design. 
3.6 Industry Requirements 
In order to confirm the findings from previous literature review (e.g. approaches of 
coordinating design conflicts, characteristics of building design), semi-structured 
interviews were conducted. Questions in these interviews are related to the 
characteristics and conventional practices in contemporary building design, 
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approaches of dealing with multidisciplinary design and their drawbacks. Analyses of 
data obtained from this interviews are presented below. 
3.6.1/nterviewee's Background 
From the response to the two questions regarding the interviewees' industrial 
backgrounds, it can be seen that the interviewees held a wide variety of roles in 
industry as shown in Table 3.2. Some participants often had experience in more than 
one discipline. 
Table 3.2 The Interviewee's Background 
Architect Structural HVAC Academic Specialised 
engineer engineer researcher software developer 
2 4 2 1 1 
Their work experience in industry ranges from 3 to 21 years with an average of 10 
years. Ninety percent of the interviewees have more than five years working 
experience. The description of the positions held in their organisations produces a 
wide variety of answers including architect, structural engineer, HV AC engineer, 
researcher and professional software developer. Furthermore, sixty percent of 
interviewees played more than one roles during their career life, such as designers and 
contractor, designer and researcher, client and contractor. The interviewees' 
experiences demonstrate that they are qualified for this interview. Experts in these 
interviews merely focus on design participant, but future studies could include other 
stakeholders, such as quantity surveyor, client, facility managers, contractor and 
material supplier. 
3.6.2 Findings from the Interviews 
All interviewee's opinion about these questions included in Appendix Two are shown 
in Table 3.3 to Table 3.7. 
Question 3 
The interviewees were asked to identify the characteristics of building design. Here, 
three characteristics (i.e. Statement 1-3 in Table 3.3) were given, namely multi-
variable, multi-objective and multidisciplinary. This question also asked them to 
select the most obvious characteristic. 
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Results: 
Table 3.3 Response to Characteristics of Building Design 
Percentage Number of respondents 
Statement of who was regarded this as 
respondent . the most obvious 
r· (%) characteristic 
1 A large amount of parameters to be 70% 1 
considered in design 
2 Several objectives to be achieved 
such as functional requirements, 70% 2 
economic requirements, etc. 
3 A number of design disciplines 
involved such as structural, electrical, 90% 6 
mechanical design and other experts 
Other 
• Client requirement 
• Time constraints 
• No innovation 
• Intangjblefactors 
As Table 3.3 shows, the response to Statement 3 received the highest (90%), whilst 6 
out of 10 interviewees reflected that the most obvious feature of building design was 
multidisciplinarity. Although these interviewees were involved different kinds of 
projects, such as electrical power factories, water reservoirs, nuclear power stations 
and buildings, the same collaborative working between disciplinary designs, such as 
geotechnical, hydraulic electrical, mechanical, process, building services and civil 
engjneer exists. Apart from the characteristic of multidisciplinarity, the interviewees 
also stated that the multi-objective nature of building design is another important 
characteristic. For example the high value is always the main consideration in a 
current construction projects, hence designers need to minimise capital and running 
cost, optimising building performance, and minimise impacts on the environment. 
Besides the characteristics of building design shown in Table 3.3, the interviewees 
indicated others as follow: 
• Client requirements. Building design is a client-based consultancy service, 
thus clarification of client requirements is a key factor in the success in design. 
• Time constraints: Building designers are usually bound by tight time frames, 
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• Low innovation: designs in the construction projects often Jag behind those of 
other industries in tenns of adoption of innovative approaches. 
• Intangible factors: It is difficult for identification, analysis and translation of 
explicit and implicit design requirements into design specification. For 
example client requirements combine with site, environmental and regulation 
requirements, which are difficult to trace and correlate design decision. 
Question4 
This question reviewed conventional building design practices; interviewees were 
required to determine a level of agreement from I to 5 on each statement in Table 3.4. 
Results: 
Table 3.4 Response to the Conventional Building Design Practices 
Ranking 
Statement 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Ranking 
4 Sequential independent disciplinary design 3 1 4 2 3.5 
plus system level review 
5 Design limited to each discipline (mature I 4 5 3.9 
design approach, analysis tool, design code) 
6 Resolution of interdisciplinary conflicts non- 5 5 4.5 
automated 
7 Relying heavily on previous experience 2 2 3 3 3.7 
Data obtained from Question 4 (Table 3.4) indicated that the range of responses were 
fairly low for Statements 4 and 7. Evaluators were further asked the reasons for these 
statements. They were: 
• Most of interviewees confirmed that design tasks were based on each 
discipline, but the process was concurrent with some overlaps between 
. disciplines rather is being sequential. Regarding these overlaps, the system 
level review was necessary to deal with conflicts between disciplines and 
obtain a compatible design solution. 
• Interviewees stated that experience was really important for design; it was 
helpful to identify the design schemes and decide design parameters quickly. 
However in recent years, some design support systems emerged, such as 
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expert and knowledge-based systems; consequently designers reduced the 
extent of dependence on experience. In addition, previous design experience is 
usually challenged by some new problems in the new and complex 
construction projects. 
Question 5 
This question provided three approaches for coordinating conflicts between 
disciplines. The interviewees were asked to respond to the frequency of use of these 
approaches by ticking their opinion on a five-point scale. In addition interviewees 
were also allowed to present other approaches used according to their experience. 
Results: 
The scores were assigned to the ratings frequently=5, most times=4, sometimes=3, 
rarely=2, never=!. Table 3.5 shows the results, a simple. arithmetic equation was 
applied to calculate the mean ranking. 
Table 3.5 Responses to Approaches to Coordinate Conflicts between Disciplines 
Frequenc 
Statement Never Rarely Some- Most Freq- Mean times time uently Ranking (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
8 Chief designer (e.g. 
architect) proposes a 
resolution for 1 4 5 4.4 
coordinating different 
disciplinary design based 
on experience. 
9 Negotiation amongst 
other designers in design 2 8 4.8 
meetings 
10 Using some parameters 
based on building design 
regulations, for example a 
structural designer may 7 I 1 1 2.6 
leave some holes for 
water pipes through floor 
in advance. 
Other 
• Internet or Intranet within the scope of the company 
• Specialist commercial software: such as Revit architecture 
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Results in Table 3.5 demonstrated: 
• Face-to-face meetings were the most common approach to solve conflicts 
between disciplines because it could be used at any stage of the design and 
provides designers with the chance to explain clearly their requirements, but 
interviewees also indicated some drawbacks of this approach. For example in 
some cases it was hard to ensure all designers to attend such a meeting 
simultaneously, this approach could also be expensive for designers who were 
located in different places. 
• Using a chief designer was ranked second in the three approaches. One reason 
for this result was that informal discussions between disciplines were the first 
choice to coordinate conflicts, if they couldn't reach agreements, then they 
would ask for help from the high-level chief designers. However problems 
sometimes arise in complex projects that might be beyond the chief designers' 
capabilities. 
• The lowest mean ranking was received for the approach of using design code. 
Most interviewees stated that the code merely provided values of design 
variables to satisfy legal requirements in single aspects of design performance 
(i.e. deflection), this did often not meet specific design requirements. 
Interviewees also put forward other approaches in addition to those listed in Table 3.5, 
they are: 
• Internet or Intranet within the company. Interviewees reflected that this 
approach was often used to transfer drawing files, leave messages about 
design changes and consult with other participants through e-conferences. 
• Specialist software. One interviewee said that a commercial software called 
Revit architecture was used in his company to automatically coordinate any 
changes made by other designers 
Question 6: 
This question was open-ended and asked interviewees to identify constraints on the 
application of optimisation in building design. 
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Results: 
There was a wide spectrum of responses to this question with the interviewees giving 
a number of issues and constraints on the application of optimisation in building 
design. By far, the most common opinion was the lack of drives for the application of 
.. -
optimisation. The main reason was that optimisation oiten required additional 
iterative work between disciplines, this resulted in increasing time and cost, and hence 
designers were not often willing to conduct design optimisation. 
Another major barrier to the adoption of optimisation is the difficulties in formulating 
an optimisation model. Interviewees, particularly architects, indicated that some 
qualitative aspect of building design were hard to be formulated in optimisation 
models, such as the aesthetics of a building and flexible space planning design. 
However most interviewees expressed that they were still interested in the search 
capabilities provided by optimisation techniques. 
Question 7 
This question was multiple-choice, the interviewees were ask to state their expectation 
of functions in a multidisciplinary design model, four options (Statement 11 to 14 in 
Table 3.6) were given, the interviewees were also encouraged to include other 
functions that they required. 
Results: 
Table 3.6 Response to Properties Expected in the Multidisciplinary Design 
Model 
Statement Percentage of 
respondent (%) 
11 Integrating different specialised software within one model 70% 
12 Automatically resolving conflicts between disciplines. 90% 
13 Provide as many feasible design solutions as possible 60% 
14 Considering various objectives concurrently 80% 
Other: 
• Informing any changes from other designers quickly 
Based on results in Tables 3 .6, a few points need to be discussed: 
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• Firstly within the four potential functions, most interviewees suggested that it 
was great if coordination of conflict between disciplines (i.e. Statement 12) 
could be accomplished by the proposed model, because the current approaches 
(i.e. face-to-face meetings and chief designer) were time-consuming and have 
~- limited scope in the application. 
• Secondly interviewees maintained that exploring different alternative designs 
in order to find the most suitable solution (i.e. Statement 13) was a good 
function at the beginning of every project. However it brought difficulties in 
making decisions if too many solutions were provided. For example an 
interviewee indicated that up to ten different structures, girds and material 
might be considered during the conceptual design stage for a project, whilst 3-
4 design schemes on average were provided to clients by architects. 
• Thirdly, in the response to Statement 11 interviewees gave a relatively low 
agreement (70%). Because the interviewees suggested that the use of 
specialised knowledge should not be limited to analysis software, some 
lessons and experiences from previous projects also should support the design 
models. 
3.7 Summary 
In this chapter, the characteristics and applications of building design optimisation'are 
studied through a comprehensive literature review and industry interviews. The 
optimisation in building design is more complex due to the large number of variables, 
the various types of variables involved (e.g. continuous and discrete), conflicting 
building performance requirements (e.g. safety and aesthetic) and close interactions 
between disciplines. Concentrating on these difficulties, the selection of an 
appropriate optirnisation algorithm is critical for success in building design. Thus 
existing optirnisation algorithms are discussed under the gradient-based and 
derivative-free groups. The main algorithms in each group are described in the terms 
of main features, application scope, terminal criteria, advantages and disadvantages. 
These algorithms include the Newton method, SQP, the simplex method, the Hooke-
Jeeves method, SA and GA. Their distinguishing properties are helpful for choosing 
the appropriate optimisation for implementing the proposed framework in the later 
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stages. Most important in this chapter are the research priorities in the field of 
building design optimisation are presented; these are the development of optimisation 
models, building simulation integration, and system design optimisation. These 
challenges encourage the application of multidisciplinary design optimisation to 
achieve improvements in building design. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: MULTIDISCIPLINARY DESIGN 
OPTIMISATION 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews multidisciplinary design optimisation (MDO) in general. Firstly, 
the background and concept of MDO and its definitions are presented, then benefits 
obtained from the application of MDO are sununarised. Problems with the use MDO 
are also explained in this chapter. After analysing these problems, the focus of this 
research is on the MDO formulation. The basic elements of the MDO problem and 
formulations are then presented. Two of these MDO formulations (collaborative 
optimisation, and analytic target cascading) are studied in depth in terms of their main 
features, advantages and mathematical formulations. Based on comparisons between 
the two formulations and the characteristics of building design optimisation presented 
in the last chapter, the collaborative optimisation formulation is selected for solving 
complex building design. 
4.2 Overview of MOO 
In 1991 the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) used research 
and development as a means to help engineers master interdisciplinary couplings and 
to enable them to exploit the associated synergism, towards improving efficiency and 
effectiveness of the design process and obtaining better quality of the final product. 
Because an aerospace vehicle is a engineering system whose performance depends on 
interactions of many disciplines or parts and whose behaviour is governed by a very 
large set of coupled equations. In practice, engineers deal with these equations by 
partitioning them into subsets corresponding to the major disciplines. In this process 
of pragmatic partitioning, the couplings among the subsets tend to be increased in 
number so it is burdensome to account strictly for them all (AIAA, 1991). Under these 
conditions, the concept of multidisciplinary design optimisation (MDO) emerged; it is 
defined (AIAA, 1991): 
"A methodology for the optimal design of complex engineering system and sub-system 
that coherently exploits the synergism of mutually interacting phenomena using high 
fidelity analysis with formal optimisation. " 
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In order to explore further understanding of this definition, two key questions arise. 
I) What is MDO? 
MDO is a methodology to enable design, not a design. It provides a collection of tools 
and methods that permit the trade-off between different disciplines involved in the 
• 
design process (Giesing and Barthelemy, 1998). This methodology broadly covers the 
human interface, computing and optimisation aspect of design. Specifically speaking: 
o The MDO methodology discards the 'push button design' idea in favour of a 
realistic approach that recognises the role of the human mind as the leading 
force in the design process and the role of mathematics and computers as 
indispensable tools (AIAA, 1991). 
o The MDO methodology should enable the use of 
multiprocessor/distributed/parallel computing for executing a method that 
originated in a serial computer environment (AIAA, 1991 ). 
o The MDO methodology mathematically traces a path in the design space from 
the initial to improved designs and it operates a large number of variables and 
functions simultaneously (AIAA, 1991 ). 
2) What problems does MDO solve? 
The MDO methodology mainly focuses on the complex engineering system design. A 
system may be qualified as complex due to its large scale (i.e. large number of 
disciplines or variables), and due to strong interactions between disciplines. The 
analysis of a complex system as an undivided whole is usually found to be inefficient 
and intractable. An ·alternative strategy is to partition the system into small sub-
systems; these sub-systems (W agner, 1993) could be functional components, 
disciplines, design stages or analysis models. Considering the sub-systems 
individually and their interactions may render the system task feasible and more 
efficient. However these interactions are more difficult than the constituent members. 
The co-ordination strategy for sub-system interactions is a key element in an MDO 
problem (Sobieszczanski -Sobieski and Haftka, 1997). 
Therefore, MDO is an appropriate methodology, especially for complex engineering 
systems that are distributed, governed by mutually interacting physical phenomena, 
made up of distinct interacting sub-systems (Sobieszczanski-Sobieski, 1993). 
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Furthermore, it is a concurrent engineering design tool for a large-scale, complex 
system design that can be affected by the design of several smaller functional units or 
sub-systems (McAllister et al., 2005). 
Since the MDO methodology was put forward, researchers in various engineering 
industries (e.g. aerospace and automotive) have invested a lot of effort in exploring its 
applications, such as in aircraft design (K.roo et al., 1994), aircraft engine design 
(Tappeta et al., 1999), aircraft wing design (Jun et al., 2004) underwater vehicle 
design (Belegundu et al., 2900), ship design (Carnpana et al., 2005) and race car 
design (McAllister et al., 2005). From these applications, the MDO methodology 
demonstrates its particular advantages (Willcox, 2004): 
• Systematic, logical design procedure: MDO provides an effective co-
ordination strategy between disciplines in design/optimisation procedures with 
consideration of the system objective and individual objectives (K.roo et al., 
1994; Giesing and. Barthelemy, 1998; Balling and Sobieszczanski-Sobieski, 
1996); 
• Increased number of design variables & constraints to be handled: Design 
variables will increase significantly if a new discipline is added in the design. 
A decomposition scheme allows each discipline to only consider those 
discipline-specific variables. This improves the overall system's capability in 
handling variables, compared with the traditional sequential optimisation; 
• Not bias by intuition or experience. In the process of MDO, every discipline 
optimiser is able to obtain the result from corresponding analysis module. 
Unlike in the past, designers heavily rely on previous experience to determine 
appropriate value for design parameters (Wang et al., 2002; Jedrzejuk and 
Marks,2002);and 
• Reduction in design time. An MDO environment facilitates effective 
communication between disciplines so that the design cycle time will be 
decreased (Sobieszczanski-Sobieski and Haftka, 1997). 
Like other industries, the construction industry deals with complex building design; 
design firms are typically grouped by discipline (e.g. architecture, structure, building 
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services). However, the potential benefits of the MDO methodology have not been 
realised in the industry, this research attempts to develop a MDO framework to 
support collaborative building design. 
4.3 Challenges to the Application of MOO in 
Engineering Design 
Engineering design has been taking advantage of the application of MDO. However, 
these applications have also highlighted some of the generic problems and challenges. 
The following section explains three main problems, namely MDO formulation, 
computing requirements, and data exchange. 
4.3.1. MDO Formulation 
Typical elements in the MDO formulation include problem analysis, sensitivity 
analysis, approximations, design space search algorithms, decompositions, etc. 
Among these elements, the accurate formulation of couplings between disciplines 
often has a significant impact on both convergence and quality of system design 
performance (Alexandrov and Hussaini, 1997). 
Hence specific attention has to be paid in order to ensure the correctness of the MDO 
formulation. In the last decade, several MDO formulations were developed. Single-
level formulations, such as the All-at-One (AAO) method, and the Individual 
Discipline Feasible (IDF) method (Cramer et al., 1994), have been established and 
widely applied in the aerospace industry, but they are confined to only small and 
conceptual level problems (Brown, 2004). New multi-level MDO formulations, such 
as Concurrent Subspace Optimization (Sobieszczanski-Sobieski, 1988), Two-Level 
Integrated System Synthesis (Sobieszczanski-Sobieski, et al., 1998), Analytical Target 
Cascading (Michelena et al., 1999) and Collaborative Optimization (Braun and Kroo, 
1995) have been proposed for the global optimization of large and complex systems 
(definitions of single and multi-level formulation refers to Section 4.4). 
Current practice relies upon the engineer's insight to understand whether the system is 
single-level, multi-level or hybrid and to choose an appropriate formulation scheme 
(Logan, 1990). For a large system, this decision is difficult and can be ad hoc. Giesing 
and Barthelemy ( 1998) pointed out that the optimisation formulation must be re-
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. configurable and tailored to the specific problem encountered, and the integration and 
synthesis approach for multidisciplinary problem formulation are much more 
important. 
4.3.2 Computing Requirements 
The interdisciplinary couplings inherent into MDO tend to present computing 
requirement challenges in three aspects. Firstly, most problems faced by MDO are 
about complex system design. Such a complex problem results in a large amount of 
variables being handled due to many disciplines or physical components involved. 
Secondly, in order to take advantage of specialised knowledge and mature analysis 
tools, the decomposition oflarge system design is necessary in line with the discipline. 
This is bound to add extra variables to coordinate conflicts between sub-systems. The 
increase in the number of design variables caused from the above two reasons results 
in an increase in computational cost for optimisation. Finally, most analytical methods 
(e.g. computational fluid dynamics and finite element analysis) used by an optimiser 
usually require high levels of computer effort. Hence high-performance computing is 
needed to reduce analysis time to a reasonable level. 
In response to the requirements of computing resources, many researchers (Giesing 
and Barthelemy, 1998; Sobieszczanski-Sobieski and Haftka, 1997) demonstrate that 
both distributed computing technologies (e.g. Parallel Computing, Grid Computing) 
and approximate models (e.g. neural networks based response surface and sensitivity 
based Taylor series linearisation) are two possible solutions. The distributed 
computing technology is a necessity for the future to generate enough computing 
power to perform optimisation that requires complex analysis and to drive multi site 
operations. Whilst the efficient incorporation of approximation models in the MDO 
methodology can help reduce the computational expense for three reasons (Koch et 
al., 1998). Firstly they provide a natural· way of implementing coarse-gained 
parallelisation. Secondly they are computationally inexpensive to evaluate and 
therefore avoid potential numerical difficulties. Thirdly they often use high accuracy 
analysis with inherently smooth models (Sobieski and Kroo, 2000). 
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4.3.3 Data Exchange 
MDO promises to obtain reliable design solutions through linking analysis tools for 
performance analysis (Sobieszczanski-Sobieski and Haftka, 1997). The analysis data 
for each discipline have to be made to interact with one another for t.he purpose of 
· system analysis and system optimisation. The transfer of data from th( output of one 
disciplinary software to another is rarely automated and frequently requires few man-
hours of processing by one or more persons. On the other hand, in the multi-level 
formulation data transfer also exists between system and sub-system level. Hence a 
computing framework should be provided for efficient transfer, storage and access of 
data (Kodiyalam and Sobieszczanski-Sobieski, 2001) 
With regard to the problem of data exchange, Kodiyalam and Sobieszczanski-
Sobieski (2001) provided a database through structured query language interface for 
data storage/access/ manipulation. Amitay et al., (2003) proposed a building block for 
analysis wrapping which was the process of integration of analysis models by 
modifying the source or writing programs to handle input/output files. 
In addition to the above three problems, researchers like Wakayama and Kroo (1998}, 
Bennett (1998}, Young et al. (1998), Hoenlinger et al. (1998) also identified some 
other problems with the application ofMDO such as: 
• Organisation structure: Organisation is formed along disciplinary lines where 
each technology group is responsible for maintaining technical excellence. 
However, no one is in charge of the overall MDO process. An improved 
organization would benefit from the use of the MDO methodology. 
• Training: The lack of familiarity with the processes associated with MDO 
limits its use. Therefore it is necessary to offer MDO-oriented training. 
• Visualization: It is important for the designer to have user-friendly processes 
for displaying the design space and interpreting the result of the optimisation. 
Although all these problems influence the application of MDO in engineering design, 
this research only focuses on the study of the MDO formulations. This is because of: 
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• the importance of the MDO formulation: Compared with the other issues of 
the MDO application (e.g. high-performance computing resource and effective 
data exchange), the selection of an appropriate MDO formulation has 
significant impact on the MDO implementation because these issues depend 
.-fully on the formulation of the problem. These issues are often difficult to 
• 
solve before the establishment of the MDO formulation (Alexandrov and 
Lewis, 2004). 
• the lack of effective MDO formulation: Although several MDO formulations 
have been applied in the aerospace and automotive industries, it is still in the 
early stages within the construction industry. The MDO formulation depends 
on the design methods and analysis tools, and the choice of decomposition 
schemes; these features must be decided through consideration of the 
particular processes, characteristics and difficulties of building design. 
4.4 Classification of the MOO formulation 
As the last section explains, due to the extreme complexity of most MDO problems, it 
is necessary to focus on problem formulation and its interdependence with the 
progranuning algorithm. Above all, it is important to clearly distinguish between 
formulation and algorithm. Formulation means expressing the problem as a set of 
mathematical statements amenable to solution, while algorithm means defining a 
procedure for solving the problem once the problem has been defined (Cramer et al., 
1994). An analysis of an MOO formulation considers such attributes as consistency, 
well-pose, equivalence to other formulations and optimality conditions. An analysis of 
an optimisation algorithm for solving a given formulation of anMDO problem should 
consider local convergence, global convergence properties and iteration cost 
(Alexandrov and Lewis, 1999). The optimisation algorithms available were 
introduced in Section 3.2. This section focuses on reviewing the fundamental MDO 
formulations that emerged. 
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4.4. 1 Main Elements of the MDO Problem 
MDO as an effective methodology has been gaining popularity and was being 
increasingly used to design complex engineering systems over the past decade. For 
instance an aircraft wing is designed for aircraft performance, aerodynamics and 
structure discipline (Sobieszczanski-Sobieski and Kroo, 1996); vehicle design was to ,r · 
consider powertrain, chassis and body component (Kim et al., 2002). In spite of 
multi-disciplinary or multi-component design, they demonstrate a number of basic 
features of the MDO problem. Herein for illustrative purposes a two-disciplinary 
system is used to explore the main elements of the MDO problem. In order to help 
readers understand these notations, Table 4.1 identifies how these variables and 
functions apply to a building design example. The reader is encouraged to refer back 
to this table to put an instance of a physical meaning on variables, functions and there 
terms are also used in the description of the fundamental MDO formulations. 
Y12 
Discipline 1: Discipline 2 
Y21 
Figure 4.1. Two-disciplinary coupled system 
It is assumed that all analytical models in the system are run within the disciplines. In 
Figure 4.1 all inputs and outputs of each discipline are vectors and are defined in the 
nomenclature 
• Design objective ( J; ,f2 ): Design objectives normally minimise cost and 
maximise benefit and, therefore, may be competing. 
• Local variable ( x1, xz): These variables are mutually exclusive sets of design 
variables. They represent the independent inputs that distinguish one design 
from another. 
• Shared variable ( x, ): This vector of variables is needed by more than one 
discipline. 
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• Coupling variable ( y 12 , y 21 ): where Yy contains those functions computed in 
discipline i that are needed as input to discipline j . These coupling variables 
complicate the order of execution of the disciplines and are responsible for 
iterations among disciplines . 
... -
• Discipline-specific variable. This kind of variable represents all variables that 
are required for one disciplinary. For example, discipline-specific variables for 
discipline I include x,,x"si and y 21 • 
• Design inequality constraint ( g"g2 ): The design constraints normally guard 
against failure and otherwise unacceptable behaviour. 
• Design equality constraint ("", h2 ). These constraints that are state equations 
may be equations of equilibrium, compatibility, constitution and conservation. 
Note the values of state variables (i.e. si,s2 ) are used to solve these state 
equations. 
Table 4.1 Building Multidisciplinary Optimisation Problem: Examples of 
V . bl d D . F f ana es an es1gn URC IORS 
Symbols Examples 
Yl2 Depth of floor, wall and roof 
Yzi Position and weight of water tank 
x, Window size 
Xj Shape of cross-section of beam 
Xz Orientation of window 
gi Stress and displacement limits 
g2 Air velocity limit in the duct 
f. Minimum weights of structural components 
fz Minimum dissatisfaction (thermal comfort indices) 
Notes: Discipline I stands for structure design, Disciplme 2 stands for HV AC design 
4.4.2 The MOO Formulation 
The above standard terms will be used throughout this thesis to present the MOO 
formulation. Now the classification of approaches for formulating and solving MDO 
problems are discussed. These approaches include All-at-Once (AAO), Individual 
Discipline Feasible (IDF), Concurrent Subspace Optimization (CSSO) using the 
Global Sensitivity Equations (GSE), Collaborative Optimization (CO), and Bi-Level 
Integrated System Synthesis (BLISS). 
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There are different schemes of classification. Cramer et al. (1994) argued that the key 
distinguishing feature in alternative MOO formulations was how to maintain 
discipline design feasibility at every objective function, constraint or sensitivity 
needed during each optimisation iteration. The criterion for understanding the 
difference between them proposed by Alexandrov and Lewis (1999) was based on the 
way that a formulation handles the explicit or implicit constraints, including 
disciplinary analysis constraints, design constraints and interdisciplinary consistency 
constraints. 
However this research follows Balling and Sobieszczanski-Sobieski's (1996) 
classification, in which the MOO formulations could be categorised into two groups. 
One group is called single-level optimisation formulation. In this group, optimisation 
is performed only at the system level, and the role of the discipline is limited to 
analysis and function evaluation. The other group is called multi-level optimisation 
formulation. In this group, the discipline-specific variables are determined by 
disciplinary optimisers while the system design variables are determined by the 
system optimiser. Herein concepts of disciplinary analyser and evaluator have to be 
explained. The disciplinary analysers seek values for the state variables that reduce · 
the residual (i.e. 1j ,r2 ) in the state equations to zero. The disciplinary evaluators 
evaluate the residuals in the state equations for given values of the state variables. 
Obviously the computational effort required by a disciplinary evaluator is 
significantly less than that required by a disciplinary analyser (Balling and 
Sobieszczanski-sobieski, 1996). 
In addition Balling and Sobieszczanski-sobieski (I 996) introduced the system used to 
concisely describe the structure of an MOO formulation. These notations are: 
SO System Optimiser 
SA System Analyser 
Oi Disciplinary i Optimiser 
Ai Disciplinary i Analyser 
Ei Disciplinary i Evaluator 
[ ] Nested execution 
11 Parallel execution 
~ Sequential execution 
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Some typical MDO formulations are briefly described based on the single and multi-
level group in Table 4.2. This table also illustrates the structure of each formulation 
using Balling's notations and symbols. 
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Table 4.2 Summaries of the MOO Formulations 
Existing 
Classification MOO Description Figure 
formulation 
Multi- The system optimiser supplies the system analyser with 
Disciplinary shared, local and state variables. The system analyser I Svstem optimiser (SO) I 
Feasible coordinates all ofthe disciplinary analyser. In addition, a 
Xt.X2,Xs.SttS2, l 1 f,,f,,g.,g,,h.,h, (MDF) system analyser is called at each iteration of the system 
optimiser to determine the value of the coupling variables. System analyser (SA) 
Single-level Hence the MDF is completely non-hierarchic in nature. Xt,Xs f.,g,,h, X2,Xs f,,g,,h, There are no restrictions on data communication between ~ t ! t Formulation the sub-systems. In a purely computation text, this 
formulation is desirable if the sub-systems are weakly Disciplinary ~ Disciplinary 
coupled. analyser 1 ~ 
analyser 2 
(A1) Y21 (A2) 
The Balling's notation is SO[ SA[ AI~ A2]]. 
Individual The system optimiser in the IDF gains additional 
Disciplinary responsibility for the solution process over the MDF 
Svstem optimiser (SO) I Feasible approach. The system optimiser must also control the 
(IDF) values for the coupling variables. Thus the IDF has Xt,X5, f),g,, X(,Xs f2,g2, 
improved robustness over MDF, since the sub-systems Yt2,SJ h,,y21 Y2hs h2,Yt2 
must no longer wait for the result of other analyses before Disciplinary Disciplinary 
commencing their own analysis, all of the sub-systems can analyser 1 analyser 2 
be evaluated in parallel. However the dimension of the (A1) (A2) 
optimisation problem is increased and the data 
communication requirements are higher. 
The Balling's notation is SO[AIIIA2] 
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All-at-Once AAO is a highly centralized approach. Instead of utilising 
(AAO) analysers to complete the analysis for each sub-system, 
evaluators are used that compute only the residuals of the System optimiser (SO) J 
state equations. The system optimiser is now saddled with 
XJ 1X5, f.,gh X(,Xs f,,g,, three sets of decision variables: the original design 
YJ2,SI h,,y2h Y2~ts h2,yl2, 
variables (x,,x1,x2 ), the coupling variables (y12 ,y21 ), and fl r, 
the state variables (s1 ,s2 ). This high degree of Disciplinary Disciplinary 
centralisation offers impressive efficiency in some evaluator 1 evaluator 2 
situations, yet it is sometimes difficult to map too many (El) 
(E2) 
organisational structures due to its centralisation and 
specialised structure. 
The Balling's notation is SO[ElJJE2]. 
Disciplinary A disciplinary optimiser is associated with each sub-
System optimiser (SO) J Constraint system, and is charged with ensuring any local design 
Feasible constraints are satisfied, and minimizing any applicable ll (DCF) objective functions (which may be modified from the Disciplinary Disciplinary 
Multi-level original design problem) with respect to sub-system-level optimiser 1 opt~miser 2 
Formulation variables. The system optimiser is responsible to ensure (01) (02 
system consistency, and minimize the system objective ll + j_ function, with respect to system-level variables. 
Disciplinary Disciplinary 
The Balling's notation is SO[ 01[ AlJJJ02[ A2]]. analyser 1 analyser 2 (At) (A2) 
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Collaborative The CO formulation utilises the disciplinary evaluator 
Optimization instead of the disciplinary analyser in the DCF. Thus I Svstem optlmiser (SO) I (CO) disciplinary optimisers that simultaneously determine the 
disciplinary and state variables are called at each iteration ! i ! T 
of the system optimiser. The system optimiser Disciplinary Disciplinary 
simultaneously determines the system design . A detailed optimiser 1 optimiser 2 
description is shown in the next section. (01) (02) 
The Balling's notation is SO[Ol[EIJII02[E2]]. ! T ! t 
Disciplinary Disciplinary 
evaluator 1 evaluator 2 
(El) (E2) 
Analytical A system optimiser in the ATC fills the same roll as in the I System optlmlser (SO) I Target DCF formulation, but the intermediate sub-system i ~ i ~ Cascading optimisers are now charged with coordinating any sub-
(ATC} systems that are directly below them in the system Disciplinary Disciplinary 
hierarchy in addition to their own analysis. A detailed 
Optimlser I (01) Optlmiser 2 (02) 
description is shown in the next section. f u T ~ 1 1 
Disciplinary Disciplinary 
The Balling's notation is analyser 1 analyser 2 (AI) (A2) 
SO[ 01[ Alii03[ A3JII04[ A4JJII02[ A2IIOS[ ASJII06[A6]]] 
lDI•dpli"''Y DisdpHnary Disciplinary Dl«lpli"'YI 
optlmlser optimlser optlmlser optlmiser 
(03) (04) (05) (06) 
+ t ~ T ~ t ! I 
I :""•·""" 11 Db<lpii""Y 
Disciplinary Disciplinary 
analyser I analyser I analyser I analyser I 
(AJ) (A4) (A!i) (A6) 
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Most of the MDO applications initially involve the direct integration of multiple 
disciplinary analyses with an optimiser, using a single-level formulation. For small 
problems, wiring all disciplinary designs together in such a system is quite feasible 
and usually efficient. However it is difficult to solve this kind of problems as the 
number of disciplines and interactions grow larger. Furthermore, in order to allow 
• 
expert or group leaders to make decisions of discipline-specific variables using 
existing resources, it is required to use the multi-level formulations in which the 
disciplinary optirnisers are located. Such formulations provide the discipline 
autonomy that is frequently mapped as a formulation to an existing organisational 
structure (Balling and Yao, 1997). On the other hand, the multi-level formulation can 
reduce communication requirements, since local design variables must no longer be 
passed to the system optimiser. The system optimiser is limited to coordinating the 
disciplinary interactions and guiding the entire process to a system-optimal design. 
This research assumes that building design is a large-scale and complex problem. 
Obviously the single-level formulations are inappropriate solutions; hence two 
examples of typical multi-level formulations are introduced, namely collaborative 
optimisation, and analytical target cascading. 
4.5 Review of Collaborative Optimisation and Analytic 
Target Cascading 
Both the collaborative optimisation (CO) and the analytical target cascading (ATC) 
have been widely applied over the last decade. The CO is a two-level optimisation 
formulation used for non-hierarchical systems (Kroo et al., 1994; Budianto, 2000; 
Balling and Rawlings, 2000). The newer formulation of the A TC, on the other hand, 
decomposes a hierarchical system into two or more levels (Kim, 2001; Michalek, et 
al., 2005a; Choudhary et al., 2005). In hierarchical systems, children disciplines are 
coupled only to parent disciplines and not to each other. Non-hierarchical systems are 
more general since no restrictions are placed on how disciplines are coupled (Balling 
and Sobieszczanski-sobieski, 1996). This section reviews and compares the two 
formulations in depth. 
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4.5.1 Collaborative Optimisation 
The collaborative optimisation (CO) formulation was proposed by Kroo et al., (1994) 
and then improved by Balling and Sobieszczanski-Sobieski (1996). The first 
application of CO for space vehicle design was cited by Braun and Kroo (1995) and 
for aireraft configuration by Sobieszczanski-Sobieski and Kroo (1996). 
4.5.1.1 CO Overview 
Sequential disciplinary designs and informal iteration can lead to designs that are sub-
optimal. In many ad-hoc design procedures, individual design teams are assigned 
subsets of the design variables, parts of analysis, and local objective functions that are 
only vaguely aligned with the overall goal of the system. Sequential choices by these 
design teams lead to a kind -of non-cooperative game, which may reach an equilibrium 
that is not an optimum for the system (Braun and Kroo, 1995). The left side of Figure 
4.2 demonstrates the sequential analysis process using feedback and feedforward 
loops. In this context, decomposition in the CO formulation is based on the line of 
discipline. Problems in sub-system optimisation are managed by disciplinary experts 
(such as structural and mechanical designers), who have specialised knowledge and 
can use the corresponding analytical software, but the system-level optimiser needs to 
minimise the overall objective and coordinate between disciplinary designs. The right 
side of Figure 4.2 shows the elimination of feedback and feedforward of iteration 
loops through the introduction of an auxiliary variable (refer to Section 4.5.1.2.) in the 
CO formulation. Thus each disciplinary designers work on their own design in 
parallel with others. 
From Optimiser From Optimiser 
To Optimiser To Optimiser 
Figure 4.2 Iteration Loops in a Series of Analyses (Kroo et al., 1994) 
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When considering the characteristics of decomposition and synthesis of the CO 
formulation, it is regarded as an effective MDO formulation for the following reasons 
(Braun and Kroo, 1995; Sobieszczanski-Sobieski and Haftka, 1997): 
1) To decrease computational burden. The solution time and computational cost r-
for most analysis and optimisation increases at a high rate with the increase in 
size and complexity of the design problem. The CO formulation enables to 
eliminate the local disciplinary variable from the system level problem. This 
means that the detailed sub-system (disciplinary) designs are, in a sense, 
hidden in system-level problem. Therefore the workload and communication 
requirement of the system-level co-ordination process are significantly 
reduced, while the sub-system optimiser is the responsibility of discipline-
specific designs, without consideration of influences from other disciplinary 
designs. 
2) To fit a conventional organisation. Large design projects involve a number of 
participants from various design disciplines, usually in separate locations. 
Disciplinary decomposition should be well suited for use in conventional 
design organisations. The CO design formulation is analogous to the current 
design process where a team leader (system-level optimiser) is responsible for 
minimising the overall objective while guiding a set of disciplinary experts 
(sub-system optimiser) into agreement. 
3) To not require analysis software integration. The salient feature of an MDO 
problem is the large and monolithic analysis and design codes, and the 
implementations of design analyse become more complex with the increase of 
the number of disciplines. As a result analysis codes have grown so large that 
they are incomprehensible and difficult to maintain (Kroo et al., 1994 ). The 
CO formulation allows designers to use disciplinary applications 
independently. 
4) To keep disciplinary design autonomy. In the CO formulation, the disciplinary 
problem is accomplished by providing design freedom within the sub-system 
optimisation process and enforcing multidisciplinary compatibility at system-
level. This means that the disciplinary designer is free to specify the values of 
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variables that are unique to the disciplinary design but also those that might be 
an output from another disciplinary analysis. 
4.5.1.2 CO Formulation 
~-
• Many of the fundamental characteristics of CO are apparent in its various forms. This 
research follows a simple 12 measure for the sub-system objective (DeMiguel and 
Murray, 2000). The 12 measure adopts the sum of the square of the differences 
between the local values for a variable and requested system target values as an 
objective function of the sub-system optimisation. Figure 4.3 illustrates the 
communication channels between the system optimiser and the sub-systems. 
System-level optimiser 
Min J,(X0 ) 
With regard to X 0 ; (X~ ,Yy0 ) 
Satisfy: .t;' (X0); (x? - x;,)' + (y?1 - y:1 ) 2 ;Q 
• 0 0 •2 0 •2 J; (X ) ; (x, -x,,) +(yij- yij) ;Q 
{X,'} J/ 
Sub-system-level optimiser I Sub-system-level optimiser i 
Min: d1 (X1 );(x,0 -x,1 ) 2 +(y11 -)i,~) 2 
With regard to X1 ; (x,,,x"yl}) 
Satisfy: g 1(X1)<0; h1(X1);Q 
{ X1} Computed 
_ _,__.:.._.Results 
..... Min: d1(X1); (:x: -x,1) 2 +(Yy- Ji;)' 
With regard to X 1 = (x,,,x,.yv) 
Satisfy: g 1(X1)<0; h1(X1);0 
1 x, } Computed 
--'--.!.__R~s11lts 
Figure 4.3: Collaborative Optimisation Architecture (Braun and Kroo, 1995) 
With the general CO formulation known, the relevant terminology can be formally 
introduced. The design variables of the original design problem are separated into 
local variable X,, shared variable X, and coupling variable Yif according to discipline 
partitioning. The auxiliary variable X 0 is imported as a new variable to replace the 
shared variable X, and coupling variable Yij at the system level. Such auxiliary 
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variables break the links between disciplines to enable each discipline to execute 
design concurrently. In addition, compatible constraint functions (e.g. d,' (X 0 ) ) are 
introduced to achieve consistency in the design process. Now that the terminology has 
been established, the detailed formulation of system and sub-system formulation are 
presented in Equation 4.1 and 4.2. 
System-level Formulation 
Minimise !, (X') 
Withregardto X' =(X~,Yij') 
S t. fy· • o o • 2 o • 2 -o a IS • d1 (X ) = (x, -x,,) +(y,1 - yiJ) -
• 0 0 • 2 0 • 2-o d1 (X )=(x, -x,1) +(yif-yif)-
Sub-system-level i Formulation 
Minimise: d,(X,) = (x,~ -x,,)' +(Yy- :yg)' 
With regard to X,= (x,,,x.,y1,) 
Satisfy: g,(X,) < 0; h,(X.) = 0 
Where, 
/,(X') is the objective function in the system level; 
X' is the vector of system-level variable; 
x~ is the vector of the shared variable in the system level; 
y~ is the vector of the coupling variable in the system level; 
(Equation 4.1) 
(Equation 4.2) 
x;, is the vector of optimal value of shared variable sent by the i'h sub-system; 
y; is the vector of optimal value coupling variable sent by the ith sub-system; 
d,' (X 0 ) is the ith compatible constraint in system level; 
X,' is the vector of target value of system-level variable that are sent to the i1h sub-
system; 
d1(X1): is the objective function in the ith sub-system; 
X, is the vector of decision variables in the ith sub-system; 
x, is the vector oflocal variable of the i'h sub-system 
x,, is the vector of shared variable corresponding to the i'h sub-system; 
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y 1, is the vector of coupling variable that is input to i
1h sub-system but is output from 
the jth sub-system ; 
x,: is the vector of target value of shared variable sent from system level to the ith sub-
system; 
)i~ is the vector of target value coupling variable sent from system level to the i1h sub-
system 
In the system level, the optimiser manages disciplinary interactions and changes the 
target values of auxiliary variables ( x; , Yu0 ), seeking to minimise the system 
objective I, (X 0 ). The optimiser for sub-system i receives the system target values 
pertinent to sub-system i, and minimises the dis.crepancy between the system target 
values (i.e. X1°) and their corresponding sub-system values (i.e. x,, and Yu) by the ith 
sub-system, subject to satisfying the sub-system's local design constraints (i.e. g 1 and 
h1 ). While the compatible constraint functions at system level is the same as the 
objective functions at sub-system level (i.e. d,' (X 0 ) ). Once the compatibility 
constraints reach zero, it means that all values of interdisciplinary variables are agreed 
between disciplines. Although the sub-systems' objective functions take the same 
form as the compatibility constraint functions of the system level, both x,, and y 1, are 
variables in the i1h sub-system level, while both x; and y~, are variables at the system 
level. In other words, both objective functions of sub-system level and constraints 
functions of system level are the same with regard to different variables that have the 
same physical meaning. 
In the CO formulation, each sub-system optimiser is given sufficient degrees of 
freedom to achieve a design that is feasible with respect to its local constraints, 
because the sub-system-level optimisers are able to manage all discipline-specific 
variables (i.e. X,) which include the local variable x, , the shared variable x,, and the 
coupling variable y Ji • It should be noted that the target values of auxiliary variables 
corresponding to the ith sub-system (i.e. x,: ) keep constant during the sub-system 
optimisation, while the optimal values of auxiliary variables sent from the sub-system 
optimisers (i.e x;,) are fixed parameter during the system optimiser. 
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4.5.2 Analytic Target Cascading Optimisation 
The analytic target cascading (ATC) method was first introduced by Michelena and 
Papalambros (1997) and further detailed by Kim (2001 ). This formulation organises a 
set of design tasks in a hierarchy. This section introduces the ATC process and its 
mathematical formulation. 
4.5.2.1 ATC Overview 
ATC is a multilevel, multidisciplinary design methodology to find an optimal system 
design, ensuring consistency between sub-systems or disciplines and achieving the 
overall targets assigned at the top of the hierarchy (Kim, 2001; Michelena et al., 
2003). In the whole process of ATC, the original design problem is partitioned into a 
set of sub-problems constituting system, sub-systems and components shown in 
Figure 4.4. Design targets are specified at the top level of the multilevel design 
formulation and 'cascaded down' to lower levels. Sub-problems at lower levels are 
formulated so that all elements included in the hierarchy match the cascaded targets 
consistent with the overall system targets. Design targets derived at lower levels are 
co-ordinated with the higher level ones by iteratively adjusting values of targets and 
decision variables (Kokkolaras et al., 2002). 
Hence the major benefits of A TC are a reduction in design cycle time through 
avoidance of design iterations at the later stage and an increased likelihood that 
physical prototypes will be closer to production quality. Furthermore the ATC 
facilitates concurrency in the system design. Once targets are identified for systems, 
sub-systems, components and the latter elements can be isolated and designed in 
detail independently, allowing the outsourcing of sub-systems and components to 
suppliers (Michelena et al., 2003). 
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Figure 4.4 Schematic of the Analytical Target Cascading Process for a Top-down 
and Bottom-up, Level-by-level Solution Sequence (Michelena et al., 2003) 
Each sub-problem in the ATC hierarchy requires a decision model and one or more 
analysis models. The decision model of a sub-problem is its formulation as a design 
optimization model. It requires representation of sub-problem performance R, 
decision variables x, and all relevant constraints g and h on decision variables. The 
decision model also embodies the links of each sub-problem to upper and lower level 
sub-problems in the hierarchy. It is through these links that top-level targets are 
propagated down and lower-level responses are rebalanced up the hierarchy. Each 
decision model is associated with one or more analysis models to compute 
performance R as a function of decision variables x. The analysis models take values 
of decision variables as input and returns their corresponding performance response as 
output (Figure 4.5). Every decision model requires an analysis tool (a simulation for 
example) or an analytic function r from which performance R can be derived with 
respect to decision variables x. In the building simulation context, the simulation will 
typically return a dataset (for example, a vector of room temperatures at every 
timestep ), which is processed by the analysis model into the required performance 
response (for example, maximum daily temperature). 
X 
Decision Model 
R 
/ 
Analysis Model ) 
R=r(x) 
Figure 4.5: Links between Decision and Analysis Model in ATC Framework 
(Choudhary, 2004) 
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Every sub-problem in the ATC hierarchy is formulated and solved independently, and 
posed to optimise "target matching" with its upper and lower level sub-problems. The 
ATC problem is solved iteratively for meeting all targets as closely as possible by a 
co-ordination strategy. Once compatible targets are derived from the ATC process, 
individual sub-problems can be isolated and outsourced to be solved in further detail, 
thereby enabling truly concurrent design (Kokkolaras et. al., 2002). Formulating a 
design problem in the ATC framework requires (Choudhary, 2004): 
• Identifying appropriate decomposition; 
• Hierarchical organization of decomposed sub-problems and identifying key 
links between them; 
• Formulation of sub-problems as decision models and identifying suitable 
optimization algorithms to solve them; and 
• Building and mapping appropriate analysis models to each decision model. 
Once formulated, steps involved in solving an ATC problem can be surmnarized as 
(Choudhary, 2004): 
• Specifying values of overall design targets (referred to formally as "target 
setting"); 
• Propagating specified top-level targets to lower levels and optimizing all sub-
problems to match targets as closely as possible; and 
• Iteratively searching for an overall consistent solution by applying a co-
ordination strategy. 
4.5.2.2 ATC Formulation 
The first step in setting up an A TC formulation is to decompose the problem. Once 
the decision model is determined, appropriate analysis models are associated with 
each decision model in the hierarchy. An analysis model is appropriate if it can 
compute performance values as functions of its decision variables. Every analysis 
model evaluates design decisions by taking variables and parameters as input and 
returning performance values as output. 
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In the ATC formulation decomposition of problems also includes identifying common 
links between sub-problems. Horizontal links between sub-problems are called 
linking variables. Linking variables represent decisions shared among two or more 
decision models at the same vertical level (Kim, 2001). Their value js~determined 
• 
individually by the decision models that are coordinated by the upper level parent 
problem. Thus sub-problems that share linking variables must also have a common 
decision model at the upper level. 
The vertical relationships between decomposed levels are embodied by performance 
targets and responses. Figure 4.6 shows the information flow up and down in the ATC 
hierarchy for a three-level problem with one system, three sub-systems, and two 
components. Rectangular boxes represent the decision models and oval boxes are the 
analysis models. As an example, sub-system B model receives its target values R 
from the system level model S. At an iteration k in the ATC process, sub-system B 
also has responses values (i.e. Ri1 and Ri2 ), and linking variable (i.e. Yi1 and Yi2 ) 
from the component levels. Sub-system B is solved for determining values of its local 
decision variables, values of component level response RBI and R82 , and values of 
coordinating linking variables y 8 such that deviations from information received 
from upper and lower levels are minimized. This includes minimizing deviations 
between RBI and Rip R82 and Ri2 , y 8 and y;1, y 8 and y;2 , R8 and R~, 
Sub-system B computes its response R8 by using its analysis model, which requires 
values of local decision variables x8 and lower level responses R8 , and R8 , as input. 
The analysis model returns the sub-system response R8 as output. Note that in these 
interactions responses of a particular level are decision variables input to the analysis 
model at the upper level. Another condition in this organization is that linking 
variables are shared between children of a parent problem. 
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Figure 4.6: Information Flow Up and Down in the ATC Hierarchy (Choudhary, 
2004) 
For target matching a problem for the j-th design model at i-th level, the general 
formalisation of the optimisation model is stated in Equation 4.3: 
Minimise: JJR" -R;JJ' +JJy,- y~ll' u; u; 
With regard to x,,Yu.n1,s;,s; 
Where, 
(Equation 4.3) 
Xif = [x,,y,,R0• 11,, ••••••• R0• 11,,, ]' is the vector of all decision variables of element j at 
level i ; 
Ru = rif (xif) , where ru is the vector function that represents the analysis model. It 
calculates the responses for element j at level i by taking in all its decision 
variables as input; 
Cif = {k1 ••• ,kcif} and cy is the number of child elements; 
Yu+I)j = y(i+i),l;l ••••••• y(i+l)kcij and R(i+I)J = R(i+l)ki ••••••• R(i+l)kclj ; 
xy is the vector oflocal decision variables for element j at level i ; 
y if is the vector oflinking variable for element j at level i ; 
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e; is the tolerance variables for consistency of target set at element j at level i and 
the responses of j 's children; 
eij is the tolerance variables for consistency of linking variables coordinated at 
element j at level i for child element at the (i+ 1 )th level; 
R% is vector of response values cascaded to element j at level i as targets from its 
parent at level (i-1); 
Y% is the vector of coordinating linking variables for the linking variables in the 
children of element j at level i . This vector includes one copy of each linking 
variables from all element j 's children; 
R(~+I)k is vector of response variables values cascaded to the element j at level i as 
targets from its kth child at level (i-1 ); 
yf,+I>k is the vector of linking variables values cascaded element j at level i from its 
kth child at level (i-1 ); 
g u and hif are vector functions representing inequality and equality design constraints 
11--t represents the square of the 12 norm. 
Equation 4.3 presents the ATC formulation at the intermediate level. At the top level 
ofhierarchy the problem is formulated in Equation 4.4: 
Minimise: !!Ru -I; 11' +c; +c; 
With regard to xij,y(i+I)J'e: ,e; 
(Equation 4.4) 
where I; is overall system targets which are specified before performing optimisation 
However for the sub-problems at the bottom level, they do not have any children, thus 
the formulations shown in Equation 4.5 do not contain the tolerance variable for 
coordinating lower level information. 
With regard to x" 
Subject to: g" (xu) ~ 0; hu (xu) = 0 (Equation 4.5) 
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Note: xv merely include xv and Yv at the bottom level. 
4.5.3 Discussion 
Both the CO and the ATC are classed as the multi-level MDO and are used for 
~- . 
complex modern engineering design problems. However the specific characteristics of 
each formulation enable them to apply to various ·industry designs. Allison et al., 
(2005) investigated the distinctions between CO and ATC based on formulation and 
solution process of each method. This section presents these differences between CO 
and ATC and the best-suited formulation for building design optimisation. 
4.5.3.1 Comparisons of CO and ATC 
Based on the understandings of the CO and the ATC formulation, three attributes are 
used to differentiate between them. These are: 
• Decomposition scheme 
With regard to the complex MDO problems, the main approach is to partition the 
original design problem into smaller and easier to solve sub-problems, and then 
coordinate the optimisation of each sub-problem in order to achieve a consistent 
solution that is optimal for the overall system. There are various decomposition 
schemes for the MDO problems which have been reviewed in Section 3.5.3. The CO 
formulation decomposes along discipline boundaries which are often dictated by the 
organisation structure or the analysis tools available. While the ATC paradigm is 
based on hierarchical organisational and analysis structure, which are typically 
partitioned by object. Therefore the CO formulation is motivated by multidisciplinary 
analyse needs in the aerospace industry, while the ATC formulation is motivated by 
product development needs in the automotive industry (Allison et al., 2005). 
• Formulation process . 
After being decomposed by discipline or physical component, it is necessary to 
examine input-output relationship of simulations that link with each discipline and 
component. The CO formulation can then be established. The left sides of Figure 4.7 
and Figure 4.8 demonstrate type of problem for CO and ATC formulation 
respectively, while the right sides present corresponding formulations. Based on 
observations of the CO and the A TC formulation, it is easy to identify two differences. 
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Firstly, in the CO formulation the top level performs the co-ordination among sub-
system-level problems, and does not stand for any discipline; all disciplines are 
located at the lower level and given equal importance. While the A TC formulation is 
based on hierarchical analysis structures with unidirectional functional dependencies. 
In other words, the parent problems in the ATC formulation include all children 
problems. To sum up, problems in different levels have dependent relationship in 
A TC formulation but independent relationship in the CO formulation. 
Simulation I 
Simulation 11 AI 
Simula.tion I 
Figure 4.7 The Process of CO Formulation 
Outnut 
Simulation I 
Simulation 11 
Simulation 11 AI 
Figure 4.8 The Process of ATC Formulation 
Secondly, Allison (2004) demonstrates that the linking variable within the ATC 
context includes all shared variables and part of the coupling variables in the CO 
context. This is because the coupling variables consist of feedback and feedforward 
variables. For example, in Figure 4.7, Yl and Y2 are feedback variables from 
simulation I to simulation II and simulation Ill respectively. AI is the feedforward 
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variable from simulation II to simulation I and simulation Ill. While the ATC 
formulation presented does not accommodate feedback coupling. For example the 
system in Figure 4.8 does not support the relationship where outputs generated by the 
parent element analysis (i.e Simulation I) are required as inputs to the analysis of the 
child element analysis (i.e. Simulation IIJ; 
• 
• Co-ordination strategy 
A co-ordination strategy is applied to the iteration through the multi-level MDO 
formulation. The main requirement from a co-ordination strategy is that it should 
converge to the same solution set as that of an un-decomposed problem (Papalambros, 
2002). ATC shares the idea of co-ordination strategy to achieve consistency with CO, 
namely adding compatible constraints to minimise deviations between children 
problems and the parent problems. The difference is that the ATC adopts inequality 
constraints with a certain tolerance (e.g. L \\Y(i+l)k -y~+l)k r :::; en, while the CO 
keCy 
formulation uses equality constraints.(e.g. d,'(X')=O). In addition, both co-ordination 
processes consist of nested loops. The ATC has a nested co-ordination strategy while 
the CO has a nested optimisation. A nested co-ordination strategy means that while 
parent problems are usually executed multiple times, these problems are provided as a 
static set of responses from child problems and a static set of target from higher level 
problems. Each optimisation problem can be executed autonomously. Whilst the 
system-level optimiser in the CO formulation needs to wait for results from the sub-
system-level optimisation problem at each optimisation iteration. In other words, the 
sub-system-level's optimisation problem in the CO formulation can consider 
constraints from the system level which is activated in each system-level's iteration. 
Therefore both formulations motivate the use of low accuracy analysis models to 
avoid a huge amount of computational demand. 
4.5.3.2 Selection of Formulation 
The choice of the exact formulation will depend on the availability of models (i.e. 
simulation/analysis tool}, so this task must be done carefully with minimum variations 
to the existing design methods (Kim. et al., 2002). Based on the reviews of state-of-
the-art building design optimisation in Chapter 3, decomposition along discipline is 
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more advantageous over physical object decomposition for the following three 
reasons. 
I) Characteristics of building design team. The groups of different professionals 
that together take charge ofbuilding design and thus constitute a 'design team' 
usually fall into the categories of architect, structural engineer, mechanical and 
electrical service engineer, construction engineer and quantity surveyor 
(Grierson and Khajehpour, 2002). Each member has a range of responsibilities 
and interests. However to produce a good design solution that effectively 
satisfies cost, time and functionality constraints, the co-operative efforts of this 
group of professionals are essential (Mathews and Rafiq, 1994). Hence in the 
field of building design, design teams are formed with consideration of 
discipline boundaries. 
2) Maturation of the discipline-based analysis tools. Both ATC and CO 
formulations allow each optimiser to. connect certain simulation/analysis 
software, which help designers predict/evaluate design performances. Hence 
the better formulation needs to enable a more effective and efficient use of 
emerging building performance analysis tools. The best-known solver for the 
building thermal, HVAC and network airflow is DOE-2 (Lawrence, 1979). It 
utilises hourly weather data to calculate the hour-by-hour performance and 
response of a building with a know description. A host of commercial 
software (e.g. eQuest and EnergyPlus) use DOE-2. The structural design 
software (e.g. SAP 2000 and ETABS) use the displacement method, force 
method, and more advanced finite element analysis to visualise or predict the 
stress and deflection of each structure component. 
3) Different design methods. Each disciplinary designer has formed his/her own 
design method. Building services designers analyse building thermal 
behaviour based on functional room or zone (e.g. office and toilet), because 
these rooms have different design requirements in terms of indoor temperature, 
ventilation, lighting etc. The structural design is based on different structural 
units which can be a frame or a load bearing wall. 
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Based on these above reasons, this research adopted the CO formulation to solve the 
multidisciplinary building optimisation for thermal and structural design. 
4.6Summa~ ~ 
This chapter mainly focused on the methodologies usel! for multidisciplinary design 
optimisation. This demonstrated that MDO is the collection of methods which are 
used to obtain a consistent and overall optimal system design. Thus some complex 
engineering designs will benefit from the applications of the MDO methodology 
when dealing with a systematic, logical design procedure, increased number of design 
variables & constraints to be handled, not biased by intuition or experience, and 
achieves a reduction in design time. At the same time some issues (i.e. the MDO 
formulation, computing requirement and data exchange) can inhibit further 
application of MDO. Taking these issues and status of the MDO application in the 
construction industry into account, the establishment of an appropriate MDO 
formulation of building design optimisation is the emphasis of this research. Thus the 
MDO formulations that emerged were described in terms of the single and multi-level 
formulation. However the multi-level formulation demonstrates some advantages over 
the single-level formulation (such as number of variables, utilisation of specialised 
knowledge and software), so both CO and ATC that are multi-level are studied in 
depth. In order to select one for building design optimisatign, they were compared in 
term of decomposition scheme, procedure of formulation and co-ordination strategy. 
Finally the CO formulation was chosen because of the characteristics of the building 
design, the analysis software available and the design method. Herein it is worth 
mentioning that all MDO formulations described in this chapter are used to solve a 
single-objective design problem, which is not suited for the current multi-objective 
engineering problem. Hence the next chapter will introduce how to integrate the 
MDO formulations with multi-objective optimisation algorithms. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: COLLABORATIVE OPTIMISATION 
FRAMEWORK WITH A PARE TO BASED GENETIC 
ALGORITHM (COPGA) DEVELOPMENT 
r 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter explains the process of developing collaborative optimisation framework 
with a Pareto based genetic algorithm (COPGA). This process starts with reviews of 
multi-objective optimisation solutions, and then identifies problems within the multi-
objective collaborative optimisation (MOCO). Changes in the MOCO are made to 
facilitate the adoption of the Pareto-based GA algorithm. Then the development of the 
COPGA framework is described. In order to validate this framework, the COPGA and 
All-at-once results for the same mathematical problem are compared. Finally some 
suggestions are put forward for the application of the COPGA framework on a 
building design problem in Chapter 6. 
5.2 Multi-objective Optimisation Solution 
In many building design optimisation problems, there are multiple measures of 
performance, cost, comfort etc, which should be optimised simultaneously. It is 
possible to optimise each separately however this rarely gives a suitable solution to 
the global problem. With a single-objective optimisation algorithm a sing!~ 'perfect' 
solution can be obtained, this is rarely the case with multi-objective optimisation 
problems. Instead the multi-objective problems tend to be characterised by a group of 
alternative solutions each of which is considered feasible. The aim is to present the 
decision-maker (engineer) with the selection of alternatives, permitting him/her to 
make an informed choice. The purpose of these methods is to help the engineer to 
make the right decision in conflicting situations (Loosemore, 2003). Marler and 
Arora's (2004), and Miettinen (1999) classified approaches for multi-objective 
problems into four groups based on the point in the optimisation process at which the 
decision maker expresses preference in the choice of solution. 
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• A non-preference articulation: This type of approaches does not use any 
preference information. Example is the Min-max formulation (Steuer, 1986); 
• A priori articulation of preference information: In this type of approaches, 
before the actual optimisation is conducted the different objectives are some 
how aggregated to one single-objective, such as the case in the weighting 
factor methods, and goal programming (Charnes et al., 1955); 
• A progressive articulation of preference: This class of approaches is generally 
referred to as interactive. They rely on progressive information about the 
decision-makers preferences simultaneously as they search through the 
solution space. Typical examples are the STEM approach (Benayoun et al., 
1971); and 
• A posterior articulation of preference: This kind of approaches enables to first 
search the solution space for a set of non-inferior solutions, such as in the 
Pareto optimality (Pareto, 1906). 
This section is focused on studies of the weighting factor method and Pareto 
optimality, which belong to the category of: on priori articulation of preferences, and 
posterior of preferences respectively, as these two approaches are commonly used in 
building design (detailed reviews presented in Section 3.4.3). 
5.2.1 Weighting Factor Method 
Weighting objectives is the oldest multi-objective solution technique. In the very 
basic form of the weighting method presented in Equation 5.1, each objective is 
assigned a weight depending on the decision maker's preference and the judged 
importance of each objective. The objectives are then combined together to form a 
single equation for optimisation. In doing this the users can obtain a truly multi-
objective solution to the problem as the objectives are restricted by the decision 
makers judgement. When fixing the weights, the solution of the optimisation may 
converge on a point that is not the true optimum. 
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Minimise I w,J, (X) 
1=1 
K 
Where w, <: 0 for all i = 1, .... , k and L w1 = I 
i=l 
CO PGA Framework Development 
(Equation 5.1) 
This approach usually has difficulties in that the objective functions are generally of 
different magnitudes and therefore 'might have to be normalised first. In addition 
although the formulation is simple, the method is somewhat ad-hoc, as there is no 
clear relation between the weightings and the obtained solution (Andersson, 2000). 
5.2.2 Pareto optimality 
With single-objective optimisation algorithm, the optimum is a single point within the 
feasible solution. When there is more than one objective to be optimised the notion of 
an optimal solution is replaced by a less definitive concept. One powerful approach 
used in multi-objective design optimisation is known as Pareto optimality. 
Pareto optimality is a required measure of multi-objective optimisation, independent 
of whether the optimisation procedure uses Pareto optimality as a method of 
progression in the search. The concept of Pareto optimality defines the optimum 
solution for any multi-objective problem (Loosemore, 2003) 
Practical problems are often characterised by several non-commensurable and often 
competing measures of performance, or objectives. Assuming a minimisation problem, 
Pareto optimality is defined as follows (Fonseca and Fleming, 1993): 
A vector of decision variables is said to be Pareto optimal if no feasible 
vectors of design variable exists which would decrease some objectives 
without causing a simultaneous increase in at least one other objective. 
Hence Pareto-optimal solutions are also called efficient, non-dominated, and non-
inferior solutions. In addition, this concept of Pareto optimality almost always gives a 
set of solutions called the Pareto optimal set rather than a singe solution. For a given 
Pareto optimal set, the corresponding objective function values in the objective space 
are called the Pareto frontier. Both the weighted method and genetic algorithm (GA) 
are regarded as the most common approaches to obtain a Pareto optimal set 
(Andersson, 2000; Marler and Arora 2004). Miettinen (1999) stated that the weighted 
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methods could be used in a repetitive process by varying the preference applied to 
each of the objectives, a set of Pareto optimal solutions can then be attained. This 
method is the simplest and most straightf01ward way of obtaining multiple points on 
the Pareto-optimal frontier. However this method is associated with some major 
drawbacks. Depending on the scaling of the different objectives and the shape of the 
' 
Pareto frontier, it is hard to select the weightings to ensure that the points are spread 
evenly on the Pareto frontier (Das and Dennis, 1997). A detailed explanation for 
Pareto-based GA is described as follow. 
5.2.3 Optimisation Algorithm for This Study 
The two previous methods are widely adopted in building design optimisation. The 
weighting factor method is one of the most computationally efficient, easy-to-use, and 
common approach. However, in practice precise design preferences are rarely known 
before optimisation, whilst this method is fully dependent on the decision-maker's 
preferences, in some cases the analysis have to be performed a few times because of 
changes in weighting factors. Pareto optimality combines the objective functions in a 
fair and unbiased way, which complies with the common practice that is to improve at 
least one objective without worsening the others (Papalambros, 2002), and the Pareto 
set would not change as long as the problem description is unchanged. Under these 
principles the Pareto optimality was the focus of increasing amounts of research over 
the past years. 
This research attempts to use a Pareto-based genetic algorithm for a multi-objective 
optimisation problem. Several varieties of this algorithm were developed such as the 
multi-objective genetic algorithm (Fonseca and Flerning, 1993), the niched Pareto 
Genetic algorithm (Horn et al., 1994), the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm 
(NSGA) (Srinivas and Deb, 1994), the strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm (Zitzler 
and Thiele, 1999), and the fast non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-11) 
(Deb et al., 2002). This study adopted the NSGA-11 that has two important features, 
namely: Pareto rank, and crowding distance. 
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The approach of Pareto rank explicitly utilises the concept of Pareto optimality in 
evaluating fitness or assigning the selection probability to solutions. In the NSGA-11, 
the process of Pareto rank, presented in Figure 5.1, consists of ranking all the 
solutions that are not dominated by any other as '1 '. This set is then removed from the 
ranking procedure and the next set of non-dominated solutions is assigned the rank '2', 
and so on. 
Objective 2 
---------- 2 
________ _L __________ , 2 
---.. } : I 
' ' ' 
' ' ' I I I 2 ----r---~----------~--, 
I : : 1 
I 1 I I 
----L---+----. 1 : : 
: . I I I I 
1 I I I I 
----L----+----:----· 1: : 
: I I I I I 
1 I I I I I 
'----L' ---''---'-' _..:.' -''---'''---- Objective 1 
Figure 5.1 Pareto Rank 
The approach of crowding distance aims to obtain a uniform spread of solutions along 
a best-known Pareto frontier. This approach is a measure of population density around 
a solution. To get an estimate of the density of a particular solution "i" in the 
population, the average distance of two solutions on either side of solution "i" along 
each of the objective is computed, the quantity cd, serves as an estimate of the 
perimeter of the cuboid formed by using the nearest neighbours with the same Pareto 
rank (this is called the crowding distance). In Figure 5.2 the crowding distance of the 
ith solution (marked with filled circles) is the average side-length of the cuboid (shown 
by a dashed box). Equation 5.2 is used to calculate the crowding distance of each 
point in each Pareto set. 
cd(x,) = _Lcdk(x,) (Equation 5 .2) 
k=l..l 
Where, 
l: Number of the objective functions; 
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x11.kJ : The i'h solution with respect to the k'h objective function; 
J:;(x11•1,k1): Value of the kth objective function with the (i+l}1h solution; 
J:;max , !;'"' : The maximal and minimal value of the kth objective function in the 
generation ,. 
Objective 2 
• 0 
i-1 0 
~-----------------------~ 0 
l • i 
t ________________________ : i+ 1 
• Cuboid • 
'-----------.,_ Objective I 
Figure 5.2 Crowding Distance 
In the NSGA-II, if the solutions are in the same Pareto set, the solution with a higher 
crowding distance wins. Otherwise, the solution with the lowest rank is selected. 
5.3 Test Problem 
In order to explore the problem with an existing MOO framework and develop a 
proposed framework, Equation 5.3 defines a small multi-objective multidisciplinary 
test problem. 
Min: F; and F,_ 
Inequality constraints g 1 = y
12 
-1 ::>: 0; 
.8 
g =Y2J_l::>:O· 2 10 , 
Equality constraints y12 = X1
2 
+ X 2 + x3 - 0.2y21 ; Y21 = X1 + x3 + .JY12 
Bounds:-10 :S: x1 :S: 10; 0 :S: x2 :S: 10; 0 :S: x3 :S: 10 Equation 5.3 
There are two coupled disciplines and two objective functions (i.e. F; and F2 ) in this 
problem. In addition, according to definition of the local, shared and coupling 
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variables in Section 4.4.1, x1 and x3 are shared variables, y 12 and y21 are coupling 
variables, x2 is a local variable in the sub-system 1, while there is no local variable in 
sub-system 2. 
5.4 Implementation by the MOCO Framework 
The Collaborative Optimisation framework with a Pareto based genetic algorithm 
(COPGA) is developed based on the Multi-objective Collaborative Optimisation 
approach (MOCO) (Tappeta and Renaud, 1997), which is the first extension onto 
collaborative optimisation (CO) (Kroo et al., 1994) for multi-objective 
multidisciplinary optimisation problems. The MOCO framework is a two-level 
architecture in which the system-level optimiser handles the shared and coupling 
variables to co-ordinate designs among disciplines, minimising the design objective 
functions, while discipline-specific design problems are completed in the sub-system 
level. The detailed MOCO formulations are presented in the first part of this section, 
and then limitations with this framework are identified. 
5.4.1 Formulations of the MOCO Framework 
Formulations of both system-level and sub-system-levels for the problem in the 
Equation 5.3 are demonstrated below: 
System-level formulation: 
Min: F(X0 ) = w1F; + w2F2 
Equality Constrains: 
d; (X 0 ) = (x:' -x?)' +(xj' -x~)2 + (yi;- Y?2 ) 2 =0; 
d;(X0 )=(xr -x?)'+Cxi' -x~)2 +(yi; -y~,)'=O; 
Bounds: -10 :S: x? :S: 10; 0 :S: x~ :S: 10 
With respect to X 0 = [x? ,x~ ,y?2 ,y~1 ] 
Sub-system 1 formulation: 
Min: d, (X')= (x: -'X,')'+ (x~ -x,')' + (y:,- y,~)' 
I 
Inequality constraint: y" -1 <: 0 ; 
8 
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E 1. · 1 2 O 2-o qua 1ty constramt: y,, = x1 + x, + x,- . y 21 
Bounds: -10 ~ x: ~10; 0 ~ x2 ~ 10; 0~ xi ~10 
With respect to X 1 =[x:,x,,xj,y:,] 
Sub-system 2 formulation: 
Min d2 (X2 ) = (x; -x,') 2 + (x; -x,') 2 +(y;,- )i'2°1) 2 
2 
Inequality constraint: y 21 -1;:: 0; 
10 
E 1. . 2 2 2 r:::G qua 1ty constramt: y 21 = X 1 + x, + v Y12 ; 
Bounds:-10 ~ x; ~10; 0 ~xi ~10; 
With respect to X 2 = [x; ,xi ,yi,] 
Where, 
( •) 0 : Variable in system level 
CO PGA Framework Development 
(•);: Discipline-specific variables in the i1h sub-system level 
( •)' : Optimal value of variable 
(e') : Target value of interdisciplinary variable sent from system level to sub-system 
level 
In the MOCO framework, auxiliary design variables (i.e. X 0 ) are introduced to 
replace interdisciplinary variables including the shared variables (i.e. x1 and x3 ) and 
coupling variables (i.e. y12 and y 21 ) in order that the sub-systems can work in parallel. 
The values of these auxiliary variables (e.g. ~o and x,') are constant in the course of 
sub-system level optimisation while they (e.g. x~ and x~) could be adjusted by the 
system-level optimiser. The sub-system-level optimisers are free to control local 
variable (e.g. x2 ), and also manage the interdisciplinary variables (e.g. x: ,xi and 
y:, in the sub-system 1 ). Thus a situation will emerge in which the same variable in 
the system level receives different values from the each sub-system (e.g. x:' ;t x12' ). In 
order to achieve consistency in the design process compatibility constraints (e.g. 
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a; and a; ) are introduced at system level. These constraints are the sum of square 
differences between values of system-level variables (e.g. x1° and y1°2 ) and optimal 
values of these in the corresponding sub-system level (e.g. xt andyi;). If they are set 
to ;ero, it will imply that xt = xr = X~ 0 However some engineering problems can 
' allow small error tolerances, so in these cases the compatibility constraint can be 
given a deviation tolerance such as a; :S:l 0"2 0 
With regard to multi-objective problems, the MOCO framework adopted a weighting 
method and solved it in the system level. While the single objective function in the 
sub-system level is to minimise the sum of square difference between target values of 
interdisciplinary variables sent from system level (e.g. x1° and )i',~ ) and values of 
these in the corresponding sub-system level (e.g. xi and yi2 ). It is worth noting that 
the formulation of system-level constraint functions and sub-system-level objective 
functions are similar, but during the course of sub-system-level optimisation, the 
value of the interdisciplinary variables in the corresponding sub-system level, such as 
xi in the sub-system I and x~ in the sub-system 2, can be varied, while target values 
sent from the system-level, such as 'X,', are constant. In the process of system-level 
optimisation, values of the interdisciplinary variables in the corresponding sub-system 
level, such as xt and xr, have been optimised and are fixed, while the target value 
of these can be varied. 
5.4.2 Limitations with the MOCO Framework 
There are some limitations with the implementation of the MOCO framework by 
Tappeta and Renaud (1997). 
1) Step size: 
1n the MOCO framework, once the sub-system optimisation problems are solved, the 
change in the optimal sub-system objective function with respect to any fixed 
parameter (e.g. 'X,' and )i',~) can be calculated, Equation 5.4 presents an example of 
the sub-system 1 function objective with regard to 'X,'. 
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Equation 5.4 
Where: A' is the Lagrange multiplier vector for the optimum solution. 
,. 
Because constraint g 1 is not a function of X,' , Equation 5.4 can be simplified 'as 
Equation 5.5: 
t.d; = od1 =-2(x' -:X') 
•""' ='' 1 1 Ll.A.l ux, 
Equation 5.5 
Because the objective functions at the sub-system level are expressed in the same way 
as the constraint functions at system-level, then the optimal sensitivity value 
(e.g.~~·) can be obtained from the sub-system optimal solution. This can then help 
1 
determine the system-level sensitivity for the compatibility constraint functions and 
therefore the direction of the next value of system-level variables is guided. 
For example ~~ = -4 can be obtained after completing sub-system I optimisation, 
1 
this implies that if X,' increases, d; will decrease. Based on this sensitivity 
information, the system-level optimiser will increase the value of x? in order to 
reduce d; in the next iteration that indicates the direction of the search. The first 
problem is how to choose a step size for the iterations that can help find optimal 
results within a reasonable time frame. 
The second problem arises when there are conflicts between sub-systems. For 
example if t.d~ = -4 and t.d~ = 1 , sub-system 1 will require an increase Xj0 to reduce 
t.x, t.x, 
the value of d; , while sub-system 2 will require reducing x? to decrease the value of 
d;. Under this condition, the problem is how the system-level optimiser selects the 
value of interdisciplinary design variables for the next iteration. 
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2) Local optimum: 
Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) was used for the optimisation at both the 
system and sub-system level in the Tappeta's work (1997). Such a gradient-based 
optimisation algorithm can result in a local optimum. 
3) Multi-objective problems: 
In the MOCO framework, weighting factors that reflect the relative importance of the 
different objective functions are used to change the multi-objective problem into a 
single-objective optimisation. In most multi-objective problems there is no single 
global solution, and these weighting factors are hard to define before optimisation. 
4) Delinquent nature of the MOCO formulation: 
After completing the system-level optimisation, the optimal value of x? has to satisfy 
the following Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition: 
oF ad' aa· 
--;;- + .:t, ---+.- + A, ---+. = 0 ax, ox, ax, Equation 5.6 
In Equation 5.6, x~· is the optimal result, which must be a feasible variable, thus 
system-level constraints are satisfied, namely a; =a; =0. In other words, Equation 
5. 7 is achieved: 
Equation 5.7 
Hence both ad~: = -2(x,'' - x,'') and 0~~ are equal to. zero. Thus the KKT condition 
~ ~ . 
presented in Equation 5.6 becomes 8~. =0 no matter what the value of the Lagrange 
ox, 
multipliers ( ~ and A,) and what the system-level objective functions are. This can 
become the main source of computational difficulties because the Lagrange 
multipliers are not really computable when the values of variables become feasible at 
system level. Sequential quadratic programming (SQP) and other gradient-based 
optimisation algorithms that employ such Lagrange multipliers in their merit 
functions have serious difficulty in making a decision about the termination of 
optimisation process. In other words, the MOCO formulation causes the KKT 
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conditions not to work, causing it to stop at any points without reaching the optimum 
(Alexandrov and Lewis, 2000; Lin, 2004). 
5.5 Pareto GA based on CO Framework Development 
Based on the understanding of the MOCO framework and associated problems, some 
improvements to this framework are made to suit the application of the Pareto-based 
genetic algorithm for the multi-objective problem in the system level. The first part of 
this section explains the reason for the use of the Pareto-based GA, the next part 
describes the CO PGA framework. 
5.5.1 Reasons for Use of the Pareto-based GA 
In order to overcome the difficulties with the MOCO framework presented in Section 
5.4.2, this study proposes the application of a Pareto-based genetic algorithm in the 
system level. The reasons are: 
1) Global optimisation algorithm 
The genetic algorithm is the best-known global optimisation. If this algorithm is used 
for the system-level optimisation, both system and sub-system levels avoid being 
trapped in a local optimum, even if there is a gradient-based optimisation algorithm 
used in the sub-system level, because target values of interdisciplinary variables 
decided by system-level significantly influence the sub-system-level optimisation 
through the objective function of the sub-system level. 
2) Multi-objective approach 
In the MOCO framework, the approach of the weighting method is used to solve 
multi-objective problems. This approach requires determining the weighting factors 
for different objectives before performing optimisation. Normally values of these 
factors are more subjective depending on the decision-maker, and these values are 
hard to be decided because changes often happen in the process of building design, 
for example, clients set a bigger value of weighting factor for running cost against 
capital cost; however clients may change these values during the design process. 
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However Pareto optimality can provide several optimal solutions with different sets of 
weighting factors in a single design process. 
3) Delinquent nature of the MOCO formulation 
As the previous section discussed, the MOCO formulation results in the invalidation 
r· 
of the KKT condition, which 'is a terminal criterion in most gradient-based 
optimisation algorithms, such as SQP. The terminal criterion of GA is often to satisfy 
the predefined number of generations, hence avoiding this problem. 
The above three reasons justify the use of Pareto-based GA algorithm in the system-
level optimisation of the MOCO framework. However this algorithm has some 
difficulties in handling constraints, for example when it adopts penalty function 
strategies to transfer a constrained problem to an unconstrained problem, problems 
arise due to fact that the fitness assignment is usually based on the Pareto rank of a 
solution, not on its objective function values (Jimenez et al., 2002). Hence this study 
proposes the two-cycle framework, internal and external, where the MOCO's system-
level optimisation can be regarded as an unconstrained problem. The detailed 
description of this framework is presented as follow. 
5.5.2 The Conceptual COPGA Framework 
The COPGA framework to be developed consists of two cycles, namely internal and 
external, and there are both system and sub-system levels in the internal cycle. The 
internal cycle aims to transfer the stochastic values of interdisciplinary variables 
including shared and coupling variables to feasible values through a two-level 
framework. The process of the Pareto-based genetic algorithm is completed in the 
external cycle in order to evaluate the original design objective functions (e.g. 
minimise capital cost) and generate new stochastic values of interdisciplinary 
variables for running the internal cycle again, while those constraint functions in the 
system level of the MOCO are added up, becoming the single objective function in 
the system level of the COPGA. 
Here 'stochastic' means that the values are chosen within the bounds of each variable 
at random; 'feasible' means that the value of variables can satisfy all design 
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constraints (e.g. allowance for shear force of beam). The processes used in the two 
cycles will be explained in the next section. 
5.5.2.1 Internal Cycle of the CO PGA Framework 
In the internal cycle, like the MOCO framework, auxiliary design variables (i.e. X 0 ) 
are introduced to replace the shared and coupling variables. The values of these 
auxiliary variables are also constant in the course of sub-system-level's optimisation 
while they could be adjusted by the system-level optimiser. The sub-system-level 
optimiser can adjust the values of interdisciplinary variables in the corresponding sub-
system (e.g. x;, and x;, ). An important feature in the COPGA framework is a 
compatible objective function (e.g. a;+ a;) is introduced at the system level in order 
to achieve consistency in the design process. If this objective function can be 
minimised to zero, a compatible solution is obtained. Here 'compatible' means that 
there is an equal value with regard to the same variable (e.g. x;; = x;; = x;. ). The 
mathematical formulations of system and sub-system levels are presented in Figure 
53 
Stochastic X,h,Yu 
~ 
Internal cycle System level 
·. 
Min: z_a;(x0 ) 
i=l..n 
* 0 I* 0 2 I* 02 d1 (X )=(X,.-X,h) +(Yu -Yu) 
Bounds: xf. ,;; X 0 ,;; X~8 
With regards to X 0 = [X~,, YJ] 
-,-,~ ....... 0 ....... 0 ...... 0 2* 2* ~~' N' xsh'~J'~I xi* y;l~ X,,, Y,1 , Y;, X,, ,Y21 X' Y' x,, ,YN} 3h' lj sh' NJ' 
Subsystem 1 Subsystem 2 SubsystemN 
Min: dt(X1)=(X;, -x:,)' +(¥;~ -J;;)' 
Constraints: g1 ,;; 0 
••••• 
Bounds: X 1, ,;; X 1 ,;; X ~B 
With regards to X 1 =[x;.,Yj~,Xltocad 
Feasible X,1,.Yu 
Figure 5.3: Formulation ofthe Internal Cycle 
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Where, 
d1 : ith sub-system-level objective 
X 0 : Vector of system level-variable (i.e. shared and coupling variables), namely 
interdisciplinary variable 
Xsh: Vector of shared variable 
Yu: Vector of coupling variable, namely i1h sub-system send value to jth sub-system. 
X1,, X~8 : Vector of system-level variable's lower and upper bound 
Xi.n, Xbn: Vector of variable's lower and upper bound in i1h sub-system-level 
g1 : Vector constraints in the of ith sub-system 
X 1 : Vector of variables in the ofith sub-system 
Xuo,oi : Vector of local variables in the of ith sub-system 
(•) 0 : Variable in system level 
(•)1 : Discipline-specific variables in the i'h sub-system level 
( •)' : Optimal value of variable 
(e) : Target value of interdisciplinary variable sent from system level to sub-system 
level 
As Figure 5.3 shows, the internal cycle starts from receiving stochastic values of 
interdisciplinary variables, and then these are sent to the sub-system level. After 
completing the optimisations of each sub-system, the optimal values of 
interdisciplinary variables (e.g. x;;, Yj~) are generated by varying discipline-specific 
variables (e.g. X 1 ), satisfYing constraints of sub-system level (e.g. g 1 ). These optimal 
values are sent up to system-level. Based on this information from the sub-systems, 
the system-level optimiser will determine the new values of interdisciplinary variables 
(i.e.X 0 ) to reduce the compatible function (i.e. Ld;(X0 )). Re-optimisations in the 
i=1 .. n 
sub-system level are followed in accordance with these new target values (i.e. X'). It 
is obvious that the system-level optimiser needs to call the sub-system optimisation in 
each iteration at system level. The iterations between the sub-systems and system 
level cease when changes in the compatible objective function at the system level are 
less than the predefined value. 
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The sub-system-level optimisers are free to control the local variables in their own 
sub-system (i.e. Xuoro~ ), and manage interdisciplinary variables (i.e. x;h and Y~ ). 
Although the system-level optimiser can also adjust the value of these 
interdisciplinary variables (i.e. X~h and YJ ), they are different parameters with the 
same physical meaning within the two levels. The target values of interdisciplinary 
variables decided by the system-level optimiser are fixed during the process of sub-
system-level optimisation, the optimal values of these (i.e. x;: and YJ') decided by the 
sub-system-level optimiser are fixed during the process of the system-level's 
optimisation. Furthermore, both the objective functions at system and sub-system 
level have similar formulation. The difference is that x;h and YJ are adjusted and 
X~, and ~o are constant parameters in the sub-system level, while X~h and r; are 
~ ~ . 
changed and x;h and r: are constant parameters in the system-level 
5.5.2.2 External Cycle of the COPGA Framework 
Although the internal cycle attempts to obtain compatible solutions, in some cases the 
compatible objective can't be minimised to zero or near to zero. Hence one aim of the 
external cycle enables these incompatible solutions to be excluded in the next 
generation in the course of Pareto-based GA. Furthermore in the external cycle new 
stochastic values of the interdisciplinary variables are generated through Genetic 
operation, namely selection, crossover and mutation. The Non-dominated Sorting 
GA-ll (NSGA-II) algorithm (Deb et. al., 2002) is used in the external cycle. This 
algorithm is better than the simple Pareto-based GA algorithm (Fonseca and Fleming, 
1993) because it introduces the parameter of crowding distance (Definition in Section 
5.2.3). The process of the external cycle is described below: 
I) Input interdisciplinary variables 
The process starts with choosing the values of interdisciplinary variables at random 
within the bounds of these to create an initial population in the GA process. These are 
then used to start the internal cycle. 
2) Undertake the internal cycle (See Section 5.5.2.1 for details) 
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3) Check for compatibility with interdisciplinary variables between disciplines 
This stage identifies those interdisciplinary variables that have different values in 
various disciplines. If the cumulative compatible objective (a; +d;) is close to zero, 
-r-
the interdisciplinary variables have equal values in all disciplines; the design objective 
functions (e.g. minimise capital cost) are then calculated. For the other 
interdisciplinary variables, the corresponding objective functions are assigned 
arbitrary large values in order for their related variables to be excluded from the next 
generation. 
4) Evaluate the objective function values 
The objective functions in the external cycle are real design objectives, such as capital 
cost or annual running cost. Their values are assessed based on Pareto rank and 
crowding distance (for definitions refer to Section 5.1.3). The design solutions with 
the low Pareto rank and high crowding distance are regarded as the better ones. Every 
design solution is firstly assessed using the Pareto rank, for those design solutions 
with the same rank, the crowding distance is compared. 
5) Check for the terminal criterion in the external cycle 
The terminal criterion in this study is to complete a predefined number of generations. 
If this criterion is met, the external cycle will be terminated. Otherwise the external 
cycle goes to the next step, the genetic operators explained below. 
6) Execute the genetic operators 
The genetic operators define the new individuals called off-springs for the next 
generation. It starts by selecting two individuals at random in the current generation 
and then choosing the one with the lowest Pareto Rank or the highest crowding 
distance. This process is called tournament and is repeated until a predefined number 
of individuals is obtained, these are the parent individuals. Then the crossover 
performs an exchange of every chromosome between two randomly picked parent 
individuals resulting in two new (child) individuals. If the values of variables within 
the initial population do not include a set that achieves the optimal solution, then the 
mutation introduces new values into the population. 
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7) Repeat step 2 to 6 until the predefined number of generations is reached. In each 
generation the offspring created in the external cycle are sent to internal one. 
From the overview of the whole process of the CO PGA framework, it is apparent that 
• 
it incorporates the best features of several concepts. 
• Coordination strategy. The COPGA framework simulates coordination 
approach in the MOCO framework. In this approach, both the auxiliary 
variable and compatible functions are imported to achieve the concurrent 
design and coordination among disciplines. 
• Two-cycle framework. The equality constraint functions of system-level in the 
MOCO framework are added up, and then become the objective function of 
system-level in the internal cycle of the COPGA framework, thus the KKT 
conditions can work well in the internal cycle of the CO PGA framework even 
using SQP algorithm. In addition, problems in the external cycle can be cast as 
unconstrained problems which are easy to implement using the Pareto-based 
GA algorithm. 
• Capacity of multi-objective problem. The concept of Pareto optimality is used 
for multi-objective design problem in the COPGA framework. Compared with 
the MOCO framework, the COPGA framework can optimise design objectives 
with different units and magnitudes; it does not require determination of 
preferences for various objectives before implementing optimisation process. 
• Robust design space search. The external cycle's optimisation is performed by 
the use of the genetic algorithm, which have powerful ability to search in the 
design space due to operations such as crossover and mutation. In addition, the 
different initial values of interdisciplinary variables generated by the GA are 
sent from the external cycle to the internal cycle in the COPGA framework, 
which avoids being trapped in a local optimum even if the gradient-based 
optimisation algorithm is used in the internal cycle. 
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5.6 Pilot Study 
In this section a pilot study is undertaken to apply the COPGA framework to the 
problem in Equation 5.3. In order to validate the COPGA framework, this 
mathematical test problem is also solved using an all-at-once (AAO) method . 
..--
Comparisons between the COPGA and AAO results are presented. 
5.6.1 The COPGA Formulation 
The mathematical test problem in Equation 5.3 can be decomposed into two sub-
problems, including two shared variables (i.e. xi and x3 ), two coupling variable (i.e. 
yi2 and y2I) and one local variable (i.e. x2 ). There are two objective functions to be 
minimised (i.e. F; and F2 ). Based on requirements of the CO PGA formulation, in the 
internal cycle, the system-level optimiser coordinates two sub-system problems 
through the minimisation of the compatible function ( d; + d; ), which is a function of 
interdisciplinary variables (i.e. 4°, x~, y~ and y~I ). The optimisation model for the 
system level problem of the internal cycle is formally stated as: 
Formulation of system level in the internal cycle: 
Minimise: d; + d; 
d '(Xo) ( 2• o\2 ( 2• o\2 ( 2• o )2 2 = xi -xi ) + X3 - X3) + Y2I - Y2I 
Withrespectto: X 0 =[x?,xf,y?2 ,y~I] 
Bounds: -lO:<>x? :<>10; O:<>xf :<>10 
In this case the system-level optimiser does not control x2 , which is a local variable 
in sub-system 1, the value of this variable is sent with corresponding set of 
interdisciplinary variables to calculate objective function F; when finishing the 
internal cycle. 
Within the CO PGA framework, the sub-system-level optimisers are free to control the 
interdisciplinary variables (e.g. xi, x!, y12 in the sub-system 1) and also retain control 
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of their local variables (e.g. x2 in the sub-system 1 ). It also receives target values for 
each interdisciplinary variable from the system level (i.e. x; ,x, ,y12 and ji'21 ). The sub-
system optimiser's task is to meet the target values provided by the system optimiser 
as best as possible by varying the discipline-specific variables whilst satisfying local 
r-
constraints. The optimisation models for the sub-system level of the internal cycle 
problem are formally stated as: 
Formulation of sub-system 1 in the internal cycle: 
M• • · d (X') ( 1 - \' ( 1 - )2 ( 1 - )' mimJse: 1 = x, -x, J + x, -x, + y 12 - y 12 
W'th . X' [ I I I l 1 respect to. = x"x2 ,x3 ,y12 
I 
Inequality constraint: y,, -1 :<: 0 
8 
E I• • I I 02- I qua Ity constramt: x, + x, + x, - . y 21 = y 12 
Formulation of sub-system 2 in the internal cycle: 
M. . . d (X') ( 2 - \' ( ' - ) 2 ( ' - )' ImmJse: 2 = x, -x, J + x, -x, + Y21 - Y21 
W. h . X' [ ' ' ' ] It respect to = 4 ,x3 ,y21 
2 
Inequality constraint: y,, -1 :<: 0 
10 
E I. . ' F ' qua 1ty constramt: x, + x, - v Y12 = Y 21 
Bounds: -105x: 510; 05xi 510; 
The external cycle of the COPGA framework is to optimise the original objective 
functions, namely F; and F2 , the mathematical formulation of the external cycle 
optimisation is as follows: 
Formulation of external cycle's optimisation 
Minimise: F; and F, 
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Bound:-10 ~x1 ~ 10; O~x3 ~ 0 
Figure 5.4 shows the whole process of the CO PGA framework for the problem in 
Equation 5.3. It includes data transfer between internal and external cycle, and inputs 
and outputs between the system and sub-system level in the internal cycle. 
This process of the COPGA framework starts from the external cycle; values of 
interdisciplinary variables (i.e. x1,x3 ,y12 andy21 ) are initialised and sent to the two 
sub-systems in the internal cycle. After completing optimisation at sub-system level, 
optimal values of interdisciplinary variable are sent to system level (e.g. x:' and x;'), 
the system-level optimiser decides new value for the interdisciplinary variables (i.e. 
x?,x~) to minimise the objective function a; +a;, then they are sent back to the two 
sub-systems to start the optimisation again. Such iterations among system and sub-
system level are stopped when the change in the objective function a; +a; in 
successive two iterations is less than 10·5• Finally the values of a; +a; with the 
corresponding interdisciplinary variable are sent out from the internal cycle, this also 
means the internal cycle is completed. 
The first step of the external cycle is to evaluate whether the design solutions are 
compatible using the value of a; +a; . In this case if a; +a; ~ 0.01, it imJ?lies that it 
is a compatible design, then the external cycle's objective functions are calculated (F 1 
and F2); otherwise both F 1 and F2 are assigned 103• After that, the objectives ofF 1 and 
F2 are assessed based on the principle of Pareto rank and crowding distance. Then the 
terminal criterion of the external cycle is evaluated, this is the predefined number of 
iteration, which is 60 generations in this study. If this criterion is not met, the GA 
operations including selection, crossover and mutation are followed. This step is to 
generate new stochastic values of interdisciplinary variables for conducting the 
internal cycle again. 
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• o ( r• o y t• o 2 r• o 2 d1(X )=x1 -x1 +(x3 -x3 ) +(y12 -y12 ) 
• 0 ( ,. 0 )' ( ,. 0 )' ,. 0 2 d 2 (X ) = x1 - x1 + x3 - x3 + (y,1 - y21 ) 
Bounds:-JO:;;x? ,;;JO; O:;;xf :;;JO 
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Constraints: Constraints: 
I 2 
Y12 1 0 0 " 1 0 2- 1 Y21 ., .fj; 2 g-~ ,xt+x2+xJ-·Yzr=Ytz --1~0; xj +X3 - Yrz =Yzt 10 
Bounds: -10,;; x/ ,;; 10; 0 S: x2 S: 10; 0 ,;;xJ :;;JO; Bounds: -10,;; xf ,;; 10; OS: xi S:10; 
Wo o XI ( I I I J tth regard to. = x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,y1z wo d 0 x2 [ 2 2 2 l Ith regar to. = x1 , x3 , y21 
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function Fj =xi + x3 + y12 ~ based on Pareto ranking Stop 
F2 = -Y21 and distance crowding 
Figure 5o4 The Mathematical Problem in the CO PGA Framework 
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5.6.2 The CO PGA Results 
Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP}, which is the built-in the Matlab optimiser, 
is used for the optimisation in both system-level and sub-system-level in the internal 
cycle. SQP is a gradient-based optimisation algorithm, which is fast for small 
problems and produces a local optimal design. The non-dominated sorting GA-ll 
(NSGA-11) algorithm is adopted for the external cycle's optimisation. All parameters 
of NSGA-11 algorithm are decided on the basis of Deb's suggestions (2002). These 
parameters includes: number of generation=60; population size=60; crossover 
probability is below 0.9; mutation probability is below 0.25. The whole optimisation 
process was run in Matlab. 
After completing 60 iterations in the external cycle, the Pareto frontier shown in 
Figure 5.5 is generated with regard to the problem in Equation 5.3. This curve of 
trade-offbetween two objectives (i.e. F1 and F2) indicates that a further decrease ofF1 
will be at the expense of increasing F2. Sixty feasible design solutions that are listed in 
Appendix Three make up this curve. Five representative solutions of the problem in 
Equation 5.3 is described in Table 5.1, they are selected from all design solutions 
based on the maximal or minimal value of objectives or variables. 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 
-5 
-10 '~ 
-15 ,, 
~ .... 
"' ;;:- -20 ... ....... 
•• ...... 
-25 ... 
•• • ••• •• ........ 
-30 
·35 
F (1) 
Figure 5.5 The CO PGA Solutions ofthe Mathematical Test Problem 
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Table 5.1 Five Representative Solutions of the Mathematical Test Problem 
Number of Solution F; F 2 x, x3 Y1 2 Y 21 
No. I 
(Max F; ; M in F2 ; Max x1; 11 2.918 -30.009 9.960 9.850 103.077 30.000 
Max y12 ; Max y 21 ) 
No.2 
(Min F;; Max F2 ; 12.866 -10.011 2.357 4.7 19 8.123 I 0.0 11 
Min y21 , Min x3 ) 
No.3 
1.1 49 9.695 8.475 (Min x1) 
18.2 154 -13 .757 13.757 
No.4 
(Max x3) 43.3039 -2 1.003 5.234 10.000 33.304 2 1.003 
No. 5 
-12.479 8. 11 2 12.479 (M in y 12 ) 
16.149 1.535 8.033 
Although solutions from the internal cycle cannot be guaranteed to be compatible, the 
fo llowing example could be regarded as a compatible design because the values of the 
system- level obj ective function (i.e. d; + d; ) is less than 0.0 I. This example 
demonstrates a co llaborative convergence process. In th is process starting values ofx1 , 
x2, y12 and y21 in system-level variable are 1, 2, 3 and 4; After completing the internal 
cycle, value of these vari ables become 2.2309, 4 .65 18, 9.7662 and 10.007. 
I -- System-level - - Sub-system 1 - - - Sub-system 2 
5.5 
~ 4.5 
..-
x 
0 3.5 
Q) 
::l 2.5 ro 
> 
1.5 
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~ \ 
. ,- -- f , - - - ' \ -- 1\ 1\ 
, 
fl \ 
I \.- I\ I\ I I 1,-\- \ -- 1\. I\ r, - ~ - '- · - '-" I '- \ ,I I / I '\ I 
0.5 " 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
System-level iteration 
Figure 5.6 System-level Co-ordination of Variable of x, 
Figure 5.6 shows discip line-specific convergence histories for 8 system-level 
iterations with respect to the variable ofx 1 in thi s exan1ple. ln the fi rst iteration, the 
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system level proposes an x 1 value of 1. After meeting all of its discipline-specific 
constrai nts, the sub-system 1 agrees on a value of 1, while the sub-system 2 returns 
with a request to increase this value to 3.634. Based on information provided by the 
so lution of each sub-system, the system-level optimiser insists on the x 1 value of I . In 
this iteration sub-system 2 requests increasing the x1 value to 3.382, wh ile sub-system 
I still agrees on the va lue of I . ln the third iteration, the x 1 value is changed to 3.9286 
by a system-level optimiser. In this case, the sub-system 1 returns a request of 
reducing this value to 2.5949, while the sub-system 2 requires decreasing the va lue to 
3.5435. Such a process of negotiation keeps going to the eighth iteration. In thi s 
iteration the system-level optimiser sends the value of x 1 as 2.309 to the sub-system 
level. With thi s value, both sub-systems are able to remain disciplinary constraints 
feas ible whi le providing agreement on this va lue ofx 1• 
The negotiation process between two sub-systems with regard to x3 is presented in 
Figure 5.7 
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Figure 5.7 System-level Co-ordination of Variable of x3 
5.6.3 Validation of the COPGA Formulation 
1\ 
•\' Id . 
. 
8 
This section aims to evaluate the COPGA framework by the use of the all-at-once 
(AAO) framework which a single- level MOO framework. Hence the first part of tl1is 
section explains what the AAO framework is and demonstrates the AAO formulation 
about the problem in Equation 5.3. The next part is to compare the characterise and 
results ofthe COPGA and AAO formu lations. 
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5.6.3.1 All-at-once (AAO) Formnlation 
The all-at-once (AAO) is one of the common single-level MDO ftmnulations. The 
AAO is highly centralised. The system optimiser manages three kinds of design 
variables: the local, shared and coupling variables; and minimises the objective 
r-
functions while satisfying constraints. Any sub-systems dependencies and interaction 
is addressed through an integrated analyse. For a given set of design variables, the 
integrated analysis returns constraints and objective values for evaluation by the 
optimiser. The AAO formulation of the problem in Equation 5.3 is illustrated in 
Figure 5.8. 
Optimiser: 
Min~ Fj and F 2 
Constrains:g1 ,;O;g2 ,;o;h1 =0; h2 =0 
Bound: -10,; x1 ,; 10; 0,; x2 ,; 10; o,;x3 ,;10 
With regard to: x1,x2,x3,Yt2•Y2t 
gi'h,,y2!,~ 
xl,x2, 
x, ,x3 ,y21 g2,h2,y,2,F2 
x3,Y12 
Evaluator 1: Evaluator 2: 
g, = 1-l:E.. 
8 g, =I-~~ 
h1 = y 12 -x~ -x2 -x3 +0.2y21 h2 = Y21 -x, -x3 -..JY:; 
F; =xi +x3 + Y12 F, = -y" 
Figure 5.8 AAO Formulation of the Mathematical Test Problem 
This AAO formulation is implemented by the use of NSGA-II in C code (Kanpur 
Genetic Algorithm Laboratory, 2005). These parameters of the multi-objective 
NSGA-II includes: number of generation=lOO; population size=lOO; crossover 
probability is below 0.9; mutation probability is below 0.25. 
5.6.3.2 Comparisons between CO PGA Results and AAO Results 
The COPGA framework requires optimisers at both system and sub-system level in 
the internal cycle, and the external cycle. A considerable amount of effort and time is 
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spent formulating these optimisation problems and implementing the appropriate 
algorithm to solve them. AJI-at-Once (AAO) framework, on the other hand, has 
simple problem setups, since each disciplinary sub-system is only required to perform 
the analysis (no sub-system optimisation). A single optimiser controls aJI of the 
variables and deals with aJI of the constraints . 
• 
Table 5.2 Comparisons between the CO PGA and AAO Formulation 
Formulation Design Module Number of Number of 
methods variables constraints 
External cycle design 4 0 
System-level 4 0 
CO PGA design 
framework Internal cycle Sub-system I 4 2 
design design 
Sub-system 2 3 2 
design 
AJI-at-Once System design 5 4 framework 
As Table 5.2 shows, the numbers of variables and constraints managed by the 
different-level's optimisers in the COPGA framework are slightly less than those in 
system optimiser in the AAO framework for the problem in Equation 5.3. It seems the 
CO PGA framework does not have many advantages over the AAO framework. This 
phenomenon emerges mainly because optimisations of the problem in Equation 5.3 at 
disciplinary level are simple, for example the number of local variables and 
discipline-specific constraints is not too large. Hence the COPGA framework is 
preferred for scalability and organisational reasons. This scalability feature refers to 
dimensionality and complexity of optimisation problems. The decomposition of the 
problem in the COPGA framework allows the large-scale problem to be solved. 
Furthermore the COPGA framework is more suited to the structure and culture found 
in most multidisciplinary design teams. Providing disciplinary experts with autonomy, 
more control and responsibilities, and more opportunities to contribute to the overaJI 
system integration and optimisation, the COPGA is a more accepted method. 
Since the problem in Equation 5.3 is smaJI, the results of the COPGA framework can 
be validated by comparing the results obtained from the AAO framework. Such a 
validation approach has been widely used in other MDO applications (Budianto, 2000; 
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Choudhary, 2004). Figure 5.9 illustrates the results from the AAO and COPGA 
[Oimulation for the problem in Equation 5.3. The red points represent the Pareto 
frontier of the AAO results, whi le blue points stand for the Pareto frontier of the 
COPGA results. These blue points are not the same density as those red poin ts 
because 60 populations are set to run the COPGA optimisation, while I 00 populations 
are set in the AAO process. However, the two curves can match each other, which 
implies that the COPGA framework gives similar results to the AAO approach. 
I• COPGA solutions • AAO solutions I 
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Figure 5.9 Comparisons between COPGA and AAO Results 
5. 7 Suggestions for a Future Case Study 
The next stage of this research attempts to demonstrate the application of the COPGA 
framework in a real bu ilding design. Based on lessons fi~om the pilot study in tl1is 
chapter, some suggestions of establi shing and implementing a design scenario are 
summarised as follow: 
1) Issue of computation burden 
The COPGA framework results 111 increasing computation consumption for two 
reasons. One is that implementation of the Pareto-based GA in the external cycle 
req ui res a large amolll1t o f computation time. The other is that optimisation in the 
interna l cycle further demands a significant amount of computation time due not only 
to the di fficult coordination problem i11 the system level, but also the constraints 
analysis in the sub-system level. Hence the design scenario is assumed to include 
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small number of variables, and the disciplinary analysis linking with sub-system 
optimisation should not be too complex. 
2) Scope of design scenario 
The CO PGA framework is developed for multidisciplinary design problems. However 
each disciplinary designer different elements to analyse. For instance building 
services designers choose a room or zone to analysis owing to individual requirements 
in terms of indoor temperature, ventilation, lighting etc. While structural design is 
based on different structural units which can be a frame or a load bearing wall. Hence 
the design scenario developed facilitates the implementation of different disciplinary 
analysis simultaneously, such as a framed room. 
3) Identifying the relationship between disciplines 
The key step in implementing a CO PGA framework is to classify variables into local, 
shared and coupling groups. The design structure matrix (DSM) is a possible 
approach that helps to identify these kinds of variable. However this approach is often 
used to reduce iterations among parameters or activities through adjusting their 
sequences, so changes in the tradition DSM should be made for the application of the 
COPGA framework. 
5.8 Summary 
This chapter presents the process of developing the CO PGA framework. The COPGA 
framework is based on the MOCO framework; hence the formulation and problems 
with MOCO framework are studied. In order to respond to these problems (i.e. local 
optimum, multi-objective approach and delinquent of MOCO formulation), the 
NGSA-II algorithm, which is a combination of the Pareto optimality with genetic 
algorithm is proposed to perform optimisation in the system level of the MOCO 
framework. However owing to limitation of the NGSA-II algorithm (i.e. handling 
constraint functions), changes to the MOCO framework have been made. The 
COPGA framework consists of an internal and external cycle optimisation. The 
internal cycle simulated the two-level framework of the MOCO formulation. The 
differences are that the compatible constraint functions of the system-level in the 
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MOCO are added up, consequently becoming the single compatible objective 
function in tbe CO PGA framework, while tbe original design objective functions (e.g. 
minimisation of capital cost) are handled in the external cycle of tbe COPGA 
framework. Thus the optimisation problem of the external cycle becomes non-
constrained, which facilitates tbe use of tbe NGSA-II algorithm. After tbe 
establishment of tbe COPGA framework, a multi-objective multidisciplinary 
mathematical problem presented in Equation 5.3 is used to test this framework 
through comparing solutions with an AAO formulation. In addition to presenting tbe 
results from two formulations, tbeir characteristics are also compared to demonstrate 
tbat the COPGA framework has advantages over tbe AAO framework in large-scale 
engineering problems. Finally in order to apply the CO PGA framework for building 
design in tbe next stage of this research, some suggestions are made for developing a 
suitable design scenario in the aspect of computation issues, scope of design scenario, 
and approach of identifying interdisciplinary variables. 
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CHAPTER SIX: DESIGN SCENARIO 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter explains how the COPGA framework is applied to a three-storey office 
building design scenario. Data in this design scenario are collected through inspection 
of design documents and interviews with designers. It is therefore a realistic 
representation of a design task and is sufficiently complex to demonstrate both merits 
and limitations of the COPGA framework in multi-objective multidisciplinary 
building design. Wherever required data was unavailable, appropriate assumptions are 
made based on common standards. 
6.2 Design Scenario 
A south-faced room on an intermediate floor in a three-storey office located in 
London is chosen as a design example; this is shown in Figure 6.1. A design structure 
matrix (DSM) is used to identify interdisciplinary variables among structural and 
HV AC design in this design example. 
Corridor 
91"1 
Height of floor-to-ceiling 31"1 
Of fice E Dffi ce 
Lf) 
'" 
Office 
l..!indow l..!indow 
Figure 6.1: Office Floor Plan 
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6.2.1 Design Structure Matrix 
Several variables and parameters contain interdisciplinary dependencies, which 
greatly influence not only the final system design, but the response of the disciplinary 
design objective function as well. The parameter-based design structure matrix (DSM) 
method is adopted here, this is a graphical tool to aid the designer in organising and 
structuring the design synthesis process, and showing the relationships between the 
various disciplines involved in a design problem (Y assine and Braha, 2003; Pektas 
and Pultar, 2006). There are three basic blocks for describing relationships among 
disciplines in the DSM method: parallel, sequential and coupled, which are illustrated 
in Figure 6.2. 
Three configurations that characterise a system 
representation 
DSM representation 
Figure 6.2. Three Configurations that Characterise a System in DSM Analysis 
(MIT, 2005) 
The relationships between the 23 parameters for this design scenario are shown in 
Table 6.1. The elements in this table represent the original sequence of design, which 
is made up of a square matrix. Dependencies among variables are represented with the 
help of 'X' marks in the off-diagonal cells. In this study, one difference with the 
conventional parameter-based DSM is that all variables are partitioned by each 
discipline, thus the first row and column in Table 6.1 presents the disciplinary name. 
The other is that dependencies within the disciplinary design do not be marked, for 
example the calculation of a beam dimension requires the weight of the floor. 
Reading across a row shows input variables; reading down a column shows output 
variables. Those interdisciplinary variables are presented with marks of 'X'. For 
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instance the marks in row 0 of Table 6.1 denote that variable 0 (i.e. heating gain 
from floor, wall and roof) requires information from variables F. H, I, and J (i.e. 
structural component material; floor, wall and roof dimension). If the design variables 
could be made in order of A through W, it will be desirable for all information 
required by each variable to have been already generated by a predecessor design 
variable. It can be seen in Table 6.1 that this is not the case for some ofthe variables. 
Variable H, for example, requires information from variable R, because position and 
size of heating equipment affect the value of live load on floor, which determined the 
depth of floor. In practice the value of variable R could not be available before 
generating the value of variable H. 
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Although the DSM is very usefiil for identifying interdisciplinary variables, it is hard 
to read because too many local variables (e.g. size of beam and column) are mixed 
with interdisciplinary variables. Figure 6.4 presents the relationship among 
architecture, structural and HVAC design for this design scenario, while Figure 6.3 
helps to read Figure 6.4 
Input coming from 
upstream feed-forward 
t t Output Output Discipline i 
Inf Fed upstream 
lnf. Fed downstrea m 
Input from feed-forward 
downstream 
Figure 6.3 Definition of a Module Placed on N-square Diagram 
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and cooling equipments 
2 Air duct size 
3) AC-beam integration scheme 
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1) Struc 
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sions of wall, floor and 2)Dimen 
roof 
HAVC 
Design 
Figure 6.4 Interdisciplinary Variables between Disciplines 
As Figure 6.4 shows, some variables are sent from architectural design to structural 
and HV AC design simultaneously, including space function, height of floor-to-ceiling, 
orientation of building and size of window. In practice these variables are fixed as a 
constant parameter at the beginning of structural and HV AC design. When structural 
and HV AC engineers cannot meet their own design constraints, they consult with the 
architect to change them. 
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In addition Figure 6.4 illustrates dependencies between structural and HV AC design. 
The HVAC designer, for example, requires the materials and dimensions of the 
structural components to calculate U values of wall, floor and roof. On the other hand, 
the structural designer requires information about weight and position of heating and 
cooling equipments, which influence the live loads mrthe floor. The variables of the 
• 
air duct's size and AC-beam integration scheme are also needed by structural designer, 
and are function of height of floor-to-floor. 
6.2.2 Summary of All Information in Design Scenario 
In order to simplify this design scenario, some variables are assigned a fixed value 
before starting optimisation, such as orientation of building, height of floor-to-ceiling. 
Finally this case study includes two objectives, six variables and ten constraints that 
are presented in Table 6.2. Table 6.3 describes constructional and occupancy 
information. In terms of analysis by the use of DSM, it is easy to divide variables 
related to this design scenario into shared, coupling and local variables between the 
structural and HVAC disciplines, there are listed in Table 6.4 
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Table 6.2: Objective, Variable and Constraint Information 
Objective Variable Constraint 
I) To minimise I) Height of window ( x1 ) I) Allowance for beam bending 
weight of mm moment g1 (x1, x2, x3, X4) 
column and 2) Depth of external wall 2) Allowance for beam shear force 
beam (x2)mm g2(xl,x2,x3,x4) F;(x1,x2,x4,x5) 3) Depth of air duct ( ~) 3) Allowance for beam deflection 
2) Torninimise gl (xl, x2, x3, x.) 
sum of peak mm 4) Depth ofbeam (x4) 4) Allowance for column cooling and 
heating load in mm slenderness ratio g4(x3,x4,x5) 
summer and 5) Depth of column ( x5) 5) Allowance for cross-section 
winter F, (xP x,) mm capacity of column with moments 
6) Supply air temperature in plan buckling 
in summer (x6) ( 0 c) gs (xl, x2, x3, x., Xs) 
6) Allowance for cross-section 
capacity of column with moments 
out-of-plan buckling 
g6 (xl, x2, x3, x., Xs) 
7) Allowance for column axial force 
g7 (xl' x2' x3, x., Xs) 
8) Allowance for depth of external 
wall g8(x2,x5) 
9) Allowance for air change rate 
g9(xl,x2,x6) 
1 0) Allowance for air velocity in the 
ductg10 (x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x6) 
Table 6.3: Constructional and Occupancy Details 
Item Details 
External Wall I 05mm outer brickwork; x, mm inner brickwork; 13mm 
(opaque) lightweight plaster 
Internal partition wall 13mm lightweight plaster; 105mm brickwork; 13mm 
lightweight plaster 
Internal floor/ceiling 50mm screed, 150mm dense cast concrete, 25mm wood 
block; 16mm plasterboard ceiling (density 391.2kg/m2, 
U=l.S, Y=2.9) 
Window Double glazed 
Lighting 18.75 W/m2 of floor area; in use 0900-1700h 
Occupancy Occupied 0900-1700 h by 6 people, SOW sensible heat 
output per person 
Electrical equipment Four computers of 150 W, in use 0900-1700h 
Mechanical ventilation I 0.5US fresh air per person 
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Table 6.4: Summary of All variables in the Design Scenario 
Type of variable Variable Comments 
Shared variable Height of In structural design, window size is a function of 
window(x1) self-weight of exterior wall, which affects dead 
load to beam and column. While ipihennal 
design, it mainly affects heating lbss in the 
room. 
Coupling variable Depth of wall Depth of wall is decided during structural 
(input ofHVAC (x2) design, but calculation of U value of wall needs 
from output of this variable in thermal design 
structural design) 
Coupling variable Depth of The services engineer will adjust depth of duct 
(input of ventilation to satisfY noise requirement, the structural 
structural from duct (x3) designer will calculate the height of floor-to-
output ofHVAC floor based on this variable 
design) 
Structural Local Cross-section This is a local variable in structural design. It is 
variable ofbeamand adjusted to satisfY structural strength, stability 
column and so on. 
(x4 ,x5 ) 
HVAC local Supply air This is a local variable in the HV AC discipline 
variable temperature in to control supply air rate. 
summer (x6 ) 
The calculation of this case is based on the following assumptions: 
I) The structural calculation is based on the combination dead loads and live loads. 
Both wind loads and seismic loads are not considered. 
2) All structural components are calculated based on elastic analysis. 
3) There is the same height of floor-to-floor in the every story. 
4) Density of steel is 7850kg I m3 
5) The dry resultant temperature in adjoining room is equal; hence heat flow occurs 
only through the outside window and wall. 
6) The office is located in the centre of London, so the window must be closed all 
day to avoid traffic noise. The air infiltration rate is equivalent to I air change per 
hour. The mechanical ventilation is based on a minimum fresh air requirement per 
person. 
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7) With regard to the AC-beam integration scheme, this case adopts separation of 
service and structure zones that is presented in Figure 6.5. 
8) Value of thermal admittance (Y-value) must not be changed because for multi-
layered structure, the admittance is primarily determined by the characteristic of 
materials in the layers nearest to the internal surface. 
9) The peak-heating load is assumed to happen at 12 at noon in January, and the 
peak-cooling load happens in July. 
Internal \./all 
Door indow 
ColuMn 
xterno.l 'w'o.ll 
Figure 6.5 Separation of Structural and Services Zone 
6.3. Analysis Model 
Disciplinary analysis is required by each sub-system optimiser in the COPGA 
framework. This section describes the analysis method adopted for this design 
example. 
6.3.1 Structural Analysis 
There are numerous ways to analyse statically indeterminate structures in building 
design. The statically indeterminate structure is one where the static equilibrium 
equations are not sufficient for determining the internal forces and reaction on that 
structure (Wikipedia, 2007). Buick and Graham (2003) summarise the differences 
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among these classical methods including force method, slope-deflection methods, 
moment-distribution method, and unit load method. 
The force method is a method for calculating the response of statically indeterminate 
structures by which unknowns are force quantities (the redundant force XI, X2, ... Xn) ,-
' 
and the equations used to solve the unknowns are based on geometrical conditions 
(compatibility condition at the location of each redundant force). While in 
displacement method, unknowns are displacement quantities and the equations used 
to solve the unknowns are based on statically conditions (equilibrium conditions). 
In this study, a framed structural system is adopted. The connections of beam-to-
column are constrained in bending moment while the connections of column-to-base 
are fixed-end, thus the displacement method is better than the force method because it 
has less unknown variables. In addition, the Matrix-Displacement method developed 
from the displacement method must be used because of the large number of structural 
elements to be calculated, this is a computer-based analysis method. Herein steps of 
this matrix-displacement method are outlined (Buick and Graham, 2003): 
1) Calculate element stiffness matrix in local coordinates ( [ k']) 
EA 0 0 EA 0 0 -
I I 
0 12El 6El 0 12El 6EI 13 12 13 12 
0 6El 4El 0 6El 2EI - 12 [k'J = 13 I I EA EA 0 0 - 0 0 
I I 
0 12El 6EI 0 12El 6EI 13 12 z3 12 
0 
'6EI 2El 0 6El 4EI -
z2 -12 I I 
2) Calculate element stiffness matrix in global coordinates ( [ k 1]) 
3) Assemble element stiffness matrix ([k1]) in the global stiffness matrix ([K]) 
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4) Calculate element load vector ( [p']) in the local coordinates, assuming full fixity 
at the joints of each element 
5) Calculate element load vector in the global coordinator 
r--
• [p'] = TT[p'] 
6) Assemble element load vector ( [p1]) in the global load vector ([P]) 
7) Generate an equation of moment equilibrium at each joint; 
{P} = [K]• {A} 
8) Solve the system of equations for the unknown joint displacements (!!. ); 
[I!.]= [K]I[P] 
9) Calculate element force vector ( [ F']) using the expression derived in step 2 and 
the values of joint displacements calculated in Step 8; 
[F]' =[k']' •[!!.]' 
The processes of the matrix-displacement method are coded in Matlab and saved in 
plane _gangjia.m file. 
6.3.2 Validation of Structural Analysis 
The process of validation starts with the analysis of a two-span-two-storey steel 
framed structural problem shown in Figure 6.6 using the STAAD pro, which is a 
mature commercial structural analysis software (ST AAD pro. 2007), this problem is 
then solved using the method described in the previous section. Finally the results 
obtained from the two methods are compared. 
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j j j j j j j jjjjjjj 
@ @ 
0 0 ® 
20N/MM 20N/MM 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0 0 
0 0 0 
""'"' 
.--7.'7 .--7.'7 
Figure 6.6 Two-span-two-story Structural Problem 
In this test problem, there are 9 nodes and 10 structural elements that are marked with 
the numbers in Figure 6.6. A uniform dead load is applied to each beam, whose value 
is 20N I mm . Both UB762 x 267 x 173 and UC254 x 254 x 89 are adopted for the 
cross-section of beam and column respectively. The elastic modulus (E) is equal to 
205KN I mm'. The self-weight of column and beam are not calculated during the 
process of analysis. In addition, all beams have the same size of cross-section, so do 
the columns, thus these critical positions, at which the maximal axial or shear force or 
bending moment emerges, determines the model of cross-section. Table 6.5 presents 
the comparison of the results from STAAD Pro and those obtained from a programme 
based on the matrix-displacement method written by the author. 
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Table 6.5 Comparison of Results of Structural Analysis 
Position Result of Result of program Difference 
STAADpro based on matrix-
displacement 
method 
Axial force (N) Element 8 and I 0 5030 5190 3.1% 
Beam Shear force (N) End of element I 0 6910 6938 0.4% 
Bending moment End of element 7 68.615 70.391 3.3% 
(kNm) 
Axial force (N) Element3 276000 276566 0.2% 
Column Shear force (N) Element 2 and 6 5030 5190 3.1% 
Bending moment End of element 2 10.979 11.321 3.1% 
(kNm) 
These differences may stem from two reasons. One is that the STAAD Pro software is 
based on the finite element analysis, which is more accurate compared with the 
matrix-displacement method. The other reason is it is plastic analysis in the ST AAD-
pro software. However these differences between the two methods of analysis in 
Table 6.5 can be accepted. 
6.3.3 Thermal Analysis 
When sizing heating systems it is normally sufficient to consider steady-state 
conditions with an allowance for intermittent operation. Whereas for the purpose of 
calculating cooling loads in the summer time, it is essential to take account of the 
building dynamics and hence non-steady climatic conditions (CIBSE Guide A, 1999). 
Steps for the steady-state heating loss calculation using dry resultant temperature in 
the wintertime are listed (CIBSE Guide A, 1999): 
1) Heating loss from infiltration and mechanical ventilation ( Q,) 
2) Heating loss from structural fabric ( Q 1 ) 
3) Total heating loss ( Q,) 
Q, =F;QJ +F2Q, 
Note: bothp; and F2 are factors related to the characteristics of the heat source. For 
building with an average external U value in the range 0.60-3.0 W/m2K including 
openings, which covers the majority of habitable structures, value of these factors are 
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F; = 1.00 and F2 = 1.10 for a panel radiator heating system; F; = 0.92 and 
F, = 1.23 for a forced warm air heating system (with an accuracy of 5.0%) 
(Chatterton, 1994, p58). In this study, the forced warm air heating system is adopted. 
For calculations of air conditioning cooling load the process is (CIBSE Guide A, 
1999): 
1) Solar gain through glazing ( Q,. ) 
2) Mean fabric gain at air node ( Q fa ) 
3) Cyclic conduction gains at air node ( Q fa ) 
4) Internal gains (Qca,,Q,ad) 
5) Infiltration and mechanical ventilation gain (Qv) 
6) Total sensible cooling load ( Qk ): Qk = Qa + Qa + Qsg +Qv 
Where: Q, = Q1, +F~l.5l)nu~ + LQoo, -0.5LQrod 
Q, = Qfa +Fcyl.5LQrod + LQro, -O.sQ,., 
6.3.4 Validation Results of the Thermal Analysis 
A south-facing room which is 50% glazed in an intermediate floor is used as an 
example to apply the thermal analysis. The building is located in central London. The 
dimensions of this room are 6 x 4.5 x 3.6m. Thermal transmittances (U-value) and 
admittance (Y-value) for each structural component are described in Table 6.6. The 
schedule of occupancy and office equipment whose heating gain is 10W/rn2 is from 
9am to Spm, the schedule of lighting whose heating gain is 18.75W/m2 is from 7am 
to 7pm. The Dry-resultant indoor temperature is kept around 21 °C. The extreme 
outside air temperature in winter is -4 °C. This example is analysed using both the 
method given by CIBSE and DesignBuilder software. The DesignBuilder software 
was developed to run EnergyP!us input files and display results graphically 
(DesignBuilder, 2007). Comparison of the results obtained from the two methods are 
presented in Table 6. 7 
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Table 6.6 U and Y values in the thermal analysis example 
Surface Area Uvalue (AxU) Yvalue (AxY) Decrement Time 
(m2) (Wm2/K) (W/K) (Wm2/K) (W/K) Factor lag(h) 
External 10.8 0.537 5.80 3.7 39.96 0.26 10 
Wall 
(opaque) 
Internal 54 1.16 2.4 129.6 
partitioned 
wall 
Internal 27 4.24 3 81 
floor 
Ceiling 27 4.24 1.4 37.8 
Windows 10.8 2.758 29.78 3.2 34.56 I 0 
I 129.6 35.58 322.92 
Peak heating load calculation in winter: 
Step One: heat loss from infiltration and mechanical ventilation ( Q,) 
For an office, the air infiltration rate in winter is equal to 1/h (CIBSE Guide A, 1999) 
C
1
=NV =6x4.5x3.6xl 32.4W/K 
' 3 3 
There are two people in the office, mechanical ventilation requires the minimum fresh 
air per person to be 1 0.51/s 
C IO.SxiO-' x.!.x2=25.2W!K 
'
2 I 3 
3600 
C, = C,1 + Cv2 = 32.4+25.2 =57.6W I K 
Q, = C,(t, -t.,) = 57.6x (22+ 4) = 1440W 
Step Two: heat loss from structural fabric ( Q 1 ) 
Q1 =(LAU)x(t, -U=35.58x(22+4)=889.5W 
Step Three: total heat loss ( Q,) 
Q, =F'.,Q1 +F2Q, =0.92x889.5+1.23x1440 =2589W 
Peak cooling load calculation in summer: 
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Before the calculation of the peak cooling load is undertaken, the response factor ( /,) 
that reflects building response to changes in the environmental temperature is 
calculated because it affects solar gains. 
322.92 + 32.4 5.22 
35.58 + 32.4 
This building is a slow-response building because of!, > 4 (CIBSE Guide A, 1999). 
Step one: solar gain through glazing ( Q,.) (the mean total solar irradiance for a south 
facing surface in July is 238W/m2, correction factor for a slow-response building with 
shading is 0.62). 
Q,g = 0.62x 238x 10.8 = 1593W 
Step two: mean fabric gain at air node (Q1,) 
Transfer coefficients 
Feu 3(C, +6L;A) 3(32.4+6x129.6) 1.026 
L;AU+18L;A 35.58+18x129.6 
Fey 3(C, +6~:>) 3(32.4+6x129.6) 0.915 :LAY +1sz> 322.92+18x129.6 
The mean solar-air and air temperature are: 
Opaque wall (south facing, light) t,, = 22.6' c 
Window t,, =19.6'c 
Mean gain for a mean dry resultant temperature of 22 °C 
Q,, =FroL(AU)<lro -(J 
(Q fa )wall = 1.026 X 5.8 X (22.6- 22) = 3.57W 
(Qf,)w;ndow = 1.026x29.78x(l9.6-22) = -73.3W 
Qfa = 3.57-73.3 = -69.73 
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Step Three: cyclic conduction gains at air node ( Q1.) 
The sol-air and air temperatures are obtained from external design data for the time of 
day corresponding to 1230h minus the time Jag appropriate to the decrement factor for 
the surface. Q1• = F" l::(AU)ft..<e-;1 
For wall (hour-ending 0300h) t;. = (10.9 -22.6) = -11.7°c 
For window (hour-ending 1300h) f.o = (24.2-19.6) = 4.6°c 
(Qfa )wall = 0.915x5.8 x0.26x (-11.7) = -!6.!4W 
(Qralwtndow = 0.915x 29.78 xi x 4.6 = 112.7 
Qfa = -16.14+112.7 =96.56W 
Step Four: internal gains (Q,,.,Q,.d) 
• 
The convective and radiant components of the mean internal gain for an 8-hour 
occupancy are as follows: 
Qcon = (40 X 2.25 + 168 X 2 X 0.76) X (8/24) + (6 X 4.5 X !8.75 X 0.41) X (12/24) = 2!8.9W 
Qrad = (40 X 2.25 + 168 X 2 X 0.24) X (8/24) + (6x 4.5 X 18.75 X 0.59) X (12/24) = 206.2W 
Hence the convective and radiant components of the swing in internal gain (i.e. value 
at the calculation hour minus mean value) are as follows: 
Qcon = (40x 2.25 + 168x 2 X 0.76 + 6x4.5x 18.75 X 0.41)- 218.9 = 334.02W 
Q,ad = (40x 2.25+ 168x 2x0.24+ 6x4.5x 18.75x0.59)- 206.2 = 469.24W 
Step Five: Infiltration gain and mechanical ventilation gain ( Q,) 
Infiltration gain 
6
x 
4
·
5
x
3
·
6 
x (27 -22) = 162W 
3 
Mechanical ventilation gain: 
There are two people; the minimum fresh air per person is 1 0.51/s 
Q,, = 10·5 ; 10-' x~x 2x (27- 22) = 126W 
3600 
Q, =Q,1 +Q,, =162+126=288W 
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total sensible cooling load ( Qk) 
Q, = Qf• +FroJ.SLQnut + LQ"" -O.SLQnut 
= -69.73 + 1.026 X 1.5 X 206.2 + 218.9-0.5 X 206.2 = 363.41 
Q, :Qf, +Fcyl.SLQmd + LQ"" -O.sQmd 
= 95.56+0.915x 1.5x 469.24+334.02-0.5x469.24 = 839.02 
Qk =Qa +Qa +Qsg +Qv 
= 363.41 + 839.02 + 1593 + 288 = 3083W 
Table 6.7 Comparison of Results of Thermal Analysis 
Results Results calculated by Difference 
calculated DesignBuilder software 
manuaUy 
Peaking heating load (in 2589W 2517W 2.86% 
January) 
Peaking cooling load (in July) 3083 2920 5.58% 
The main cause for such differences originates from the different analysis methods. 
The analysis method adopted in DesignBuidler follows the American society of 
heating, refrigerating and air-conditioning engineers (ASHRAE) method. 
6.4 Analysis Formulation 
The CO PGA framework is a mathematical model; so all the analysis models must be 
presented in mathematical form. This section formulates the structural and HVAC 
analysis of this design scenario based on the two analysis methods explained in the 
previous section. 
6.4.1 Structural Analysis Formulation 
For a simple steel structure analysis it is based on the behaviour of individual 
members, these members could be the form of a column, beam, wall or floor slab. 
Under incremental loading, this deformation or displacement response of a steel 
member is the process of elastic stage, elastic-plastic stage, plastic stage and final 
collapse. The structural design in this scenario assumes the response of member occur 
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elastic stage. The whole procedure is guided by BS 5950 code and steel designer's 
manual (Buick and Graham, 2003). 
The structural system in this design is a framed system with a fixed connection 
between column and foundation and semi-rigid connections between column and,..-
' 
beam. All cross-sections adapt S275 rolled !-section. Figure 6.8 shows the cross-
section's dimension. 
J I 
I I T 
·t-
I I 
I _I 
Figure 6. 7 Dimensions of Cross-section 
6.4.1.1 Beam Design 
The use of S275 steel, no greater than 40mm thick, takes p, = 265N I mm2 D= x4mm, 
B= ~4 mm, because beam calculation is based on elastic analysis, 9e <bIT < 13e is 
required ( e = ~275/ P, = 1.018 ). The value of biT is assumed to be 10. Hence 
T=~mm. In addition the value ofdlt is assumed to be 40, hence t= 29x4 mm. 
60 1200 
Beam Load Calculation: 
I) Dead load=floor self-weight +wall self-weight 
8.802+(3000-x1 +x3 +x4 +100)x(1.7x2 +186.3)xl0-5 Nimm 
2) Live load: 5.625Nimm 
3) Combination load=1.4 Dead load+ 1.6 Live load 
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w= 21.323+ 1.4x(3000-x1 +x3 +x4 +IOO)x (1.7x2 + 186.3)x!0-5 N/mm 
4) Top floor load 
1.4 x 8.802 + 1.6 x 1.05 x 4.5 = 19.8828N I mm 
21.77 + 1.4x (3000- x1 + x3 + x4 + 100) x (1.7x2 + 186.3) x 10-5 NI mm 
... -
• 
Properties of Beam Cross-section Calculation: 
1) Moment of inertia of section (I) 
2) Elastic section module of strong axis (Z) 
3) Plastic section module of strong axis (S) 
4) Gross section area: A= 2x x, x x, +(x4 -~) x 29x4 = 0.034x~mm2 3 60 30 1200 
5) Bending strength ( Pb ) 
-'Lr 
1.03 x 1 o-4 x1 
=0.055x4 0.034x~ 
9000 
0.055x4 
0.9x0.905A 
p, = A. ("'' )'-' 
'i'LT + 'i'LT- PEPy 
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In which 
p, =(;r'EI A.~r) 
Py +(77Lr +1)p, ~LT= 2 
6.4.1.2 Column Design 
The use ofS275 steel, no greater than !6mm thick, takes Py = 275N lmm2 D=x5mm, 
B= x5mm, because column calculation is based on elastic analysis, 96 <bIT< 136 is 
required ( 6 = ~275/ p Y =I). Value of bIT is assumed to be I 0. Hence T= x5 mm . In 
20 
addition Value of d/t is assumed to be 15, hence t= 3x5 mm. 
50 
Column Load Calculation: 
1) Force from top column: 
7.585 x0.154x; x (3000+ x3 + x4 + 100) x10-5 + 95952 
2) Total axial force: 
[95953+0.063x(3000-x1 +x3 +x4 +100)x(1.7x2 +186.3)]x2+ 
95952+2x7.585x0.154x; x(3000+x3 +x4 +100)x10-5 N 
Property of Column Cross-section Calculation: 
1) Moment of inertia of section 
x5 3 9x5 (3x5 )3 3 -x(x5) -x-
1 ="<bh )=2x20 + 10 50 8.34x10-3 x~mm4 
y L..., 12 12 12 
2) Elastic section module of strong axis (Z) 
Z =!... = 0 ·0261x~ 0.0522ximm3 
c ~ 
2 
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3) Plastic section module of strong axis (S) 
2: x5 19x 3x 0.45x5 3 S = Ad= 2x[x5 x-x--5 +0.45x5 x-=x--] = 0.05965x5 20 40 50 2 
4) Section area (A) 
~­
• x5 x5 3x5 22 A=x5 x-x2+(x5 --)x-=0.154x5mm 20 10 50 
5) Radium of gyration 
r = {! 
X VA 0.026Jx~ .f-,--------,2f- = 0.41Jx5 0.154x5 
0.00834x~ 
2 0.154x5 
= 0.232x5 
6) Compressive strength (Pc) 
in which 
lP P, + (TJ + !)p, 
2 
p, = (;r' E I A.') 
6.4.1.3. Constraints of Structural Optimisation 
I) Allowance for beam bending moment: 
Design Scenario 
w/2 [21.323+1.4x(3000-x1 +x3 +x4 +IOO)x(1.7x2 +186.3)xJ0-5]x90002 M =-
max 8 8 
=0.2Jx!09 +141.75x(3000-x1 +x3 +x4 +IOO)x(J.7x2 +186.3) 
< Pbz x = 0.00902x!Pb 
I 
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2) Allowance for beam shear force: 
R =wl [21.323+1.4x(3000-x1 +x3 +x4 +100)x(1.7x2 +186.3)x!0-5]x9000 
~X 2 2 
=95953+0.063x(3000-x1 +>3 +x4 +100)x(l.7x2 +186.3) 
29x4 x4 2 < 0.6p1 A,ff = 0.6 X 265 X 1200 
X (x4 - 30) = 3.7Jx4 
3) Allowance for beam deflection: 
w/4 [2J.323+1.4x(3000-Xl +X3 +X4 +100)x(J.7x, +186.3)xJ0-5]x90004 
1!. =--
max 384£/ 384x205000x4.51x10-3x1 
1.84x!010 x[21.323+1.4x(3000-x1 +x3 +x4 +100)x(1.7x2 +186.3)x10-5] 
= 
< span = 9000 = 25mm 
360 360 
4) Allowance for column slenderness ratio: 
A= Kl (3000+x3 +x4 +lOO)xl.S < 180 
r, 0.41lx5 
A= Kl (3000+x3 +x4 +100)x1.5 < 180 
r1 0.232x5 
5) Allowance for cross-section capacity of column with moments in plan buckling: 
!£...+ m,M, (1+0.5 Fe),;; 1 
Pcx Mcx pcx 
6) Allowance for cross-section capacity of column with moments out-of-plan 
buckling: 
7) Allowance for column axial force: 
2.87x!05 +0.126x(3000-x1 +x3 +x4 +100)x(1.7x2 +186.3)+ 
2.33x~ x(3000+x3 +x4 + 100) x10-5 <PeA= Pc0.154x~ 
8) Allowance for the depth of external wall: 
105+x2 +13:S:~ 3 
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6.4.2 HVAC Analysis Formulation 
The office module is to have a single-duct air-conditioning system, there is to be a 
roof-mounted air-handling and refrigeration plant. It will use a psychometric chart and 
data to find the peak summer and winter design load and air conditions . 
• 
Table 6.8 Detailed Data in Design Scenario 
Items Details 
Extreme winter outdoor temperature -4 vc 
Peaking cooling load through the south-facing glazing (at noon in July) 238W/m'. 
Solar-gain correction factor for slow-response building with shading 0.62 
Comfort indoor temperature in winter 21 uc 
Comfort indoor temperature in summer 22 uc 
Table 6.9 Surface Areas, U-value and Y-value in the Design Scenario 
Surface Area (m} Uvalue (AxU) Yvalue (AxY) Decremen Time 
(Wm2/K) (WIK) (Wm'IK) (W/K) t lag(h) 
Factor 
External XI I 16740-5.58x1 3.7 (3 X1 ) 0.26 10 wan (3--)x9 1000 0.376+ :Io 233.12 +x2 1000 (opaque) 
x33.3 
Internal 54 0.61 2.5 135 
partitione 
dwaU 
Internal 40.5 0.4 2.9 117.45 
floor 
Ceiling 40.5 0.4 1.4 56.7 
Windows 
..!Lx9 3.3 0.0297x1 3.3 0.0297x1 I 0 
1000 
6.4.2.1 Peak Cooling Load 
The objective is to determine the maximum cooling load, which is assumed to occur 
in extremely high outdoor temperature, namely in July. 
Step One: Solar gain through glazing ( Q,g ) 
X Q,g =0.62x-1-x9x238=1.328x1 1000 
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Step Two: Mean fabric gain at air node (Q1.) 
Transfer coefficients 
F ~ 3(C, +6:EA) 3038 
"'' :EAU +l8:EA 2916 + 16740-5.58x1 +0.0297x, 
233.12 +X2 
3038 3038 ------~~------~----~~---2916 + ( 409.05- 0.0036x1) 3325.05- 0.0036x1 
The mean solar-air and air temperature are 
Opaque wall (south facing, light) t,. = 22.6° c 
Window r •• =19.6°c 
Mean gains for a mean dry resultant temperature of22 degrees 
Qfa ~F"''L(AU)<i',. -le) 
3038 x 16740-5.58x1 x(22.6 _ 22) 
2916 + 16740-5.58x1 +0.0297x, 233.12+x2 
233.12+x2 
3038 
16740 _ 5.58x x0.0297x1 x(19.6-22) 2916+ 1 + 0.0297x1 233.12+x2 
0.305 x 108 -0.61 x 105 x1 - 216.55x1x2 
(2916 + 0.0297x1) x (233.12 + x2) + 16740- 5.58x1 
Step Three: Cyclic conduction gains at air node ( Q fo ) 
Design Scenario 
The sol-air and air temperatures are obtained form external design data for the time of 
day corresponding to 1230h minus the time Jag appropriate to the decrement factor for 
the surface. Q1• ~Fey ~)AU)f~o<h'l 
For wall (hour-ending 0300h) i;. ~ (10.9- 22.6) ~ -11.7°c 
For window (hour-ending 1300h) i;. ~ (24.2 -19.6) ~ 4.6°c 
3038 x 16740-5.58x1 x0.26 x(-l1.7) 
3325.05- 0.0036x1 233.12 + x2 
- 3038 (Qfalwiadow ~ x0.0297x1 x1x4.6 3325.05- 0.0036x1 
-1.55 x 108 + 1.49 xl05 x1 + 415.5x1x2 
(3325.05- 0.0036x1) x (233.12 + x2 ) 
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Step Four: Internal gains (Q00,,Q,..d) 
The convective and radiant components of the mean internal gain for an 8-hour 
occupancy are as follows: 
Q00, = (40 X 6 + 150 X 4 X 0.76 + 9 X 4.5 X 18.75 X 0.41) X (8/24) = 335.7W 
Q,nd = (40x 6+150x4x0.24+9x4.5x 10x0.59)x (8/24) = 277.34W ... -• 
Hence the convective and radiant components of the swing in internal gain (i.e. value 
at the calculation hour minus mean value) are as follows: 
Q00n = (40 X 6 + 150 X 4 X 0.76 + 9 X 4.5 X 18.75 X 0.41) -335.7 = 67l.4W 
Q,nd = (40x 6+ 150x4x0.24+9x4.5x18.75x0.59) -277.34 = 554.68W 
Step Five: Infiltration gain and mechanical ventilation ( Q.) 
9x4.5x3 Q. =C.(I00o-lc)= x(27-22)=202.5W I 3 
10
·
5 X I0-
3 
X_!. X 2 X (27- 22) = 378W 
1 3 
3600 
Q. = 202.5 + 378 = 583.5W 
Step Six: total sensible cooling load ( Q* ) 
Q. = Q1, + F~ 1.5I Q,., +I Qw, - 0.5I Q,., = 
_____ o_._30_5 __ x_IO __ ' -_o_.6_1_x __ IO_'_x~,_-_2_1_6_.5_5_x~,x~,~---+ 
(2916 + 0.0297 x,) x (233 .12 + x,) + 16740 - 5.58x1 
3038 X J.5 X 277.34 + 335 .7 - 0.5 X 277 .34 
2916 + 16740 - 5.58x, + 0.0297 x, 
233.12 + x, 
= 3.305 X J0 8 - 0.6J X JO' X1 - 2J6 .55X1X2 + 0.J3 X JO 7 X 2 + 197 .03 (2916 + 0.0297 xJ x (233 .12 + x,) + 16740 - 5.58x1 
Q. =Qf•+F'Yl.5LQ,.,+ LQro,-O.sQ,.d = 
-1.55x108 +1.49x10'x1 +415.05x1x2 + 3038xl.5x554.68 + 671.4-0.5x554.68 (3325.05-0.0036x1) x (233.12 + x2 ) 3325.05- 0.0036x1 
4.25xl08 + 1.49x10' x, + 2.5xl06 X2 +415.05x,x, + 394.06 (3325.05- 0.0036x1) x (233.12+ x2 ) 
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Qk =Qa +Qa +Qsg +Qv 
3.305x 108 -0.61 x 105 x1 - 216.55x1x2 + 0.13x 107 x2 
(2916+ 0.0297x1) x (233.12 + x2 ) + 16740- 5.58x1 
+ 4.25x108 +!.49x105x1 +2.5x106x,+415.05xlx2 +1.32Sx +1!74.59 (3325.05- 0.0036x1) X (233.12 + X2 ) 1 
• 
6.4.2.2 Peak Heating Load 
Design Scenario 
A wide variety of heating equipment is available that can heat the occupied space 
either directly by combustion of a fuel or indirectly by utilizing air, water or steam as 
a heat transfer fluid. In our case the panel radiator heating system is adopted. 
Step One: Infiltration and mechanical ventilation conductance ( Cv) 
For a typical office, the air infiltration rate in winter is equal to 1/h (CIBSE Guide A, 
1999) 
C = NV = 9x4.5x3x1 40.5W I K 
V 3 3 
There are six people; the minimum fresh air per person is 1 0.51/s 
C 2 = 
105
x
10
-
3 x~x6 = 75.6W I K 
V 1 3 
3600 
Cv = Cv1 + Cv2 = 40.5 + 75.6 = 116.1W I K 
Step Two Total heat loss ( Q,) 
Q1 =[FjL(AU)+F2CvJ(tc -laa) 
F, = 1 and F, = 1.10 for the panel radiator heating system (with an accuracy of 5.0%) 
(Chatterton, 1994, p58). 
Hence 
Q, =[1x(16740 - 5·58x, +0.0297x1)+l.llx116.1]x(21+4)= 
4
'
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x
10' -l39.5x1 +0.74x1 +3222 233.12 + x, 233.12 + x, 
6.4.2.3 Constraints of HV AC Optimisation 
. Q x(273+x6 ) 3 Supply mrflow rate Q k m Is 
357 X (21- x6 ) X 1000 
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1) Allowance for air change rate 
4 ,Qkx(273+x6). 3.6 
357 x(21-x6 ) 9x4.5x3 
2) Allowance for air duct velocity 
2ml s :> ; :> 4.5ml s 
2m/s< Qkx(273+x6) <4.5m/s 
0.357 x (21- x6) x xff 
Design Scenario 
. 6.5 Application of the COPGA Framework to the Design 
Scenario 
The COPGA framework includes two cycles, internal and external. The aim of the 
intemaf cycle is to obtain the feasible values of interdisciplinary variable (i.e. x1, x2 
and x3 ) through a two-level formulation, while the external cycle is used to 
implement the process of the Pareto-based GA algorithm for optimising the objective 
functions F; and F2 • Detailed formulations with regard to the two cycles are 
presented as follows. 
6.5.1 Internal Cycle Formulation 
The design scenario posed in Section 6.2 can be decomposed in line with the 
disciplines (i.e. structural and HVAC disciplines). The design problem is represented 
at the system level of the internal cycle where the single objective function is a 
compatible function (i.e. a; +a; ). The problem is decomposed into two sub-
problems at the sub-system level. Sub-system 1 represents the structural design and 
sub-system 2 represents the HV AC design. 
The system-level problem determines the value of interdisciplinary variables, namely 
shared variable ( x1) and coupling variables ( x2 and x3 ) for optimising the objective 
function a; + a; . The sub-system problems are solved to minimise discrepancies 
between the values of interdisciplinary variable passed down from system-level and 
the local values of these, while also satisfying discipline-based design constraints. The 
terminal criterion of the internal cycle is that the change in the value of the system-
level objective function in successive iterations is less than a predefined value. In this 
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study, this predefined value is 1 o-s. The following mathematical formulations are used 
to describe the internal cycle processes of the COPGA framework for this design 
scenario. The symbols used throughout this case are given in Table 6.2. 
6.5.1.1 System Level Formulation 
-r-
• At the system level of the internal cycle, the optimiser co-ordinates two disciplinary 
designs by selecting values for all the interdisciplinary variables to minimise d; + d;. 
In each iteration, the system-level optimiser calls two sub-system-level optimisations. 
Such iteration is stopped when the change in the value of d; + d; is less than 10·5• 
The optimisation model for the system level problem is formally stated as: 
System level model 
Minimise: d; + d; 
d' = (x''- x 0 \2 + (x''- x0 ) 2 I I I ) 2 2 
W 'th 0 0 0 1 respect to: x, , x, , x, 
Bounds: I OOOmm !> x~ !> 3000mm ; Omm !> x~ !> l20mm, 1 OOmm !> x~ !> 700mm 
Both x:- and x;· are optimal values of the sub-system 1; both xt and x;' are optimal 
values of the sub-system 2. During the system-level optimisation they are fixed, while 
the interdisciplinary variable (i.e. x~, x~, x~ ) can be adjusted to minimise the function 
of d; +d;. 
6.5.1.2 Sub-system Level Formulation 
The structural designer determines the dimension of the structural components (e.g. 
floor, wall) to effectively support all the loads imposed on the building; the building 
services designer is to provide occupant comfort indoors by way of designing the 
building configuration (e.g. size of window) or adding mechanical equipment (e.g. 
heating system and air condition). In this study, the dimensions of beam and column 
( x4 , x5 ) and the air supply temperature in the duct in summer ( x6 ) are local variables 
in the structural and HV AC sub-system respectively. Within the CO PGA framework, 
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the sub-system optimisers also have the freedom to control interdisciplinary variables 
(i.e. x1,x2,x3 ). Firstly they receive target values of the height of window and depth of 
wall and duct from the system level, then is as close to these values as possible, by 
varying the discipline-specific variable (e.g. x:, x;, x,, x, in the structural sub-system) 
while satisfYing local constraints. 
The mathematical formulation of the structure and HVAC sub-system are stated as 
follows: 
Sub-system 1: Structural sub-system formulation 
M • • • d ( I - \2 ( I - )' Immise: 1 = x1 -X1J + x, -x, 
W.th I I 1 respect to: x" x,, x,, x, 
Constraints: 
Allowance beam bend moment g1(x: ,x;,x,,x,); 
Allowance beam shear force g,(x: ,x;,x,,x,); 
Allowance beam deflectiong,(x: ,x;,x,,x,); 
Allowance column slenderness ratiog,(X',,x,,x,); 
Allowance cross-section capacity of column with moments in plan buckling 
( I I - ) gs x.,x2,x3,x4,Xs ; 
Allowance cross-section capacity of column with moments out-of-plan buckling 
( I I - ) g6 x.,x2,x3,x4,xs ; 
Allowance column axial forceg,(x:, x;,x,,x,, x,); 
Allow the depth of external wall g,(x;, x,); 
Bounds: I OOOmrn :S: x: :S: 3000rnrn; Omrn :S: x; ::; !20rnrn ; 200mrn :S: x4 :S: !200mrn ; 
1 OOmrn :S: x5 :S: 400rnrn 
Sub-system 2: HV AC sub-system formulation 
• • • (' -)' 2 - 2 Mmimise: d, = x1 -x1 +(x, -x,) 
W. h 2 2 It respect to: x1 , x,, x, 
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Constraints: 
Allowance air change rate: 4::; g,(x,' ,x,,x,)::; 20; 
Allowance air duct velocity2::; g 10 (x,' ,x,,x; ,x,)::; 4.5; 
Bounds: IOOOmm::;x~ ::;3000mm; !OOmm ~ x; ~ 700mm; 15°C::;x6 ::;20°C; 
..--
• 
x; , x, and x, are target values sent from system level and are fixed at the sub-system 
level. The detailed formulas oflocal constraints are presented in Section 6.3. 
6.5.2 External Cycle Formulation 
The external cycle of the COPGA framework is to optirnise the original design 
objectives. In this study, two design objective functions are minimised, one is total 
weight of beam and column, and other is sum of peak heating load in winter and 
cooling load in summer. Some assumptions are taken to formulate two objective 
functions. With regard to the first objective, dimensions of cross-section in all beams 
are the same, so are all the columns, calculation of this objective function is based on 
the weight of one beam and column. The second objective function is calculated on 
the basis of assumption that occurrence of the hottest day is in July in London. 
The mathematical formulation of the external cycle optimisation are stated as follows: 
Minimise: F.. and F2 
F.. is the total weight of column and beam: 
Fi = [(18000+18x4)x9000+(3600+8x5)x(3000+x3 +x4 +100)]x7850x!0-9 
F2 is the total peaking cooling load and heating load: 
F2 = Qk(xl,x2)+Q,(xl,x2) 
Bound: 1000mm::;x1 ::;3000mm; Omm::;x2 ::;J20mm; 100mm::;x3 ::;?OOmm 
The optimiser in the external cycle merely manages the interdisciplinary variable (i.e. 
x1,x2,x3 ), while the local variables (e.g. x4 ,x5 ) are fixed during the course of 
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optimisation. In addition, there are no constraints in the optimisation of the external 
cycle. This characteristic is favoured to the use ofPareto-based GA algorithm. 
6.5.3 The COPGA Optimisation 
Figure 6.8 shows the flow chart for the internal and external cycle, as well as inputs 
and outputs between the system and sub-system level in the internal cycle. 
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Start 
T External Cycle 
Stochastic x1,x21 x3 Initial x1,x2 ,x3 
~ ... -
Internal Cycle System level 
Objective: Min d; + d;; 
• ( t• or t• 0 2 d1 = x1 -x, +(x2 -x2 ) 
• ('' 'Y ('' 'Y d2 ::;: x1 -x1 + x3 -x3 
Bound: 1000 ~ x? ~ 3000 ; 0 ~ xg ~ 120; 100 ~ x;' ~ 700 
With regard to: x1 , x2 , x3 
t• I • 
XI ,X2 xl'xl X3 2* 2 • XI ,X3 
Sub-system 1 Sub-system 2 
Objective: Objective: 
d, =(x: -x,f +Cxi -x,>' d, =(x~ -x,f +ex; -x,)' 
Constraints: g1 to g8 Constraints: g9 and g10 
Bounds: Bounds: 1000 ~ x~ ~ 3000; 
1000 ~ x: ~ 3000;0 ~xi~ 120; !OO~x; ~700 !5~x6 ~20 
200 ~ x4 ~ 1200 100 ~ x5 ~ 400 With regard to: x~ , xi , x6 
With regard to: x: , x~, x4 , x5 
GA operator: 
1-Selection, Crossover 
Assignment of and mutation 
d, +d2 No objective function: No 
~ 0.01? Fi = 106 and F2 = 106 
Satisfy 
Yes 
Criterion? 
Yes 
Calculation of objective Assessment objectives: 
function: based on Pareto rank and (Stop ) F;(x3.x4 ,x5) and F2(x1,x2) distance crowding 
Figure 6.8 Design Scenario in the CO PGA Framework 
This flow chart starts from the external cycle, values of interdisciplinary variables (i.e. 
x1,x2 ,x3 ) are initialised and sent to two sub-systems in the internal cycle. After 
completing the optimisation in the sub-system level, optimal values of 
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interdisciplinary variables are sent to the system level (i.e. x:' , x ~' , x,'' , x; • ), the 
system-level optimiser determines new values of interdisciplinary variable (i.e. 
x~, x~, x~) to minimise the objective function d; + d; , and then these new target 
values (i.e. x;, x, x,) are sent back to the two sub-systems to start the optimisation 
again. Such iterations among system and sub-system levels are stopped when the 
change in the objective function of d; + d; in two successive iterations is less 
than w-s . Finally the value of d; +a; with the corresponding interdisciplinary 
variables is sent out of the internal cycle. This means the internal cycle has been 
. completed. 
The first step of the external cycle is to evaluate whether the design solutions are 
compatible through the value of d; + d; . 'Compatibility' here means the same 
interdisciplinary variable have equal value in the two sub-systems. If d; + d; ::; 0.01, 
it implies that it is a compatible design, then the external cycle's objective functions 
are calculated (F1 and Fz); otherwise both F1 and Fzare assigned a value of 106• After 
that, the objectives ofF1 and Fzare assessed based on the principle ofPareto rank and 
crowding distance (detailed explanation in Chapter five). Then the terminal criterion 
of the external cycle is evaluated, namely the predefined number of iteration in this 
study. If this criterion is not met, the genetic operations including selection, crossover 
and mutation are performed. This step is to generate new stochastic values for the 
interdisciplinary variables to implement the internal cycle again. 
6.5.4 Implementation Setup 
Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) optimisation toolkit in Matlab was used to 
perform both the subsystem and system level optimisation in the internal cycle 
because the SQP is fast and efficient for small problems. The Non-dominated sorting 
GA-ll (NSGA-II) algorithm was adopted for the external cycle optimisation. The 
algorithm was written in Matlab as a separate program. In this program the simulated 
binary crossover and polynomial mutation was used, crossover probability is below 
90%, and mutation probability is below 1/n, where n is the number of decision 
variables for real-code GAs. The distribution indices for crossover and mutation are 
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20 and 20 respectively (Deb, et al., 2002). Hence in this study, these parameters 
includes: number of generation=60; population size=60; crossover probability is 
below 0.9; mutation probability is below 0.25. Furthermore, all design variables in 
this study are regards to be continuous. 
6.5.5 The COPGA Results 
.--
• 
In this section, the results of the design scenario optimised through the COPGA 
formulation are analysed based on 60 COPGA results and co-ordination in one 
internal cycle. 
6.5.5.1 Analyses ofCOPGA Results 
After completing 60 iterations in the external cycle, the Pareto frontier shown in 
Figure 6.9 is generated. This curve oftrade-offbetween two objectives (i.e. F1 and F2) 
indicates that a further decrease ofF 1 will be at the expense of increasing the F2. Sixty 
feasible design solutions that are listed in Appendix Four make up this curve. Six 
representative design solutions described in Table 6.10 are selected from all design 
solutions based on the maximal or minimal value of objectives or variables. 
10400 
~ 10200 \ 
~ • 
"" 10000 ,, .. .£ 
eo 9800 
.5 
0 
0 9600 
" 
' "" § 9400 •• 
·~ ~~ 9200 ••• 
"' - 9000 eo 
••••••• " ::;;: 8800 ..... ••• .. 
"' .. ........ Q, ... 
""' 8600 0 § 8400 CIJ 
1500 1550 1600 1650 1700 1750 1800 1850 
Total weight of beam and column (kg) 
Figure 6.9 COPGA Solutions of the Design Scenario 
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The sixty sets of variables including two objectives and three interdisciplinary 
variables are illustrated in Figure 6.1 0. As Figure 6.10 shows, the curve of the 
window's size (xi) has a similar shape to the curve of the second objective (Fz), while 
it has an inverse shape to the curve of the first objective (F 1). This suggests that 
increasing the value ofx1 will increase the value ofFz, but decrease the value ofF1. In 
' 
addition, although the depth of wall (x2 ) is also the function ofF1 and Fz, Figure 6.10 
shows that changes in the function ofF1 and Fzdo not follow changes in this variable. 
It implies that the functions ofF1 and Fz are more sensitive to XJ thanx2 • This is why 
the design solution with minimum F 1 and maximum Fz is also where XI is at the 
maximum (e.g. No.! solution in the Table 6.1 0), while the design solution with 
minimum x2 may not be one with minimum F1 and maximum Fz (e.g. No.6 solution 
in the Table 6.1 0). 
Table 6.10 Six Representative Solutions of Design Scenario 
. 
Number of solution F1 Fz XJ xz XJ l4 xs X6 
(kg) (W) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (OC) 
No.! 
(min F h max F2, max x11 1529 10251 1812 0 389 731 220 15.2 
rnin Xz, m.in 14, min Xs) 
No.2 
(max F h min F2, min x1 1808 8647 1000 120 394 791 242 15.1 
max x2, max JC.t, max. x5) 
No.3 1556 9466 1311 0.3 354 740 221 15.2 (min x3) 
No.4 1661 (max x3) 8865 1000 31.3 501 759 230 16.6 
No.5 1550 9704 1464 0.8 371 736 221 15.0 (minx.) 
No.6 1596 8981 1000 0 454 744 226 16.7 (max x.) 
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- Weight of beam and column ( IOOOkg) - Depth of\\all ( IOOm m) 
llcight o rwindow( IOOO rnm) 
- Size o r air duct (0.0 lmrn) - Sum or peaking heat ing and cooling load ( I OOOW 
~ /\_./'J\~~"-rJ\M./\.rv\ 
1\ f'J\ 1\1\ f\A"I\1 \1\1\ 11\ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Number ofSolution 
Figure 6.10 Trends of the Sixty Solutions of Design Scenario 
Note: values of variables and objective functions in Figure 6.10 are reduced with certain scales in order 
that they could be presented as a draw ing. 
6.5.5.2 Analysis of the Co-ordination in the Intea·nal Cycle 
Because not all results from the internal cycle are compatible design solutions, the 
negotiations between two sub-systems occur in the internal cycle. An example to 
demonstrate the collaborative convergence process is described here where the 
starting values of x 1, x2 and X3 in system-level variable are 2000mm, 11 2 mm and 
600mm. After completing the interna l cycle, the va lues of these variables become 
1 075mm, Omm 562mrn where the value of the system-level objecti ve function 
( d1 + d2 ) is 1.51 x 1 o-10 • Such a solution could be regarded as a compatible design. 
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- System-level - - Structual subsystem HV AC subsystem 
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System-level Iteration 
Figure 6.11 System-level Co-ordination of Value of Window's Height 
Figure 6. 11 shows discipline-specific convergence histories for 3 system-level 
iterations with respect to the variab le of x 1• In the first iteration, the system level 
proposes an x 1value of 3000mm. After meeting all of its discipline-specific 
constraints, the structural sub-system agrees with the value of 3000nun, whi le the 
HVAC sub-system responds with a request to reduce this value to 1955mm. Based on 
the optimal solution provided by each sub-system a system-level step is taken which 
alters the system-level value of x 1 to 914mm. In this case, both sub-systems request 
increasing this value to I OOOnun after conducting their own optimisation. In the third 
iteration, the system-level increases the x 1va lue to 1 075mm. Under this situation, both 
sub-systems are able to remain disciplinary constraints feasible while finally agreeing 
on this vaJ ue of x 1• Through such repeated co llaborations, the system-level optimiser 
orchestrates the interdi sciplinary compatibility process. On the other hand fixed initia l 
values are assigned to the sub-systems optimisation, for example 2000mm and 
1500mm are the initia l values of beight of window in each iteration of structural and 
HV AC sub-system optimisation respectively. This is why the va lues of each sub-
system in Figure 6. 11 have a big jump between the end of the system-level ite ration 
and beginning of the next one. 
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The number of iterations in the system-level optimisation in this example is three, 
whilst 9 iterations in Budianto's application (2000) and 89 iterations in Braun's 
application (1996). The reasons that caused less iterations in this example are: 
• Number of system-level variables 
In this example, the number of system-level variables is three. There are nine 
variables in the Budianto's application and 23 variables in the Braun's application. 
The more variables there are will obviously result in more iteration. 
• Changes in the COPGA framework 
The system-level optimiser in the COPGA framework merely co-ordinates conflicts 
among sub-systems to obtain the compatible solution. Besides accomplishing it, the 
system-level optimiser in Budianto's and Braun's applications also needs to optimise 
the design objective function (e.g. F 1) to an optimal solution. Therefore more iteration 
must be spent on comparing these compatible solutions to find out the optimal one. 
• Initial values of system-level variable 
The gradient-based optimisation algorithm adopted in this example is similar to that 
used in Budianto (2000) and Braun (1996). Such an algorithm is more sensitive to the 
initial values than other algorithms (e.g. stochastic-based algorithm). In other words, 
if the initial values are much closer to the optimal one, the gradient-based algorithm 
will spend less iteration. 
• Optimisation algorithm adopted in the system-level 
SQP is adopted for the system-level optimisation in this example, while Powell's 
method is used to in the Budianto's application. There would be 161 system-level 
iterations in this example if using the Powell' s method, which is an unconstrained 
optimisation algorithm. This kind of algorithm must search more space than the 
constrained optimisation algorithm, such as SQP. 
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Figure 6.12 Progresses in System-level Objective Function 
In this example, the three system-level iterations shown in Figure 6.12 require 18 
iterations for each sub-system. The values of system-level objectives (i.e. d; + d;) in 
this figure are scaled such that they have the same order of magnitude. This figure 
also illustrates the trends of wave of dr+dz towards zero in each system-level iteration, 
although the two sub-system's values ofxr in Figure 6.9 remain unchangeable after a 
few sub-systems' iterations in the first and second system-level iterations. This 
phenomenon implies that the system-level optimiser co-ordinates two sub-systems 
through adjusting a set of variables (i.e. xr, xz and x3), not just a single variable (i.e. 
xr). 
6.6. Summary 
This chapter extends the COPGA framework to a realistic multi-objective 
multidisciplinary design scenario. It also give a step-by-step illustration of the main 
steps in the process including understanding the design scenario, decomposing this 
design scenario in line with discipline, formulating mathematical analysis models, 
setting up optimisation formulation based on the COPGA framework, implementing 
optimisation. In this scenario, structural and HV AC disciplines were involved to 
minimise the two overall objective functions, namely total weight of beam and 
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column, and the swn of peak heating and cooling load. In order to support this design, 
both the structural and thermal analysis models were developed based on the theory of 
matrix-displacement method and steady and dynamic state thermal analysis. 
Furthermore, this chapter presents the process of identifying dependencies among 
disciplinary design by the use of design structure matrix. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: FRAMEWORK EVALUATION 
7.1 Introduction 
Evaluation is an integral part of the framework development. This chapter describes r 
the framework evaluation process. Firstly the objectives of the evaluation are 
introduced, and then the methodology adopted is explained, including the selection 
of evaluation techniques, choosing the evaluators and the design of the evaluation 
questionnaire. The following section consists of two parts, the first part discusses 
the approaches to analyse data obtained from semi-structured interviews, which 
guarantees the rate of feedback; and the lower cost and risk of evaluation practice 
comparing with case study; the second part presents the evaluation process and 
analysis of the responses. The analysis covers all the major aspect of the system, 
including the background of respondents, the main features and mechanisms of the 
COPGA framework, performance of the COPGA framework, and limitations and 
suggestions for the industry application of the COPGA framework. Finally the 
results and methods of the evaluation are discussed. 
7.2 Evaluation Aim and Objectives 
The aim of the evaluation is to determine the appropriateness and functionality of 
the COPGA framework in solving multi-objective multidisciplinary building design 
problems. To achieve this aim, the specific objectives are: 
• To verify the process of the COPGA framework ensuring that this 
framework does not contain any technical errors (Objective One); 
• To assess main features and mechanisms of the COPGA framework 
(Objective Two); 
• To assess the performance of the CO PGA prototype (Objective Three); and 
• To obtain feedback on the limitations and recommendations for improving 
the COPGA prototype (Objective Four). 
It is therefore important to adopt an appropriate evaluation methodology in order to 
achieve the above specific objectives. 
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7.3 Evaluation Methodology 
According to Gediga et al., (1999) evaluation plays an important part in software 
development. Without evaluation, mistakes in the development would not be 
noticed and errors could be repeated in new projects. Evaluation can help by 
r 
identifYing such things as inappropriate knowledge representation approaches and 
search mechanisms, as well as clarifYing the human knowledge within the system 
(Miles and Moore, 1994). Formal evaluation instigates feedback from the users 
(Mile and Moore, 1994); involving the end-users in a system's development 
increases its usefulness and ultimately its future acceptance (Davies et al., 2004). 
There are two main categories of evaluation of software systems; formative and 
summative (Obonyo et al., 2005; Gediga et al., 1999). Figure 7.1 illustrates the 
proposed general framework for the life cycle of a prototype system (Davies et al., 
2004; Smith, 1991). 
System 
hnplementation 
System Use 
Planning 
I 
Prototyping 
; ; 
Formative 
Evalution 
Final Evaluation 
: ; 
Summative 
Evaluation 
' Delivery 
System Components 
Evaluation Documents 
Prototype 
Cost study 
Focus Group 
Figure 7.1 A General Prototyping Framework and Evaluation Approach 
(Davies et al., 2004; Smith, 1991) 
Figure 7.1 makes a distinction between formative and summative evaluations, 
primarily in terms of when they take place in a standard linear model of the system 
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life cycle. The formative evaluation is undertaken during the development phase in 
order to improve a system iteratively, until the desired design objectives are reached 
and weaknesses of the software are eliminated (Anumba and Scott, 2001). There are 
three key characteristics during the process of this kind of evaluation (Remenyi and 
Smith, 1999). 
• Formative evaluation applied correctly is a frequent, if not quasi-continuous 
process; 
• An evaluator's perception of what is being evaluated changes and the value 
put on his/her perceptions changes as he/she learns more about the project; 
and 
• The objective of the system development will evolve during the formative 
evaluation process. 
Surnmative evaluation is an evaluation of a final design regarding guidelines, 
standards, or other objectives of the evaluation (Gediga et al., 1999). According to 
Remenyi and Smith (1999) the purpose of the sumrnative evaluation is to assess and 
confirm or refute the value of the realised system. This evaluation may be 
performed before or after system installation. Davies et al., (2004) assert that much 
of the surnmative evaluation is managed and performed by those who have designed 
the system being implemented. The most frequently evaluated criteria seem to be 
those of information quality (e.g. accuracy, timelines, adequacy and appropriateness) 
along with facilitating criteria, such as user satisfaction and attitudes. 
7.3.1 Evaluation Approach 
The evaluation process in this research can be divided into two stages. The first 
stage is a formative evaluation that is conducted during the development of the 
CO PGA framework. The objective of this stage is to test the validity of the overall 
framework namely Objective One in Section 7.2. Specifically speaking, this stage 
evaluates whether: 
• The optimisation algorithms and the MDO formulation selected are 
understood and utilised properly, such as NSGA-II algorithm and MOCO 
formulation; and 
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• The proposal framework is encapsulated into · the computer-based 
environment in the right way, including elements of system, data transfer 
among elements etc. 
Hence a simple mathematical problem that d-emonstrates the multi-objective and 
• 
multidisciplinary characteristics was used to verify the CO PGA framework through 
comparing results between AAO and COPGA formulation. Detailed data analyses 
of this evaluation are discussed in Section 5.6.3. 
The second stage conducts a summative evaluation, in which the COPGA 
framework is validated ensuring to meet the requirements of building design and 
solve a design problem by using the proposed approaches. The COPGA prototype is 
used on a building design problem to assess its results. After the summative 
evaluation, Objective Two-Four in Section 7.2 can be achieved. 
Miles et al., (2000) indicated two popular approaches for summative evaluation. 
One approach is case studies, in which a trial of the system is provided for industry 
users to make use of it over a prolonged time period (e.g. a number of weeks); 
evaluators use a diary to record their practices including information on any 
difficulties that occurred and any features that they felt lacking (Miles et al., 2000). 
The advantage of this approach is that the evaluators are given an opportunity and 
enough time to 'get used to the system's functionality and form an opinion on 
whether the stated benefits are actually achieved'. The main limitation lies in the 
difficulties in finding organisation or groups of people prepared to be experimented 
upon (Ren, 2002). 
Another approach is to use a focus group, in which an evaluation workshop is held 
in a single location with all the evaluators participating simultaneously, and then the 
evaluators are guided through a usage scenario with the use of appropriate notes. 
This workshop is followed by the distribution and completion of a questionnaire by 
each evaluator (Miles et al., 2000). The advantage of this approach is that evaluators 
can interact with the system designer, it guarantees the rate of feedback; and the cost 
and risk of evaluation practice is lower than in case studies. However, this approach 
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requires a relatively large number of evaluators to be available for a short period of 
time. 
Considering that there are a number of algorithms in the COPGA framework, it 
would take time for the evaluators to understand these and evaluate the system. A 
semi-structured interview, which combines advantages of the above two methods, is 
used to evaluate the COPGA framework. This interview begins with a brief 
explanation of the main algorithms (i.e. GA, Pareto optimality, co-ordination 
strategy) and their utilisation. This is then followed by a description of a design 
scenario on which the COPGA prototype is used. Then the interviewees are given a 
brief note describing the objectives of this evaluation. Lastly they are asked to 
answer a series of questions and are encouraged to give their suggestions and ideas 
for improvement. 
The advantages of the semi-structured interview as an evaluation method are as 
follows: 
• The face-to-face interview provides two-way communication. As a result the 
evaluators have an in-depth understanding of the COPGA framework, to 
ensure reliable results; 
• Evaluators do not have to simultaneously attend in the same place, which is 
more flexible than the focus group method. This can reduce the evaluation 
cost significantly and can involve more evaluators. 
7.3.2 Evaluators 
Easton (1998) stated that a scientific study should be necessary to obtain numbers 
for the sample to be representative of all levels and types of users. An evaluation for 
practical rather than scientific purposes may not need to be rigorous about the 
number but it should include the full range of users. The governing philosophy 
behind the COPGA framework is the use of an integrated approach for multi-
objective multidisciplinary design, in order that each member of the design team can 
gain an appreciation of the other members of the design team's contributions. 
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Therefore, it is crucial that those involved with its development and evaluation 
come from various disciplines. In addition, by using more than one evaluator a 
broader spectrum of opinion can be obtained, which helps to ensure an integrated 
approach to the design is incorporated into the CO PGA framework. 
The COPGA framework is evaluated at this stage by: 
• Architects 
• Structural engineers 
• Building services engineers 
... 
' 
Apart from the end-user's viewpoint, the COPGA framework is also evaluated from 
a developer's viewpoint, including an academic researcher and a professional 
software developer. This researcher undertook studies about solving 
multidisciplinary building design using multi-agent technology, thus having enough 
knowledge to assess the strategy adopted in the COPGA framework. At the same 
time, the professional software developer participated in developing the commercial 
software, which can automatically co-ordinate conflicts made by various designers. 
Thus his main focus were on technical issues, such as user interface, and the 
approach of integrating graphic data with design analysis. 
7.3.3 Evaluation Questions Design 
The questions are an important part of the evaluation. They consisted of four major 
parts that roughly correspond to various aspects of the evaluation objectives. It 
included questions about: 
• The background of the interviewee in terms of the numbers of years of 
practical experience in industry and the role s!he has held; 
• The various features and mechanisms of the COPGA framework; 
• The performances/outcomes of the CO PGA prototype; 
• The comments on barriers in the application in practice and improvements 
of the CO PGA prototype. 
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The questionnaire is included in Appendix Six. These questions are designed to 
allow interviewees to express their views in both quantitative and qualitative 
manners. Quantitative questions consist of a number of statements to which the 
interviewees can express their level of agreement by circling a number on a five-
r- point scale. The five-point scale is chosen as it is deemed to provide a sufficient 
• 
range of response without being overly complex (Fellows and Liu, 2003). 
Interviewees are also allowed to make specific comments via open questions. Thus, 
the evaluators' responses are not limited by the format of questions proposed by the 
system developer. 
7.4 Evaluation Results 
7.4.1 Data Analysis Method 
7.4.1.1 Mean Ranking 
In this evaluation, there are 8 questions to evaluate main features of the CO PGA 
framework. Every question has a Likert's scale of five ordinal measures of 
agreement (from 1 to 5) towards the importance of each feature presented (Figure 
7 .2). The rating levels are presented to the interviewees as 1 for strong disagreement 
to 5 ·for strong agreement. 
Ordinal scale of 1 to 5 in ascending order 
1 2 3 4 5 
Increasing degree of agreement 
Figure 7.2 Five Ordinal Measures of Agreement on Likert scale 
The main approach used to analyse the data generated from the interviewees is by 
using the mean ranking technique. The computation of mean ranking is given by the 
following formulae: 
. l:On1 + 2n, +3n, +4n4 +5n,) Mean Ranking = ~-'--'-----''-----'----=----'-'-
n1 +n, +n, +n, +n, 
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Where, 
n1,n2, n3, I4 and ns: number of interviewees 
7.4.1.2 T-Tests 
• T -test introduced by William Sealy Gossett (Siege!, 1956) is one of the most 
commonly used techniques for testing a hypothesis on the basis of a difference 
between two groups of samples (Wikipedia, 2008). Two groups must be (Lowry, 
1999): 
• Randomly drawn from normally distributed populations; and 
• The measures of which two groups are composed are equal-interval. 
Compared with other analysis techniques for two groups of samples (e.g. Mann-
Whitney U test, Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Lowry, 1999}), the t-test deals with the 
problem associated with inference based on 'smaller' samples, for instance, there 
must be more than five samples in one group in the Mann-Whitney U test (Ham bury, 
1987). There are two ways of calculating the t-value in terms of independent and 
dependent groups. In this research, the t-test is used to evaluate whether different 
disciplinary designers have the same opinion about the COPGA framework, hence 
various groups are independent. Step-by-step computation procedures for the t-test 
used on two independent groups are presented as follows (Lowry, 1999): 
1) For the two groups, A and B, of size Na and Nb respectively, calculate the 
mean of group A and B, Mxa and Mxb; the sum of squared deviation of group 
A and B, ssa and ssb. 
2) Estimate the variance of the source population as: 
, ss +ss, 
s = Q 
' (N. -l)(N, -1) 
3) Estimate the standard deviation of the sampling distribution of sample mean 
differences as: 
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4) Calculate t as: 
M -M (::::: = xb 
aM-M 
5) Refer the calculated !-value to the critical !-value. 
As a result the hypothesis can be accepted/refused with a certain confidence. If the 
confidence is 95%, this means that the likelihood of an experimental result having 
come through mere random variability, such as mere chance coincidence, sample 
error, the luck of the scientific draw, is somewhat less than 5%. 
In this research, because the number in the sample is not too large, both the mean 
ranking and t value are calculated manually, not using the statistical package SPSS. 
7.4.2 Data Analysis Result 
Using feedbacks from the semi-structured interviews, an analysis on the various 
aspects of the COPGA framework and prototype is conducted. 
7.4.2.1 Evaluator's Background 
The interviewees in this evaluation are the same as in the interviews conducted 
before development of the COPGA framework. Hence detailed evaluator's 
background can refer to Section 3.6.1. However interviewees were also asked 
whether to work as a design coordinator. Results showed that forty percent of 
evaluators worked in this role. 
Based on the information about the interviewees' level of experience, roles played 
and position held, it is considered that the evaluation group is sufficiently qualified 
to provide a fair assessment of the system. 
7 .4.2.2 Responses to Questions 
Many open and close questions with the five-point scale are used to collect 
evaluator's opinions about the concept of the framework and prototype, including 
main features, performance of the prototype and recommendations for 
improvements. These opinions are analysed by the use of mean ranking and !-test. 
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This is followed by a selection of the most pertinent responses to the qualitative 
questions. The achievements against objectives are assessed at each stage. 
Section One: Response to main features and mechanisms of the COPGA 
framework 
This section contains an analysis of the questions about the various aspects of the 
overall COPGA framework and component, such as decomposition schemes, 
coordination strategy, search tool and functionality. 
Question 4 
This research used the design structure matrix (DSM) to identify dependent 
parameters between disciplines (descried in Section 6.2.1), hence this question 
asked respondents to evaluate whether DSM was an effective and useful approach. 
Results: 
The majority of interviewees gave positive feedback on the use of DSM. They 
commented that: 
• The DSM approach W!iS easy to be learnt and used; 
• The graphical representation provided clear views about dependent 
parameters between disciplines. 
Interviewees also expressed some doubt about whether the approach could work 
well in a large-scale project. An interviewee mentioned there were around 40 
parameters in the case of suspended ceiling design; hence users may find it 
elaborate to list all the parameters sequentially by the use ofDSM. 
Question 5 
This research covered the decomposition of the design in line with disciplines, in 
comparison with other decomposition schemes based on components or design 
phases. Hence this question required interviewees to assess whether the 
decomposition based on disciplines was suitable for building design. 
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Results: 
Most interviewees agreed with the decomposition scheme used in this research 
because design approaches and computer aided design tools/software were 
developed well within each disciplinary field. Although the modern method of 
construction in which desi~rwas divided by components was encouraged in recent 
• 
years, designs in each function room also included different disciplines. In summary, 
disciplinary decomposition was a fundamental approach and could be applied for 
various kinds of construction projects. 
Question 6 
In this question, interviewees assessed eight attributes of the CO PGA framework 
listed in Table 7 .1. Their opinions indicated the extent of agreement on each aspect 
on a five-point scale. 
Results: 
Two steps were taken to analyse results from the above question. In the first stage, 
data from all ten interviewees were expressed in terms of mean ranking. In the 
second stage, and using the t-test technique, results were analysed based on the three 
groups, namely: architect, structural, and HV AC engineers. There were 2, 4, and 2 
interviewees in the respective group. 
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Table 7.1 Response to Features of the COPGA Framework 
Ranking 
Statements 
Mean 1 2 3 4 5 
Rankine 
1.1 The COPGA framework ensures that all essential 
characteristics of building design optimisation are 2 8 4.8 
represented. 
Do you agree that the CO PGA framework adopts a robust decomposition scheme? 
1.2 Implement easily this decomposition 4 6 4.6 
1.3 Reduce the dimension of design problem. 2 1 7 3.5 
1.4 Follow current organisational structure for building 2 5 3 4.1 
design 
1.5 Take full advantage of disciplinary knowledge and 1 1 3 5 4.2 
analyses 
1.6 The COPGA framework is a good decision support 3 7 4.7 
tool of building design. 
1. 7 The CO PGA framework improves computational 2 5 3 3.2 
efficiency for building design optimisation. 
1.8 The CO PGA framework is easy to extend for more 1 4 5 4.4 
than two disciplinary designs. 
Table 7.6 presents the results of the first stage; the interviewees gave relatively high 
ranking to Statement 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.8. The results suggested that 
interviewees in general felt that the principal features of the CO PGA framework 
were effective. In other words, they agreed that: 
• The CO PGA framework addressed the essential characteristics of building 
design, namely multi-objective multidisciplinary; 
• Decomposition based on disciplines was easy to use in building design, and 
such a decomposition scheme also followed the current organisational 
structure. This is consistent with the comments in Question 5; 
• The subsystems of the internal cycle in the COPGA framework kept 
disciplinary autonomy. The COPGA structure allows each designer to 
complete their own designs by the use of specialised experience and 
software; 
• The CO PGA framework was promising in developing a system as an aid to 
the decision-making tool of building design; and 
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• Only two disciplinary designs were involved in the demonstrated COPGA 
framework. Most interviewees agreed that this framework could be extended 
for the application of design which involved more than two disciplines. 
However, the interviewees gave relatively low's-core to two questions regarding the 
decrease in the number of variable to be handled (Statement 1.3) and improving 
computational efficiency (Statement 1.7). The reasons that the interviewees did not 
agree with these two statements were also investigated. 
With regard to Statement 1.3, most interviewees with experience in structural and 
HV AC designs indicated that the number of variables in their discipline design was 
not be reduced in the COPGA framework; in contrast architects gave positive 
feedbacks on this statement because the COPGA framework enables them to 
consider only interdisciplinary variables while leave discipline-based variable to 
structural and building services engineers to analyse. 
A more important discussion was about Statement 1.7. Although the coordination of 
conflicts between disciplines is performed automatically in the CO PGA framework, 
it could reduce time in obtaining a compatible solution. However the genetic 
operations of crossover and mutation in the GA algorithm might generate some 
unacceptable design schemes, which could be a time-wasting strategy. Therefore the 
evaluators thought that the COPGA framework may not improve the overall 
computational efficiency for building design. 
Table 7.2 T Value of Satisfaction with the CO PGA Framework between 
Architects and Structural Engineers 
Attributes 
All features from 1.1 to 1. 8 
The null hypothesis (Ho)-
Mean Rank Decision 
Structura T Critical t=2.13 Architect I engineer value (at p=O.OS) one tail 
4.63 3.99 3.595 Accept Ht 
There is no statistically significant difference in mean 
level of satisfaction between architect and structural 
group with regard to features of the COPGA 
framework. 
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The research hypothesis (HI)- The mean level of satisfaction in the architect group 
is significantly greater than in the structural group 
with regard to features of the COPGA framework. 
Table 7.2 shows the mean rank of architect and structural groups respectively and a 
t value at 95 percent confidence level. The t value obtained is larger than the critical 
value. Hence, the research hypothesis (HI) can be accepted concluding that the 
architect gave more positive views on the capability of the COPGA framework than 
the structural engineers. Since the principle underlying the CO PGA framework is a 
systematic design approach, which is implicit in the way architects work, the 
framework can be more effective in solving architectural problems than other 
disciplines. 
Table 7.3 T Value of Satisfaction with the CO PGA Framework between 
Structural and HV AC Engineers 
Attributes 
All features from 1.1 to 1.8 
The null hypothesis (Ho)-
Mean Rank Decision 
T Critical Structural HVAC 
value t=2.78 
engineer engineer (at p=O.OS) 
two tail 
3.99 3.995 0.0227 Accept Ho 
There is no statistically significant difference in mean 
level of satisfaction between the structural and 
HV AC groups with regard to features of the 
CO PGA framework. 
The research hypothesis (HI)- There is statistically significant difference in mean 
level of satisfaction between the structural and 
HVAC groups with regard to features of the 
COPGA framework. 
Table 7.3 shows the mean rank of the structural and HA VC groups respectively and 
t value at 95 percent confidence level. The t value obtained is smaller than the 
critical value. Hence, the research hypothesis (Ho) can be accepted by concluding 
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that both structural and HV AC engineer have the same attitudes towards the 
capability of the COPGA framework. 
Question 7 
This open question asked interviewees to assess the co-ordinaffon strategy adopted 
in the COPGA framework. 
Results: 
Most interviewees considered this co-ordination strategy to be an effective approach 
to solving conflicts between disciplines. The reasons were: 
• The co-ordination strategy used in the CO PGA framework was similar to the 
interaction process of multidisciplinary design in practice. For example 
structural and HV AC engineers were required to analyse a design solution 
proposed by an architect. If this solution was not feasible, the architect 
would make some changes, and then asked the engineers to undertake the 
analysis again. Such iteration was simulated in the COPGA framework 
through the introduction of the target value of the interdisciplinary variables. 
• Interviewees commonly agreed that the classification of variables best 
addressed problems in multidisciplinary design. In this co-ordination 
strategy, variables were grouped into local, shared and coupling variables. 
Through such a classification, relationships between disciplines were clearly 
demonstrated. Furthermore, this co-ordination strategy proposed different 
approaches to handling interdisciplinary variables (i.e. shared and coupling 
variables) and local variables respectively. 
Question 8 
This open-ended question asked interviewees to assess the use of the genetic 
algorithm in the CO PGA framework. 
Results: 
Most interviewees showed a positive view on the usage of GA. They found: 
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• The idea of using a GA modelled on the Darwinian theory of evolution was 
very interesting, the most useful aspect of GA was the ability to create 
design options, and it also provided the user with a selection of possible 
solutions. 
• The involvement of an optimisation search strategy facilitated the 
coordination of conflicts, because the adoption of an optimisation algorithm 
could find more disciplinary design solutions, which increases the possibility 
of achieving agreements between disciplines. 
Section Two: Response to performances of CO PGA prototype 
In this section, a demonstration of the COPGA prototype was presented to 
interviewees, this demonstration illustrated a typical office room design in which 
the structural and HVAC design were considered in the form of two objective 
functions (i.e. weight of the structural components and sum of peak heating and 
cooling loads) needed to be minimised simultaneously. The interviewees were 
required to evaluate the performances of the COPGA prototype through Question 9 
and Question I 0. 
Question 9 
After the demonstration of the COPGA prototype, the interviewees were asked to 
give feedback on some aspects of the application. 
Results: 
Answers obtained from interviewees covered functionalities and outcomes of the 
COPGA prototype. Four major points are summarised: 
• An effective design support tool. Most interviewees felt the COPGA 
prototype could be an aid in decision-making to the client/ developer as well 
as the design team. They envisaged the client consulting the COPGA 
prototype with another member of the design team to assess the impact 
changes on the overall design as the COPGA prototype could re-evaluate the 
changed design and check conflicting design objectives simultaneously; 
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• A systematic design. Construction projects could be conceived as a system 
design that required contributions from various specialists. Most 
interviewees supported the idea that an integrated approach to system 
development in the COPGA prototype would reap some real benefits 
because interactions between disciplines were also taken into accourrt ·not 
. . 
merely one component of system; 
• Good mechanism for a multi-objective problem. In practice, designers set 
weighted factors on various design objectives. In some cases these factors 
were hard to be decided in advance, whilst the Pareto optimality adopted in 
the COPGA prototype could provide solutions with different sets of 
weighted factors in one calculation; 
• Increased confidence in the design solution. Most interviewees expressed 
that the CO PGA could help increase confidence in decisions made because it 
enabled the user to rapidly consider many design options, and the design 
solutions were also checked using accurate analysis software. 
Question 10 
The main purpose of this question was to check respondents' concerns about the 
application of the COPGA prototype. 
Result: 
With regard to this question, interviewees indicated: 
• The design scenario used in the COPGA prototype was sufficient and good 
enough to demonstrate the proof of concept. However they were worried 
about capability in applying the COPGA prototype in a complex 
construction project, because it was difficult to predict all conflict situations 
between disciplines before commencing design. 
• There was a need for some post-processing. On one hand, the large amount 
of output information was generated by the COPGA prototype; textual 
information did not facilitate easy comparisons. It is more effective to use a 
graphical representation for such a purpose, mainly in the form of graphs. 
On the other hand most industry designers did not understand the physical 
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meaning of the Pareto frontier, and therefore further interpretations should 
be provided. 
• The COPGA prototype handled all variables as continuous. As such, it was 
possible that this could not meet requirements in the practical design. For 
examPi~ the variable of the standard steel cross-section was often discrete. 
Section Three: Response to industry applications of the COPGA prototype 
Through this section, information about limitations and suggestions for 
improvement of the COPGA prototype were obtained from interviewees. Two open-
ended questions were used for this. 
Question 11 
This question asked the interviewees on aspects that inhibited users from utilising 
the CO PGA prototype. 
Results: 
The comments made by the interviewees included: 
• Difficulties in modelling the multidisciplinary design process. Construction 
designs were thought too complex and important, so it was hard to be 
handled by a computer. As a result, users doubted computer system 
capabilities to mimic human issues during the process of design, such as 
design culture, client changes, non-quantitative design aspects. 
• Large efforts on editing input files. The fundamental feature of the COPGA 
prototype was considering every disciplinary design of a project at the same 
time. In other words, users must spend a lot of time and energy on deciding 
the value of all disciplinary inputs to run this prototype. 
• Identification of all conflict between disciplines. The premise of using the 
CO PGA prototype was identification of all interdisciplinary variables, which 
might be beyond designer capabilities in the new and complex project design. 
• Time constraints. Time is a major constraint when creating alternative 
designs. The COPGA prototype could spend more time than other decision 
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support systems to obtain results owing to the use of GA, Pareto optimality 
and co-ordination strategy for multidisciplinary design. 
Question 12 
In this question interviewees were given the chance to express their suggestions for 
improving the COPGA prototype in the future. 
Results: 
The majority of interviewees made at least one comment regarding this question. 
The main suggestions are summarised as follow: 
• Adding interaction between system and human. The COPGA prototype 
should allow the users to make changes in design to suit their preference 
during the whole process, thus enabling them to see how their changes affect 
the overall design. 
• Interoperability with other input file formats. The comment on Question 11 
demonstrated that a large number of inputs could be a barrier to using the 
COPGA prototype, so the COPGA prototype should be compatible with 
existing disciplinary design tools to avoid repetitive work. For example 
architects are accustomed to using a graphical package and quantity 
surveyors established large databases that enable them to quantify and 
estimate future cost by the use of Microsoft Excel. 
• Knowledge sharing. The COPGA prototype should take full advantage of 
valuable experiences and lessons, which can help in obtaining optimal 
solutions quickly. For example a respondent suggested parameters, like 
overall building height, uniformity, net/gross ratio, wall/floor ratio, were 
good indicators of cost-efficient building design as opposed to calculating 
capital costs. 
• Improvement of computational speed. As the comments on Question 11 
pointed out, time was always the major constraints on the application of the 
COPGA prototype. A respondent with good IT knowledge suggested the 
deployment of the COPGA prototype in the high-performance computing 
environment should be a promising solution. Other interviewees expressed 
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some rules of thumb, such as span/depth ratios to estimate the structure 
depth of member, could be used, which would significantly reduce the 
burden of computation . 
7.5 Discussion 
.. -
• 
The following sections distil the results of the evaluation and further discuss the 
effectiveness of the evaluation methods. 
7.5.1 Results 
The responses received from the evaluators were very positive and the system itself 
generated a lot of enthusiasm. Tills was evident from the number of suggestions 
about ways in which the COPGA prototype could be more useful and provide even 
more design solutions. From these demonstrations, it can be concluded that the 
COPGA prototype used as a decision support system is acceptable, as it allows the 
users to stay in control of the design process and has the potential to be a very useful 
tool to designers. However the interviewees put forward some barriers for the 
adoption of the COPGA prototype in practice, expectations on improvement of this 
prototype are also expressed. All comments are presented in brief as follows: 
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Table 7.4 Summaries of Comments from Interviewees Regarding the CO PGA 
Prototype 
Benefits of the prototype Barriers ofthe Suggestions for prototype 
system prototype system improvement 
• Address the major • Difficulties in • Involvement of human 
characteristics and modelling interaction; 
problems ofbuilding multidisciplinary 
• Compatible with design optimisation; design process; existing input software, 
• Facilitates decision • Large effort on such as AutoCAD, 
making for establishing building Excel; 
disciplinary designers model; 
• Output interpretation; 
and clients; 
• Identification of all Increasing scope of • 
• A systematic approach conflicts between using GA, such as 
of multidisciplinary disciplines; solving discrete 
design; 
• Time constraints; variable in disciplinary 
• Improving capability • Interoperability with design; 
of searching design other input file • Knowledge sharing; 
space; formats 
• Deployment in 
• A reasonable approach distributed computing 
of solving a multi- environment 
objective problem; 
• Appropriate and 
suitable well 
decomposition 
scheme; 
• Increase of confidence 
in design solutions; 
• Integrates specialised 
analysis software 
7.5.2 Appropriateness of the Evaluation Approach 
The evaluation undertaken achieved its set objectives. Appropriateness in this 
context means that the objectives are clearly defined, measurable and quantifiable. 
The evaluation approach conducted demonstrates its effectiveness due to several 
points, including: 
• Approach of collecting data. The reasons behind the selection of the semi-
structured interviews evaluation method have been discussed in Section 
7.3.1. In addition the quantitative and qualitative data are collected through 
these open and closed questions in the interviews. 
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• Approach of analysing data. Both mean ranking and t-test technique are used 
to analyse the quantitative data. These quantitative results are in general 
positive and give a good indication that the COPGA framework is 
considered to be appropriate for multidisciplinary multi-objective building 
design optimisation. The qualitative-- results are obtained from the 
• 
interviewees to highlight areas that could be improved and to suggest what 
those improvements might be. 
• Evaluators: All the interviewees have considerable experiences in building 
design. The range of interviewees covers the fields of architecture, structures, 
and building services. Furthermore the interviewees are encouraged to raise 
their queries about their understanding of the CO PGA framework and state 
whether this framework addresses the need of building design. 
7.6 Summary 
This chapter has described the process of evaluation of the COPGA framework, 
including formative and summative evaluation. The verification of this framework 
in the formative evaluation is discussed in Chapter 5, while this chapter focuses on 
discussing approaches adopted in the summative evaluation. A semi-structured 
interview was carried out to assess the main features and mechanisms of the 
CO PGA framework and performance of application of the CO PGA prototype in an 
office room design. The results obtained through the quantitative and qualitative 
analyses are highly encouraging and indicate that the objectives of the COPGA 
framework have been achieved. The majority of interviewees think that the COPGA 
prototype is a powerful decision support system for building design. The benefits 
and limitations for the adoption of the system are also pointed out. These points will 
contribute to the recommendations for further development, which are addressed in 
the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
8.1 Introduction r 
• 
This chapter concludes this research project, which explored the application of MDO 
to building design optimisation. It first summarises the work that was carried out to 
achieve each of the research objectives. Conclusions are then drawn the COPGA 
framework could be an effective and powerful tool in supporting building design 
optimisation. The last section of the chapter presents the limitations of the research 
and makes recommendations for further work. 
8.2 Summary 
The process of building design is complex, requiring skills from several disciplines, 
inCluding architecture, structural engineering, building services, etc. Well-informed 
interdisciplinary decisions ensure compatibility and promote design solutions that 
effectively satisfY cost, and functionality and performance objectives. The rationale 
for undertaking this research was the need for systematic methods for multi-objective 
multidisciplinary building design optimisation. To fulfil this need, the research 
developed the COPGA framework based on MDO. The aim was achieved through 
several objectives of the research including: 
• To investigate the existing applications of optimisation algorithms in building 
design and define the characteristics of building design optimisation and 
challenges; 
• To review state-of-the-art MDO applications in other industry sectors (e.g. 
aircraft design, automotive design, etc.) and to identifY the major issues that 
inhibit using MDO in engineering design ; 
• To develop and test a Pareto Genetic Algorithm based on Collaboration 
Optimisation (CO PGA) framework for building design; 
• To implement the CO PGA framework within the context of building design; 
and 
• To evaluate the COPGA framework by the way of expert assessment. 
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The specific tasks undertaken in this research, with respect to research objectives are 
summarised below: 
Objective 1: To investigate the existing applications of optimisation algorithms in 
building design 
Initially comprehensive reviews provided general background on building design 
optimisation. It showed that, although many efforts have been made to solve each 
disciplinary design optimisation, the systematic multidisciplinary optimisation is still 
in the early stages in building design. The main reason is the complex process of 
coordination of conflicts between disciplines. 
The characteristics of building design optimisation applications were found to be: 
• The large number of variables: Some researchers adopted algorithms like a 
lattice method and ANN, or utilised designers' experience to reduce 
computational requirements which result from a large number of variables. 
• Multi-type variable: With regard to continuous variables, gradient-based 
optimisation algorithms (i.e. Newton, SQP) are often used. While the 
derivative-free algorithms (i.e. genetic algorithm and simulated annealing 
algorithm) are good for handling discrete variables. 
• Multi-objective design: The applications of a weighting factor method and 
Pareto optimality are widely used to solve conflict between economic and 
design performance requirements. 
• Multi-disciplinary design. Variables and objective functions were identified 
for architectural, structural, and building services design respectively. 
Although various techniques have been adopted to improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of building design optimisation, the fields of development of building 
optimisation models, building simulation integration and system design are still be 
investigated(as presented in Section 3.5). A MDO framework has good potential to 
satisfy the above the requirements. 
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Objective 2: To review state-of-the-art MDO applications in other industry sectors 
(e.g. aircraft design, automotive design, etc.) and to identify the major issues that 
inhibit using MDO in engineering design ; 
In order to identify the key features, enablers, barriers and potential benefits of 
applying the MDO to building design optimisation, relevant implementations in other 
industries (i.e. aircraft and automotive) were reviewed as presented in Chapter Four. 
The literature review revealed there were some challenges to the application of MDO 
in engineering designs, including appropriate MDO formulation, high-performance 
computing requirement, data exchanges between different analysis software etc. After 
considerations of these challenges, this research focused on the development of an 
appropriate MDO formulation. Therefore studies on the main elements of MDO 
problems and fundamental MDO formulation were undertaken. The findings from 
these studies demonstrated that the single-level MDO formulation was not suitable for 
large-scale building design. Thus this research concentrated on the two multi-level 
formulations: collaborative optimisation (CO), and analytic target cascading 
optimisation (A TC). Based on the main features of the two formulations and 
characteristics of building design practices, it was established that the CO formulation 
has advantages over the ATC formulation for the following reasons: 
• characteristics of building design teams, which are defined by disciplines; 
• maturation of discipline-based analysis tools; and 
• different design methods used for each discipline. 
The researcher used these findings from the literature as a guide to develop the 
proposed framework which is based on the CO formulation. 
Objective 3: To develop and test a Pareto Genetic Algorithm based on Collaboration 
Optimisation (CO PGA) framework for building design optimisation. 
Based on the framework proposed for improving multidisciplinary building design 
optimisation through the application of MDO, the problem formulation and 
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optimisation algorithms involved in the framework were established, as presented in 
Chapter Five. The process of developing this framework included four steps: 
1) Investigation and analysis of the implementation of exiting MOCO framework 
shows some limitations, these include the determination of step size at the 
system level, local optimum, the approach used for multi-objective problems, 
and the delinquent nature owing to the MOCO formulation. These limitations 
encouraged the adoption of the Pareto-based GA algorithm for the proposed 
framework. 
2) A Two-cycle framework called COPGA was developed. The main purpose of 
the internal cycle is the coordination of conflicts between disciplines; while 
the Pareto-based GA algorithm was used to achieve the building design 
objectives in the external cycle. 
3) A simple mathematical problem was used to test the COPGA framework. 
Variables in this mathematical problem were divided into local, shared and 
coupling groups, and then used in the CO PGA framework. 
4) Results obtained from the COPGA and a single-level AAO formulation were 
compared, to verify the COPGA framework. Furthermore findings from these 
results demonstrated that the COPGA framework was preferred for scalability 
and organisational reasons. 
During the process of developing the framework, a series of papers and reports were 
worked out, and discussions with experts at conferences and workshops were 
conducted. These activities were helpful in refining this framework. 
Objective 4: To implement the CO PGA framework within the context of building 
design 
This objective considered the implementation of the COPGA framework in the 
context of building design. This included four steps as foilow: 
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• Propose an implementation scenario: Based on literature reviews and the 
inspection of design documents, a typical office in a three-storey building case 
study was defined in Section 6.2; 
• Develop analysis program: In order to optimise the design scenario, structural 
... -
and thermal analysis programs were developed based on the matrix-
displacement method and the steady-state and dynamic method guided by 
CIBSE Guide respectively, and verified as presented in Section 6.3; 
• Identify shared and coupling variables. The parameter-based DSM methods 
were used to graphically present interdisciplinary variables between structural 
and HV AC design in the scenario; 
• Use the design case study in the COPGA framework (as presented in Section 
6.5.1 and 6.5.2); and 
• Implement the design case study in the computing environment and analyse 
results. 
Objective 5: To evaluate the CO PGA framework by the way of expert assessment 
The COPGA framework was evaluated by an academic researcher, software 
developer, and industry participants including architects, structural and HV AC 
engineers. The evaluation approach adopted was semi-structured interviews. The 
evaluation questions were designed to achieve the following objectives: 
• To assess the main features of the CO PGA framework; 
• To assess the performance of the CO PGA framework; 
• To identify the limitations and improvements for the CO PGA framework. 
The analysis of the feedback results were described in Chapter Seven. These results of 
the evaluation showed that: 
· • The coordination strategy, the GA search mechanism, and the approach of 
Pareto optimality adopted in the COPGA framework satisfied all major 
requirements of building design, such as multidisciplinarity, multi-objective 
problem. 
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• The interviewees gave a useful feedback on the framework, its further 
developments, and most importantly, on further applications ofCOPGA in the 
industry. 
,. - The evaluation confirmed that the COPGA framework could be an useful decision 
support tool for building design. 
8.3 Conclusions 
This thesis has demonstrated the applicability of MDO in building design 
optimisation, and developed a robust COPGA framework. A number of main 
conclusions can be drawn from this research: 
• The contemporary building design is more complex due to the large number of 
design variables, the conflict design objectives including economic and 
performance aspects, and the close interaction between disciplines. 
• Most existing applications of optimisation in building design focused on 
single disciplinary design, with little available for multidisciplinary design · 
optimisation framework. 
• Although the MDO methodology has been popular in the aerospace and 
automotive industry for a few years, its applications in building design is still 
at the early stages, which provides a few potential research needs, such as 
appropriate MDO formulation, problem execution framework etc. 
• The CO PGA framework is an effective decision support tool for building· 
design owing to the following features: 
o Systematic design. A formal model provides explicit means of 
achieving consistent and concurrent design solutions in scenarios that 
require coordination between multiple disciplinary performance 
specifications. Such a systematic process can go beyond where 
intuition often fails. 
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o A robust search tool. This framework used a genetic algorithm as a 
search tool, investigating the design space quickly and reliably, and 
presenting the users with a selection of optimal designs. 
o Approach for a multi-objective problem: The Pareto optimality 
adopted by this framework allows the users to consider more feasible 
• 
design solutions. 
• Breaking down a large-scale design in line with disciplines can be a fairly 
straightforward step in the context of building design. As discussed in Section 
4.5.3.2, such a decomposition scheme could fully exploit specialised design 
methods and analysis software, and also align with the current orgauisational 
structures. 
• The COPGA framework offers a new approach to integrating multiple 
analyses in the decision-making process. This approach allows the use of 
existing analysis software with minimal modification, and these analyses 
software can be also distributed geographically. 
• The COPGA framework demonstrate an optimisation algorithm as a rational 
decision-making tool for building design, whilst this multi-level design 
optimisation methodology can be extended for different kinds of construction 
projects, such as dam, highway, healthcare projects etc. 
• The COPGA framework can provide designers with a better design 
methodology that integrates different disciplines in the design process. 
However such design tools cannot replace the role of humans in making 
decisions, therefore the best feature of any design support systems is to 
provide more design alternatives to the decision maker. 
8.4 Limitations of the research 
All research studies have their limitations, and this study is no exception. The main 
limitations were as follow: 
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• The COPGA framework was merely applied for an office in a three-storey 
building. Some problems may arise when it is applied to a large-scale project. 
The main reason is that those interdisciplinary variables are hard to identify 
before optimisation. 
~­
• 
• The COPGA framework is a mathematical model. This requires all design 
variables and objective functions to be formulated in the numerical format. 
This may cause difficulties for some design areas, such as functional 
requirement and aesthetic. 
• The research is constrained by the evolving nature of the MDO methodology. 
Some technical issues, such as theoretical convergence of MOO formulation 
(Burgee et al., 1996), are still being questioned. Therefore, this research 
cannot demonstrate all the advantages that building design can obtain from 
the MOO. 
8.5 Recommendations for further work 
Tills research explored the applicability of MOO in building design to obtain a 
systematic design solution. However the COPGA framework is still at a proof-of-
concept stage, therefore some technical and operational aspects need to be further 
developed. 
8.5.1 Further developments of the COPGA framework 
While the value of the CO PGA framework was demonstrated in this research, there is 
scope for further developments along the following lines: 
• Utilise designer's experience 
The typical engineering optimisation problem is non-linear and non-convex, effective 
designers' instruction (e.g. switch optimisation methods) can reduce time in obtaining 
optimal design. Furthermore the CO PGA framework should support users' interaction 
through adjusting some parameters set during the design cycle, which can avoid 
deadlock in the optimisation iteration process. 
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• Incorporate other legacy system 
In practice, designers have been used for some applications to undertake their own 
design, for example, architects use AutoCAD while quantity surveyors use Excel. 
These software establish initial designs, which are inputs of the CO PGA framework. 
If the PCACO framework can't communicate with these design tools, designer will 
spend a lot time and energy on completing input files, which inhibit users from using 
the CO PGA framework. 
• Apply the GAin disciplinary design 
GA in this research was merely used for the external cycle optimisation, which 
limited the full advantages of GA. If the use of GA can extend for the disciplinary 
design, more feasible design solutions will be explored. Furthermore the obvious 
feature of GA can deal with discrete variables very well, while most variables in the 
disciplinary design are not continuous. 
• Interpret output files 
From the evaluation of COPGA, it became apparent that there is a need for some post-
processing because of the large amount of output information generated. It would be 
more effective to use graphical representations to facilitate easy comparison, e.g. steel 
weight versus overall height ofbuilding. 
• Undertake industry field work for further evaluation 
In this research the CO PGA prototype application on the design scenario was enough 
to demonstrate the functionality of the CO PGA framework, however further study 
should apply the system to real projects for capturing design knowledge and 
interdisciplinary design variables, which is a good method to evaluate and improve 
the performance of the prototype system. 
8.5.2 Recommendations to the MDO community 
The MDO formulation is the first element of the application of MDO; there are other 
relevant fields which is under active development, as outline below: 
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• Development of a computational framework to execute the MDO application 
This framework creates the sophisticated computational procedure to support the 
implementation of the MDO application; consequently the designers would be able to 
concentrate more on the application and less on the programming details. The 
,. 
framework should support the integration of various processes of the MDO 
application. For example maintaining data used by multiple disciplines, visualise 
intermediate and final optimisation results, giving notification about any changes 
from other disciplines, automatically processing and moving data, some mechanism 
for fault tolerance etc (Salas and Townsend, 1998). 
• Application of grid computing in the MDO application 
The MDO application could be very time-consuming and computationally intensive 
due to involvement of accurate analysis and coordination among sub-problems. 
Generating a better solution within a restricted time scale always inhibits the 
application of MDO in engineering design. Furthermore the multiple users in the 
MDO environment can be distributed when carrying the optimisation in the 
heterogeneous environment. Based on the above two reasons, Grid computing is a 
promising solution. The Grid allows the sharing and combining of computing power, 
data resources and software applications over the Internet (Foster et al., 2001). By 
providing scalable, secure, high-performance mechanisms for discovering, accessing 
and unitising remote research in the heterogeneous environment, Grid technology 
should be successfully utilised to reduce the computational time requirement of the 
MDO application. 
8.5.3 Integrating MDO method with Agent Technology 
The MDO methods improve the quality of large-scale multidisciplinary design 
through an appropriate decomposition scheme, classification of design variables, and 
effective management of interactions amongst different disciplines. However some 
limitations still exist as discussed in Chapter Seven. 
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Recent developments of intelligent agent technologies make it an ideal platform for 
the implementation of the MDO models. Distributed agents have the potential to 
strengthen the MDO method in the following aspects: 
• ,1ncotporation of judgement and experience: A limitation of the MDO method 
is the difficulties in formulating ill-structured problems, which does not have 
an explicit, clearly defined algorithmic solution. No specific rules can be 
followed when integrating disciplines. Experienced designers deal with system 
integration using judgement and experience. The agent-based approaches offer 
an effective method to tackling the ill-structured design problems by taking 
advantage of the knowledge-based agent systems. 
• Intelligence: A key part of the MDO process is the use of appropriate 
formulation. Various MDO formulation (e.g. CO, ATC, BLISS and CSSO) 
may be introduced in terms of problem decomposition, different dependencies 
and coordination strategy. The capability of intelligence in the agent-
technology can be employed for task dispatching and planning, namely 
selection ofMDO formulation. 
• Distributed architecture: The MDO problem is often high-computational and 
time-consuming. Therefore it is natural to adopt a distributed architecture 
consisting of many intelligent agents, which implicates parallel computing 
richly utilises computing resource on network, and reduces computing time 
greatly. 
• Learning ability: The coordination strategy adopted in the MDO methodology 
is relatively rigid. Many recorded trends of resolutions between disciplines are 
generated by accumulating knowledge from a large number of design projects. 
A set of design methodologies are constructed by using learning techniques in 
agent-based systems to generalise these trends. These methodologies can be 
then used to guide design teams through future design projects. 
• Adaptability: Agent-based systems allow the addition or deletion of agents. 
Thus, new knowledge can be added, and old knowledge removed rapidly. This 
provides a way to systematically incotporate new design knowledge into the 
problem solving process. A system that discovers design methodologies can 
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constantly be fed with the new design knowledge, hence producing design 
methodologies that are based on the latest technologies, such IT technology, 
construction materials etc. 
8.6 Closing Remarks 
The successful adoption of MDO should considerably improve quality and reduce the 
cycle time of building design. The research in this thesis demonstrated how the 
COPGA framework improves building design by the use of the MOO. Such 
capabilities of this framework such as automatically coordinating conflicts between 
disciplines, satisfYing multiple design objectives simultaneously, and powerful design 
space search tool, allow it to obtain a systematic design solution that is difficult to 
resolve through other approaches. Moreover, the obvious feature of the COPGA 
framework is to decompose a large building design problem into a related grouping of 
smaller, more tractable, coupled discipline-based sub-systems. Such a decomposition 
scheme is suitable in terms of design process, and analysis software available. 
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Information on Respondents 
I) The respondent's experience has involved working as a: 
Architect Designer( ... ), Structural Engineer( ... ), HVAC Engineer( .... ) 
Client ( ) Other, please specify ___ _ 
~-
2) Your experience in building desigrl ears. 
Needs for building design 
3) In your opinion, what are the characteristics of contemporary building design? (tick 
ail that apply) 
o 1 A large amount of parameters to be considered in design 
o 2 Several objectives to be achieved such as functional requirements, economic 
requirements, etc. 
o 3 A few design disciplines involved such as consultant, structural, electrical, 
mechanical design and other experts. 
o 4 Others, please specify __________________ _ 
If you choose more than one option, please select the most obvious characteristic 
4) Some conventional building design practices are listed below, to what extent do 
you agree with them based on your experience? Scale these from 1 to 5 (where 
I= Strongly disagree 2= Disagree 3= Neutral 4= Agree 5= Strongly agree) 
a Sequential independent disciplinary design 1 2 3 4 5 
plus system level review 
b Design limited to each discipline 1 2 3 4 5 
(mature design approach, analysis tool, design code) 
c Resolution of non-automated interdisciplinary conflicts 1 2 3 4 5 
d .Relying heavily on previous experience 1 2 3 4 5 
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5) Some traditional approaches of coordinating conflicts amongst different design 
disciplines are listed here, please fill in the following table (tick all that apply)? 
Frequency (please tick) 
Approaches Frequently Most Sometimes Rarely Never 
times 
a Chief designer (e.g. architect) 
proposes a resolution for eo-
ordinating different disciplinary 
designs based on experience 
b .. Negotiation amongst other 
designers in design meeting 
c .. Using some parameters based on 
building design code, for example 
structural designer leaves some holes 
for water pipe through floor in 
advance 
d Others. please specify: 
6) In your experience, what are the constraints on the application of optimisation in 
building design? 
7) In your opinion, do you need a model with the following properties which satisfy 
requirements of multidisciplinary building design in practice? (tick all that apply) 
o Integrating different specialised software within one model 
o Automatically smoothing conflict between disciplines 
o Providing as many feasible design solutions as possible 
o Considering various objective concurrently 
o Others, please specify __ _,_ _______________ _ 
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The CO PGA Results of the Mathematical Problem 
Number of 
Solution 
X! XJ Yu Y21 F1 Fz 
I 9.9602 9.8500 103.0676 30.0000 112.9177 -30.0000 
2 2.3572 4.7199 8.1233 10.0111 12.8660 -10.0111 
3 8.8304 10.0000 82.3667 27.9220 92.3673 -27.9220 
4 5.5869 9.9373 36.7912 21.5995 46.7301 -21.5995 
5 8.0708 9.9776 69.8993 26.4202 79.8814 -26.4202 
6 7.7723 9.9992 65.1583 25.8547 75.1636 -25.8547 
7 3.4696 9.9199 18.5527 17.7077 28.4913 -17.7077 
8 8.5194 9.9970 77.1327 27.3310 87.1302 -27.3310 
. 
9 2.5023 5.9762 10.0826 11.6536 16.0897 -11.6536 
10 3.6972 9.9906 20.4252 18.2073 30.5812 -18.2073 
11 7.8531 9.9929 66.6575 26.0600 76.6926 -26.0600 
12 7.5259 10.0000 61.5369 25.3809 71.5376 -25.3809 
13 7.3063 9.9915 58.4294 24.9744 68.4235 -24.9744 
14 3.9502 10.0000 21.8860 18.6283 31.8861 -18.6283 
15 6.1340 10.0000 43.0721 22.7041 53.0723 -22.7041 
16 4.8803 9.9813 29.8913 20.3358 39.8982 -20.3358 
17 5.9215 9.9315 40.6468 22.2285 50.5875 -22.2285 
18 1.9104 9.8554 10.5379 15.0072 20.3945 -15.0072 
19 6.6524 9.9924 49.3698 23.7065 59.3807 -23.7065 
20 3.2088 10.0000 16.8159 17.3107 26.8162 -17.3107 
21 2.1131 6.1792 8.4019 11.1909 14.5811 -11.1909 
22 2.6090 9.9802 13.4239 16.2616 23.4164 -16.2616 
23 5.0414 10.0000 31.3906 20.6688 41.4023 -20.6688 
24 4.3407 9.9657 25.0151 19.3081 34.9857 -19.3081 
25 4.1839 9.9940 23.7113 19.0579 33.7059 -19.0579 
26 5.3419 10.0000 34.2899 21.2097 44.2899 -21.2097 
27 1.1490 9.6953 8.4754 13.7569 18.2154 -13.7569 
28 4.5519 9.9838 26.9399 19.7269 36.9567 -19.7269 
29 4.6743 10.0000 27.7597 19.9521 37.7694 -19.9521 
30 7.1297 9.9756 56.3459 24.6184 66.5349 -24.6184 
31 2.9425 9.9944 15.6345 16.8890 25.7580 -16.8890 
32 1.3494 8.8146 8.1898 13.0199 17.0295 -13.0199 
33 2.2405 9.9048 12.3272 15.6643 22.5188 -15.6643 
34 8.2778 10.0000 72.9459 26.8195 82.9907 -26.8195 
35 2.7129 9.8321 14.8501 16.4072 25.5652 -16.4072 
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The CO PGA Results ofthe Mathematical Problem 
(continued) 
Number of 
Solution 
Xt XJ Y12 Y2t Ft F2 
36 2.1501 9.8844 11.8044 15.4695 21.8415 -t5.4695 
• 
37 9.4063 9.9997 92.6742 29.0343 102.6739 -29.0343 
38 6.5261 9.9729 47.8531 23.4487 57.8264 -23.4487 
39 7.4698 9.9960 60.6631 25.2715 70.6650 -25.2715 
40 6.4046 9.9393 46.6353 23.1971 56.6747 -23.1971 
41 1.5347 8.1123 8.0329 12.4788 16.1490 -12.4788 
42 6.8294 9.9940 51.8508 24.0261 61.8452 -24.0261 
43 5.9233 9.9328 40.6701 22.2335 50.6126 -22.2335 
44 1.2152 9.7677 8.7258 13.9369 18.5657 -13.9369 
45 2.1814 5.5844 8.1056 10.6171 13.7029 -10.6171 
46 9.1254 9.9357 88.6655 28.4843 99.9312 -28.4843 
47 8.4391 9.9950 75.2644 27.1475 85.5292 -27.1475 
48 9.6244 9.9962 96.5764 29.5139 106.5941 -29.5139 
49 1.4433 9.9818 9.1207 14.5154 19.1043 -14.5154 
50 9.8319 9.9829 101.1634 29.8608 111.3829 -29.8608 
51 6.8601 9.9947 52.2661 24.1119 62.2618 -24.1119 
52 8.2828 9.9761 73.4451 26.8334 83.4745 -26.8334 
53 5.2439 10.0000 33.3039 21.0036 43.3039 -21.0036 
54 1.5082 9.9908 9.3542 14.5603 19.3449 '-14.5603 
55 2.2413 5.5361 8.5154 10.6955 14.0606 -10.6955 
56 9.7460 9.9922 98.9438 29.7347 108.9433 -29.7347 
57 7.0578 9.9975 55.0591 24.4777 65.0773 -24.4777 
58 9.2975 9.9874 91.1672 28.8312 101.4067 -28.8312 
59 8.9295 9.9451 84.6060 28.0727 94.8424 -28.0727 
60 9.5047 9.9720 94.7262 29.2279 104.7663 -29.2279 
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The CO PGA Results of the Design Scenario 
Number of Xi 
Solution 
X2 XJ X4 xs X6 F1 F2 
I 1812.4 0 388.97 730.66 219.66 15.184 1528.5 10251 
2 1000 120 394.12 791.3 242.27 15.069 1808.2 8647.1 • 
3 1128.8 3.5539 376.28 743.18 222.88 16.149 1580.1 9168.5 
4 1000 7.59E-12 453.99 743.91 226.43 16.637 1595.7 8981.1 
5 1726.9 0.21998 380.79 731.97 219.77 15.127 1532.8 10116 
6 1000 94.82 413.53 784.62 239.91 15.181 1777.9 8696.9 
7 1000 86.482 410.94 778.82 236.91 15.148 1748.1 8715.1 
8 1000 110.27 394.17 787.73 241.28 15.07 1791.9 8665.5 
. 9 1157.4 1.6472 373.27 741.25 222.47 16.02 1572 9220.7 
10 1369.6 1.42E-06 361.8 737.17 221.01 15.297 1553.3 9558.6 
11 1293.6 0 382.64 738.64 221.93 16.022 1561.9 9439.8 
12 1781 0.003452 388.32 731.15 219.75 15.246 1530.4 10202 
13 1000 41.825 422.68 761.55 229.02 16.323 1664.8 8831.6 
14 1001.9 23.913 489.87 755.08 228.59 16.609 1644 8892.7 
15 1000 10.325 453.25 748.54 226.88 16.631 1613.6 8939.4 
16 1000 81.156 412.6 776.92 235.09 15.169 1736.5 8727.3 
17 1678.9 0.010513 376.73 1678.9 0.010513 376.73 1535.2 10042 
18 1493.9 0.26548 366.68 735.4 220.54 15.048 1546.1 9752.1 
19 1001.6 69.827 414.27 772.6 232.75 16.32 1714.6 8757.2 
20 1000.4 53.67 429.1 766.49 230.82 16.61 1687.9 8797.7 
21 1000 60.754 432.94 769.42 231.89 16.607 1701.7 8777.9 
22 1196.5 1.3438 375.63 740.56 222.3 16.012 1569.3 9283 
23 1000 5.4873 466.26 746.56 226.9 16.634 1607.2 8958.5 
24 1002.4 48.736 428.19 764.43 230.12 16.605 1678.5 8815.1 
25 1000 14.145 452.63 750.23 227.03 16.629 1620.1 8924.8 
26 1419.3 0 374.68 736.59 221.11 15.586 1552.2 9636.3 
27 1000 60.007 429.44 769.06 231.67 16.602 1699.6 8779.9 
28 1310.7 0.28626 353.96 740.03 221.3 15.162 1556.3 9465.6 
29 1000 94.146 412.62 782.99 239.47 15.167 1770.5 8698.3 
30 1252.3 0.045572 366.72 739.08 221.72 15.667 1562.1 9375.1 
31 1000 16.416 465.2 751.44 227.34 16.628 1626.1 8916.4 
32 1578.6 0 369.63 734.05 220.2 15.018 1540.7 9885.2 
33 1000 3.1924 454.63 745.35 226.58 16.635 1601.3 8967.8 
34 1523 4.82E-08 368.21 734.89 220.43 15.174 1544.2 9798.3 
35 1637.1 0 372.74 733.18 219.99 15.135 1537.4 9976.7 
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The COPGA Results of the Design Scenario (continued) 
Number of XJ X2 X3 X4 xs X6 F1 F2 
Solution 
36 1546.3 1.94E-08 364.85 734.48 220.23 15.013 1542.1 9834.8 
37 1000 '18.563 495.37 752.88 228.02 16.579 1634.9 8908.6 
38 1129.5 1.0048 377.27 741.72 222.75 16.168 1574.6 9179.5 
39 1464.4 0.76217 371.15 736.14 220.83 15.005 1549.7 9704.4 
40 1000 89.74 414.83 780.79 238.19 15.206 1759 8707.9 
41 1000 52.682 427.25 766.06 230.64 16.602 1685.8 8799.9 
42 1473.8 0.53776 366.76 735.85 220.66 15.005 1548 9719.8 
43 1239.5 0 367.97 739.28 221.82 15.726 1563.1 9355.3 
44 1000 72.349 414.46 773.61 233.21 15.202 1719.5 8748.3 
45 1199.7 4.50E-05 376.97 740.04 222.26 16.042 1567.4 9293.1 
46 1002.1 76.323 415.61 775.12 233.95 16.395 1727.1 8742.2 
47 1437.4 0 374.94 736.31 221.03 15.561 1551 9664.7 
48 1793.8 0 388.6 730.95 219.71 15.222 1529.7 10222 
49 1000 92.894 413.45 781.24 238.93 15.18 1762.5 8701 
50 1002.5 18.281 494.54 752.7 227.96 16.599 1634 8913.6 
51 1614.4 0 369.92 733.5 220.03 15.025 1538.4 9941.3 
52 1000 31.303 501.4 758.47 229.98 16.57 1660.6 8864.7 
53 1002.3 48.727 428.27 764.43 230.12 16.605 1678.5 8815 
54 1001 40.459 422.56 760.96 228.83 16.524 1662.2 8837.3 
55 1345.5 8.90E-07 358.68 737.5 221.05 15.247 1554.4 9521 
56 1000.5 30.859 489.32 758.07 229.55 16.581 1657.3 8867 
57 1660 3.81E-07 378.4 732.91 220.03 15.18 1536.8 10012 
58 1000 79.21 413.98 776.23 234.48 15.191 1732.5 8731.8 
59 1000 ll4.09 395.19 788.66 241.55 15.072 1796.2 8658.1 
60 1000 28.4 489.31 757.03 229.2 16.585 1652.7 8874.3 
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Starting Programme 
function nsga_2(pop,gen) 
%%function nsga_2(pop,gen) 
%is a mnlti-objective optimization function whe~[the input arguments are 
%pop -Population size 
% gen - Total number of generations 
ifnargin <2 
Mat/ab Programme Code 
error('NSGA-II: Please enter the popnlation size and number of generations as input arguments.'); 
end 
if isnumeric(pop) = 0 11 isnumeric(gen) = 0 
error('Both input arguments pop and gen should be integer datatype'); 
end 
pop = round(pop ); 
gen = round(gen); 
[M, V, min_range, maxJange] =objective_ description_ function(); 
chromosome = initialize_ variables(pop, M, V, min _range, max _range); 
chromosome= non_domination_sort_mod(chromosome, M, V); 
fori=l:gen 
pool= round(pop/2); 
tour= 2; 
parent_ chromosome= tournament_ selection( chromosome, pool, tour); 
mu=20; 
mum=20; 
offspring_chromosome =genetic_operator(parent_chromosome, M, V, mu, mum, in_range, 
max_range); 
[main_pop,temp] =size( chromosome); 
[ offspring_pop,temp] = size( offspring_ chromosome); 
clear temp 
intermediate_ chromosome( 1 :main _pop,:) = chromosome; 
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intermediate_ chromosome( main _pop + 
offspring_ chromosome; 
main_pop + offspring_pop,l M+V) 
intermediate_ chromosome =-non_ domination_ sort_ mod( intermediate_ chromosome, M, V); 
chromosome= replace_chromosome(intennediate_chromosome, M, V, pop); 
if -mod(i,!OO) 
clc 
tprintf('%d generations completedln' ,i); 
end 
end 
save solution.txt chromosome -ASCII 
ifM=2 
plot( chromosome(:, V+ l),chromosome(:,V + 2),'*'); 
elseifM=3 
plot3(chromosome(:,V + l),chromosome(:,V + 2),chromosome(:,V + 3),'*'); 
end 
Objective Function Description 
function [number_ of_ objectives, number_ of_ decision_ variables, min _range_ of_ decesion _variable, 
max _range_ of_ decesion _variable) = objective_ description_ function() 
g = sprilitf('Input the number of objective: '); 
number_of_objectives = input(g); 
ifnumber_of_objectives < 2 
error('This is a multi-objective optimization function hence the minimum number of objectives is 
two'); 
end 
g = sprintf('lnlnput the number of decision variables: '); 
number_of_decision_ variables= input(g); 
clc 
fori= I : number_of_decision_variables 
clc 
g = sprintf('lnlnput the minimum value for decision variable %d : ', i); 
min _range_ of_ decesion _ variable(i) = input(g); 
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g = sprintf('\nlnput the maximum value for decision variable %d: ', i); 
max _range_ of_ decesion _ variable(i) = input(g); 
clc 
end 
Mat/ab Programme Code 
g = sprintf('\n Now edit the function named "evaluate_ objective" aplfopriately to match your needs.\n 
Make sure that the number of objective functions and decision variables match your numerical input. \n 
Make each objective function as a corresponding array element. \n After editing do not forget to save. 
\n Press "c" and enter to continue ... '); 
x = input(g, 's'); 
if isempty(x) 
x= 'x'; 
end 
while x-= 'c' 
clc 
x = input(g, 's'); 
if isempty(x) 
x='x'; 
end 
eod 
Initialize Variable 
function f= initialize_ variables(N, M, V, min _range, max _range) 
min = min _range; 
max = max_range; 
K=M+V; 
fori= I :N 
forj=l:V 
a(ij) = min(j) + (maxG)- min(j))*rand(l); 
end 
J= sysopt(a(i,:)); 
f(i,l:V)=J(l:V); 
local(i,l :2)=J( 4:5); 
f(i,V + 1: K) = evaluate_objective(f(i,l:V),local(i,l:2),M, V); 
end 
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Sort the Population based on Pareto Rank 
function f= non_domination_sort_mod(x, M, V) 
[N, m]= size(x); 
clear m 
front= I; 
F(front).f = []; 
individual= []; 
fori= I :N 
individual(i).n = 0; 
individual(i).p = []; 
forj= I :N 
dom_less=O; 
dom _equal = 0; 
dom_more=O; 
fork= I :M 
if(x(i,V + k) < xQ,V + k)) 
do m _less = do m _less + I; 
elseif(x(i,V + k) = xG,V + k)) 
dom_equal = dom_equal +I; 
else 
dom_more = dom_more + 1; 
end 
end 
if dom _less = 0 && dom _equal~ M 
individual(i).n = individual(i).n + I; 
elseif dom _more = 0 && dom _equal~ M 
individual(i).p = [individual(i).p j]; 
end 
end 
if individual(i).n = 0 
x(i,M +V+ I)= I; 
F(front).f = [F(front).f i]; 
end 
end 
while -isempty(F(front).t) 
Q= []; 
fori= I : length(F(front).t) 
if -isempty(individual(F(front).f(i)).p) 
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for j ~I : length(individuai(F(front).f(i)).p) 
individual(individuai(F(front).f(i)).pG)).n ~ ... 
individual(individual(F(front).f(i)).p(j)).n- I; 
if individual(individual(F(front).f(i)).p(j)).n = 0 
x(individual(F(front).f(i)).p(j),M +V+ I)~ ... 
front+ I; 
Q ~ [Q individual(F(front).f(i)).p(j)]; 
end 
end 
end 
end 
front ~ front + I; 
F(front).f~ Q; 
end 
[temp,index_of_fronts] ~ sort(x(:,M +V+ I)); 
fori~ I : Jength(index_of_fronts) 
sorted_based_on_front(i,:) ~ x(index_of_fronts(i),:); 
end 
current_ index~ 0; 
for front ~ I : (Jength(F) - I) 
distance~ 0; 
y~ []; 
previous_index ~current_ index+ I; 
fori~ I : Jength(F(front).f) 
y(i,:) ~ sorted_based_on_front(current_index + i,:); 
end 
current_ index = current_ index + i; 
sorted_based_on_objective ~ []; 
fori~I:M 
[sorted_based_on_objective, index_of_objectives] ~ ... 
sort(y(:,V + i)); 
sorted_ based_ on_ objective~ []; 
forj ~I: Jength(index_of_objectives) 
sorted_ based_ on_ objective(j,:) ~ y(index _of_ objectives(j),:); 
end 
f_max~ ... 
sorted_ based_ on_ objective(Jength(index _of_ objectives), V+ i); 
f_min ~ sorted_based_on_objective(l, V+ i); 
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y(index_of_objectives(length(index_of_objectives)),M +V+ I+ i) ... 
=lnf; 
y(index_of_objectives(l),M +V+ I+ i) = Inf; 
for j = 2 : length(index_of_objectives)- I 
next_obj = sorted_based_on_objective(j +!,V+ i); 
pr{v!ous_obj = sorted_based_on_objective(j- !,V+ i); 
if(f_max- f_ntin ~ 0) 
y(index _of_ objectives(j),M +V+ I + i) = Inf; 
else 
y(index _of_ objectives(j),M + V+ I + i) = ... 
(next_obj- previous_obj)/(f_max- f_ntin); 
end 
end 
end 
distance = []; 
distance(:,!)= zeros(length(F(front).f),l); 
fori= I :M 
distance(:,!)= distance(:,!)+ y(:,M +V+ I+ i); 
end 
y(:,M +V+ 2) =distance; 
y= y(:,l: M+ V+ 2); 
z(previous_index:current_index,:) = y; 
end 
f= z(); 
Crossover and Mutation Operator 
Mat/ab Programme Code 
function f = genetic_ operator(parent_ chromosome, M, V, mu, mum, !_limit, u _limit) 
[N,m] = size(parent_chromosome); 
clear m 
p= I; 
was_ crossover= 0; 
was_mutation = 0; 
fori=l:N 
if rand( I)< 0.9 
child_!=[]; 
child_2 = []; 
parent_!= round(N*rand(l)); 
if parent_! < I 
parent_!= I; 
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end 
parent_2 = round(N*rand(l)); 
ifparent_2 <I 
parent_ 2 = I; 
end 
Mat/ab Programme Code 
while isequal(parent_ chromosome(parent_l ,: ),parent_ chromosome(parent_ 2,:)) 
parent_2 = round(N*rand(l)); 
if parent_ 2 < I 
parent_ 2 = I; 
end 
end 
parent_!= parent_chromosome(parent_l,:); 
parent_ 2 = parent_ chromosome(parent_ 2,: ); 
forj=l :V 
u(j) =rand( I); 
ifu(j) <= 0.5 
bq(j) = (2*u(j)Y(I/(mu+ I)); 
else 
bq(j) = (11(2*(1 - u(j)))JA(ll(mu+ !)); 
end 
child_l(j) = ... 
0.5*(((1 + bq(j))*parent_l(j)) +(I- bq(j))*parent_2(j)); 
child_ 2(j) = ... 
0.5*(((1 - bq(j))*parent_l(j)) +(I + bq(j))*parent_2(j)); 
if child_l(j) > u_limit(j) 
child_l(j) = u_limit(j); 
elseif child _I (j) < l_limit(j) 
child_l(j) = l_limit(j); 
end 
if child_2(j) > u_limit(j) 
child_2(j) = u_limit(j); 
elseif child_ 2(j) < l_limit(j) 
child_ 2(j) = l_limit(j); 
end 
end 
J= sysopt( child _I); 
child_l=J(l:3); 
local_l=J(4:5); 
child_l(:,V+ l:M+V) = evaluate_objective(child_l,local_l,M, V); 
J= sysopt( child_ 2); 
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child_ 2=J(l :3); 
local_ 2=J(4:5); 
child_2(:,V+ l:M+V) = evaluate_objective(child_2,local_2,M, V); 
was_ crossover = 1; 
was_ mutation= 0; 
else ~­
• 
parent_3 = round(N*rand(!)); 
ifparent_3 < I 
parent_3 = I; 
end 
child_3 = parent_chromosome(parent_3,:); 
forj=l:V 
r(j) =rand(!); 
ifr(j) < 0.5 
delta(j) = (2*r(j)JA(l/(mum+l)) -I; 
else 
delta(j) = 1- (2*(1- r(j))Y(l/(mum+l)); 
end 
child_3(j) = child_3(j) + delta(j); 
if child_3(j) > u_limit(j) 
child_3(j) = u_limitG); 
elseifchild_3(j) < l_limit(j) 
child_3G) = l_limit(j); 
end 
end 
J= sysopt(child_3); 
child_3=J(1:3); 
local_3=J(4:5); 
child_3(:,V+ l:M+V) = evaluate_objective(child_3,loca1_3,M, V); 
was_ mutation = 1; 
was_ crossover= 0; 
end 
if was_ crossover 
child(p,:) =child_!; 
child(p+l,:) = child_2; 
was_ cossover = 0; 
p =p+ 2; 
elseif was_ mutation 
child(p,:) = child_3(1,1 :M+ V); 
was_ mutation= 0; 
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p~p+ I; 
end 
end 
f~ child; 
Evaluate Objective Function 
function f ~ evaluate_ objective(x,l, M, V) 
f= []; 
f(l) =(0.034*9000*l(l)A2+0.154*1(2Y2 *(3000+x(3)+1(1 )+ 100))*7.85e-6; 
Mat/ab Programme Code 
f(2) (3.305e8-0.6le5*x(l)+ 1.3e6*x(2)-
216.55*x(l )*x(2) )/( (2916+0.0297*x(l)) *(233.12+x(2))+ 16740-
5.58*x(l ))+( 4.25e8+ 1.49e5*x(l )+ 2.5e6*x(2)+415 .05*x(l )*x(2) )/( (3325.05-
0.0036*x(l))*(233.12+x(2)))+ 1.328*x(l)+ 1174.59+(3.85e5-
128.34 *x( I) )/(233.12+x(2) )+0.68 *x( I)+ 3570 
iflength(f) ~M 
error('The number of decision variables does not match you previous input. Kindly check your 
objective function'); 
end 
Replace chromosome 
function f = replace_chromosome(intermediate_chromosome, M, V,pop) 
[N, m]~ size(intermediate_chromosome); 
[temp,index] ~ sort(intermediate_chromosome(:,M +V+ I)); 
clear temp m 
fori= I :N 
sorted_ chromosome(i,:) = intermediate_ chromosome(index(i),:); 
end 
max_rank~ max(intermediate_chromosome(:,M +V+ 1)); 
previous index = 0; 
fori= I: max_rank 
current_ index= max(find(sorted_chromosome(:,M +V+ I)= i)); 
if current_ index >pop 
remaining = pop ~ previous_ index; 
temp __pop = ... 
sorted_chromosome(previous_index + I: current_ index,:); 
[temp_sort,temp_sort_index] ~ ... 
sort(temp__pop(:, M+ V+ 2),'descend'); 
for j ~ I : remaining 
f(previous_index + j,:) ~ temp__pop(temp_sort_indexG),:); 
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end 
return; 
elseif current_ index < pop 
f(previous _index + 1 : current_ index, :) ~ ... 
sorted_chromosome(previous_index + 1 :current_ index,:); 
else 
f(previous _index + 1 : current_ index, :) ~ ... 
sorted_chromosome(previous_index + 1 :l'urrent_index, :); 
return; 
end 
previous_ index= current_ index; 
end 
Tournament selection 
• 
function r~ tournament_ selection( chromosome, pool_size, tour_size) 
[pop, variables]~ size( chromosome); 
rank~ variables - 1; 
distance~ variables; 
fori~ 1 :pool_ size 
for j ~ 1 : tour_size 
candidate(j) ~ round(pop•rand(!)); 
if candidate(j) = 0 
candidate(j) ~ 1; 
end 
ifj > 1 
while -isempty(fmd(candidate(l : j - !) = candidate(j))) 
candidate(j) ~ round(pop•rand(l)); 
if candidate(j) = 0 
candidate(j) ~ 1; 
end 
end 
end 
end 
for j ~ 1 : tour_size 
c_objJank(j) ~ chromosome(candidate(j),rank); 
c_obj_distance(j) ~ chromosome(candidate(j),distance); 
end 
min _candidate = ... 
fmd(c_objJank= min(c_obj_rank)); 
iflength(min_candidate) ~ 1 
max candidate = ... 
Madab Programme Code 
fmd(C_obj_distance(min_candidate) = max(c_obj_distance(min_candidate))); 
iflength(max_candidate) ~ 1 
max _candidate~ max _candidate(!); 
end 
f(i,:) = chromosome(candidate(min_ candidate(max _candidate)),:); 
else 
f(~:) = chromosome( candidate(min _candidate( 1) ),: ); 
end 
end 
System-level optimisation 
function J= sysopt(z) 
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[xstar,Jstar] =fmincon('Jsys',z,[],[],[],[],[700,0,100],[3000,120,700],[],optimset('To1Fun',le-3)); 
J=[xstar,Jstar]; 
if Jstar<=0.02 
M= sslopt(xstar); 
N = ss2opt(xstar); 
J=[xstar,M(3),M(4), N(3)]; 
else 
J=[le6, Je6, Je6, Je6,Je6,Je6]; 
end 
Subsystem 1 optimizer 
function Jxstar = sslopt(z) 
[xstar,Jstar] = 
fmincon( @subobj I ,[I 000, I 00,200 ,200] ,[],[],[],[],[ 500,0,600, I 00],[3000, 120, 1200,400],@g I ,optimset(' 
Display','ofi','TolX', le-7),z); 
Jxstar = [xstar,Jstar]; 
Subspace 2 optimizer 
function Jxstar = ss2opt(z) 
[xstar,Jstar] = 
fmincon(@subobj2,[1000,300,16],[],[],[],[],[1000,100,15],[3000,700,20],@g2,optimset('display','ofi', 
'ToiX', le-7),z); 
Jxstar = [xstar,Jstar]; 
Subsystem 1 Objective Function 
function f=subobj 1 (x,z) 
f=(x( 1 )-z( I) )A2+(x(2)-z(2) )"2; 
Subsystem 2 Objective Function 
function f=subobj2(x,z) 
f=(x( I )-z(l ))"2+(x(2)-z(3) )"2; 
Subsystem 1 Constraint Function 
function [c,ceq]=gl(x,z) 
%this function is for structural analysis 
[beam_ moment, beam _shearforce,column _ axialforce,colmnn _ moment]=plane _gangjia (x,z); 
Pb=bending_strength(x); 
Pcx=compressive_strength((3.65*(3000+z(3)+x(3)+ IOO))/(x(4))); 
Pcy=compressive_strength((6.46*(3000+z(3)+x(3)+ IOO))/(x(4))); 
Pbc=bending_ strength_ column(x,z); 
c=[%Allowance beam bend moment 
(beam_ moment)/(0.00902*Pb*x(3)A3 )-1; 
%Allowance beam shear force 
(beam_shearforce)/(3.71*x(3)"2)-l; 
%Allowance beam deflection 
((3.92ell +2.576e5*(3000-x(l )+z(3)+x(3)+ I 00)*(1.7*x(2)+ 186.3))/(x(3)A4))/25-1; 
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%Allowance column slenderness ratio 
((3.65*(3000+z(3)+x(3)+ 100))/(x( 4)))/180-1; 
((6.46*(3000+z(3)+x(3)+ 100))/(x( 4)))/180-1; 
%For major axis in plane buckling 
Mat/ab Programme Code 
(column_ axialforce )/(0.154 *Pcx *x( 4Y2)+( ( (0.5*column _moment)/( 14.3 55*x( 4 )"3) )*(I +(O.S*column 
_ axialforce )/(0 .154 *Pcx*x( 4 )"2)) )-1; 
%For out-of-plane buckling 
(column_ axialforce )/(0.154*Pcy*x( 4 )"2)+(0.44 *column_ moment)/{0.0522 *Pbc*x( 4)"3)-1; 
%comparing external wall depth with width of beam • 
354+3*x(2)-x(3)]; 
ceq=[] 
Subsystem 2 Constraint Function 
function [ c,ceq]=g2(x,z) 
%This function is for thermal analysis. 
c=[% Air change rate 
( (3 .305e8-0.61 e5 *x(l )+ 1.3e6 *z(2)-216.55 *x( I) *z(2) )/ ( (2916+0 .0297*x(l)) *(233 .12+z(2) )+ 167 40c 
5.58*x( I))+( 4 .25e8+ 1.49e5 *x( I)+ 2.5e6*z(2)+415.05 *x(l )*z(2) )/( (3325.05-
0.0036*x(l))*(233.12+z(2)))+ 1.328*x(l)+ 1174.59)*(273+x(3))/(21-x(3))-240975; 
-((3 .305e8-0.61 e5 *x(l )+ 1.3e6*z(2)-216.55*x( I )*z(2))/( (2916+0.0297*x(l) )*(233.12+z(2))+ 16740-
5.58*x( I))+( 4 .25e8+ 1.49e5 *x( I )+2.5e6*z(2)+415.05 *x( I) *z(2) )/( (3325 .05-
0.0036*x(1))*(233.12+z(2)))+ 1.328*x(l )+ 1174.59)*(273+x(3))/(21-x(3))+48195; 
%duct noise 
( (3.305e8-0.61 e5*x( I)+ 1.3e6*z(2)-216.55 *x( I) *z(2) )/( (2916+0.0297*x(l) )*(233 .12+z(2) )+ 16740-
5.58*x( I))+( 4 .25e8+ 1.49e5 *x(l )+ 2.5e6 *z(2)+415.05 *x(l) *z(2) )/( (3325.05-
0.0036*x( I) )*(233.12+z(2)) )+ ... 
1.328*x(l )+ 1174.59)*(273+x(3))/((21-x(3))*x(2)"2)-1.6065; 
-( (3 .305e8-0.61 e5*x( I)+ 1.3e6*z(2)-216.55 *x( I )*z(2) )/( (2916+0.0297*x( I) )*(233 .12+z(2) )+ 167 40-
5.58 *x(l) )+( 4.25e8+ 1.49e5 *x( I)+ 2.5e6*z(2)+415 .05 *x(l )*z(2) )/( (3325 .05-
0 .0036*x(l) )*(233.12+z(2)) )+ ... 
1.328*x(l)+ 1174.59)*(273+x(3))/((21-x(3))*x(2)"2)+0.714]; 
ceq=[] 
Structural Analysis 
function [beam_ moment, beam_ shearforce,column _ axialforce,column _ moment]=plane _gangjia (x,z) 
clc 
tic 
format short 
%Collect information about structural node and element (Step I) 
elem _ num=21; 
n=l6; 
%T=['C2:Q' num2str(3*n+ I)]; 
%A_ total_ data_ input_ info=xlsread('matrix _info _get.xls', I, 1); 
%i_num=A_total_data_input_info([l:elem_num],l); 
i_ num=[l ,2,3,5,6,7 ,9,10, 11,13, 14,15,2,3,4,6,7,8,1 0,11, 12]; 
%j_num=A_total_data_input_info([l:elem_num],2); 
j_ num=[2,3,4,6,7,8,1 0,11,12,14, 15,16,6, 7,8,1 0,11,12, 14,15,16]; 
%xi =A _total_ data_ input_ info([l :elem_ num],3); 
xi =[0,0,0,9000,9000,9000, 18000,18000,18000,27000,27000,27000,0,0,0,9000,9000,9000,18000,1800 
0,18000]; 
%x2=A_total_data_input_info([l:elem_num],4); 
x2=[0,0,0,9000,9000,9000, 18000,18000,18000,27000,27000,27000,9000,9000,9000,18000,18000,180 
00,27000,27000,27000]; 
%yi=A_total_data_input_info([l:elem_num],5); 
yl=[0,3100+z(3)+x(3),2*(31 OO+z(3)+x(3)),0,3100+z(3)+x(3),2*(31 OO+z(3)+x(3)),0,31 OO+z(3)+x(3),2 
*(31 OO+z(3)+x(3 )),0,31 OO+z(3 )+x(3),2 *(31 OO+z(3 )+x(3) ),31 OO+z(3 )+x(3 ),2 *(31 OO+z(3 )+x(3) ),3 *(31 0 
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O+z(3)+x(3) ),31 OO+z(3)+x(3),2 *(31 OO+z(3 )+x(3) ),3 *(31 OO+z(3)+x(3) ),31 OO+z(3)+x(3 ),2 *(31 OO+z(3 )+ 
x(3)),3*(31 OO+z(3)+x(3))]; 
%y2= A_ total_ data_ input_ info([ I :elem _ num ], 6); 
y2=[31 OO+z(3 )+x(3 ),2 *(31 OO+z(3 )+x(3) ),3 *(31 OO+z(3 )+x(3) ),31 OO+z(3)+x(3 ),2 *(31 OO+z(3 )+x(3) ),3 *( 
31 OO+z(3 )+x(3) ),31 OO+z(3 )+x(3 ),2 *(31 OO+z(3 )+x(3) ),3 *(31 OO+z(3)+x(3) ),31 OO+z(3 )+x(3),2*(31 OO+z 
(3 )+x(3) ),3 *(31 OO+z(3 )+x(3) ),31 OO+z(3 )+x(3),2*(31 OO+z(3)+x(3) ),3 *(31 OO+z(3 )+x(3) ),31 OO+z(3)+x( 
3),2 *(31 OO+z(3)+x(3) ),3 *(31 OO+z(3 )+x(3 )),31 OO+z(3 )+x(3 ),2 *(31 OO+z(3 )+x(3) ),3 *(31 OO+z(3 )+x(3) )] ; 
%d=A_total_data_input_info([l:elem_num],7); 
d=[ x( 4),x( 4 ),x( 4 ),x( 4 ),x( 4 ),x( 4 ),x( 4 ),x( 4 ),x( 4),x( 4),x( 4 ),x( 4 ),x(3 ),x(3 ),x(3 ),x(3 ),x(3),x(3 ),x(3),x(3),x(3) 
]; 
%type=A_total_data_input_info([l:elem_num],8); 
type=[l, 1,1, 1,1, 1, l, 1,1, 1,1, 1 ,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2]; 
%E=A_total_data_input_info([l:elem_num],9); 
E=[205000,205000,205000,205000,205000,205000,205000,205000,205000,205000,205000,205000,20 
5000,205000,205000,205000,205000,205000,205000,205000,205000]; 
fori= I :elem num 
ifx2(i)-xl(i)=O 
ify2(i)-yl(i)=O 
disp 
return 
else ify2(i)-yl(i)>O 
theta(i)=90; 
else 
theta(i)=270; 
end 
end 
else 
k=(y2(i)-y I (i))/(x2(i)-xl (i) ); 
ifk>=O 
theta(i)=atan(k)*!80/pi; 
else 
theta(i)= 180+atan(k)*l80/pi; 
end 
end 
switch type(i) 
case I %column cross-section property 
A(i)=O.l54*d(i)A2; 
I(i)=0.026l*d(i)A4; 
case 2 %beam cross-section property 
A(i)=0.034*d(i)A2; 
I(i)=4.5le-3*d(i)A4; 
end 
end 
%zhizuo _ info=A _total_ data _input_info([l :(3 *n) ], I 0); 
zhizuo_info=[O 0 0 I I I 
I 0 0 0 I I 
I I 0 0 0 I 
I I I 0 0 0 
I I I I]; 
%a_ nonode=A _total_ data_ input_ info([l :elem _ num],ll ); 
a_nonode=[O 0 0 0 0 0 
0 9000 9000 9000 9000 9000 
%key_nonode=A_total_data_input_info([l:elem_num],l2); 
key_ nonode=[8 8 8 8 8 8 
8 I I I I I 
%node _load_ info=A_total_ data_ input_info([l :(3*n)], 13); 
node _load_ info=[O 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0]; 
%q_nonode=A_total_data_input_info([l:elem_num],l4); 
q_ nonode=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,-21. 77-0.000014 *(31 00-x( I )+z(3)+x(3)) *(I. 7*x(2)+ 186.3 ),-21. 77-
0.000014*(3100-x(l )+z(3)+x(3))*(1.7*x(2)+ 186.3),-19 .88, -21. 77-0.000014*(31 00-
x(l )+z(3)+x(3))*(1. 7*x(2)+ 186.3), -21. 77-0.000014*(3100-x(l )+z(3)+x(3))*(1.7*x(2)+ 186.3), 
19.88, -21.77-0.000014*(31 OO-x(l)+z(3)+x(3))*(1.7*x(2)+ 186.3), -21. 77-0.000014*(31 OO-
x(l)+z(3)+x(3))*(1.7*x(2)+ 186.3), -19.88]; ~-
%calculate element stiffness matrix (step 2) • 
L=sqrt((x2-xl).A2 + (y2-yl).A2); 
K=zeros(3*n); 
for j=l:length(L) 
El =E(i);Al =AG);Il =I(j);Ll =LG);theta I =theta(j); 
k=elemframe _jicheng(E I ,A I ,I! ,Ll ,theta!); 
hU}=k; 
%Calculate global stiffuess matrix (step 3) 
K=total_ K_ assemble(K,k,i_ num(j)j_ num(j)); 
end 
%Calculate element load (step 4) 
nonnode _load_ info=zeros(l,n*3); 
non_node_load_by_dangang=[]; 
for j=l:length(L) 
q=q_ nonode(i);a=a _ nonode(i);l=L(i);key=key _ nonode(j); 
switch key 
case I 
X_flfSt=O; 
X_end=O; 
Y _frrst=q*a*(J-aA2/IA2+aA3/(2*!A3)); 
Y _ end=q*aA3*(1-a/(2*1))/IA2; 
M _frrst=q*aA2 *( 6-8 *a!l+ 3 *aA2fJA2)/12; 
M_ end~q*aA3 *( 4-3 *a/1)1(12*1); 
case2 
X_flfSt=O; 
X_end=O; 
Y _flfSt=q *bA2 *(! + 2 *a/!)/IA2; 
Y _ end=q*aA2*(1 +2*(1-a)/l)/IA2; 
M_flfSt=q*a*bA2/IA2; 
M_ end=-q*b*aA2/JA2; 
case3 
X_flfSt=O; 
X_end=O; 
Y _flfSr-6*q*a*(l-a)/IA3; 
Y _ end=6*q*a*(l-a)/IA3; 
M_ firsr-q*b*(2-3 *(1-a)/1)11; 
M_ end~q*a*(2-3*a/1)11; 
case4 
X_first=O; 
X_end=O; 
y _first=.25*q*a*(2-3*aA2/IA2+ J.6*aA3/IA3); 
Y _ end=.25*q*aA3*(3-1.6*a!l)/IA2; 
M_ flfSt=q*aA2*(2-3 *a!l+ 1.2*aA2/IA2)/6; 
M_ end~q*aA3 *( 1-.8 *a!l)/( 4 *I); 
case5 
X _frrsr-q*a*(l-.5*a/l); 
X_ end=-.5*q*aA2/l; 
Y_flfSt=O; 
Y_end=O; 
M_flfSt=O; 
M_end=O; 
case 6 
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X_frrst=-q*(l-a)/1; 
X_ end~q*a/1; 
Y_first=O; 
Y_end=O; 
M_frrst=O; 
M_end=O; 
case 7 
X _.frrst=O; 
X~end=O; 
Y _frrst=-q*aA2*(all+ 3*(1-a)/1)!1A2; 
Y _ end=q*aA2*(all+ 3*(1-a)/l)/1A2; 
M _first=q*a*bA2/l; 
M_ end~q*aA2*(1-a)flA2; 
case 8 
X_first=O; 
X_end=O; 
Y_frrst=O; 
Y_end=O; 
M_frrst=O; 
M_end=O; 
end 
X_ Y _ M=[X _ first,X _ end,Y _frrst, Y _ end,M _frrst,M _end]; 
Matlab Programme Code 
X_ Y _M _I =[X _frrst,Y _frrst,M _ first,X_end,Y _ end,M _end]; 
non_node_load_by_dangang=[non_node_load_by_dangang;X_Y_M_I]; 
nonnode_load_info(3*i_numG)-2)=nonnode_load_info(3*i_num(j)-2)+X_Y_M(l); 
nonnode_load_info(3*i_num(j}-l)=nonnode_load_info(3*i_num(j)-l)+X_Y_M(3); 
nonnode _load_ info(3 *i_ num(j) )=nonnode _load _info(3 *i_ num(j) )+X_ Y _M(5); 
nonnode _load_ info(3 *j_ num(j)-2)=nonnode _load_ info(3 *j_ num(j)-2)+ X_ Y _ M(2); 
nonnode _load _info(3 *j_ num(j)-1 )=nonnode _load _info(3 *j_ num(j)-1 )+X_ Y _M( 4); 
nonnode _load_ info(3 *j_ num(j) )=nonnode _load_ info(3 *j_ num(j) )+X_ Y _M( 6); 
end 
non_node_load_by_dangang=non_node_load_by_dangang'; 
load_ node_ total= nonnode _load_ info+node _load_ info; 
load_ node_ total= load_ node_ total'; 
u_info=find(zhizuo_info~O); 
%Identify information about support (step 5) 
K_tiaozheng=K(u_info',u_info'); 
load_ node_ total_ tiaozheng=load _node_ total(u _ info'); 
%Solve the system of equations for the unknown joint displacements(step 6) 
u _ weiyi=K _ tiaozheng\load _node_ total_ tiaozheng; 
% Calculate element force vector (step 7) 
U=zeros(3 *n, I); 
for i=l:length(u_info) 
U(u _info(i},l)=u _ weiyi(i); 
end 
F_neili=K*U; 
for i=l:length(i_num) 
El= E(i};Al = A(j);Il = I(i);Ll =L(i);theta I =theta(i); 
u( :,i)=U([3 *i _ num( i)-2:3 *i_ num(i),3 *j_ num(i)-2:3 *j_ num(i) ], I); 
ul=u(:,i); 
F _ elem _node_ vector(: ,i}=gangjia _Element_ Forces(El ,A l,Il,Ll, theta I, ul ); 
F _ elem _node_ vector( :,i}=F _ elem _node_ vector(:,i)-non _node _load_ by_ dangang( :,i); 
end 
F _elem _node_ vector=F _ elem _node_ vector'; 
beam _moment=abs(F _ elem _node_ vector( 16,3 )); 
beam_ shearforce=abs(F _ elem _node_ vector(l9,2)); 
column_ axialforce=abs( sum(F _ elem _node_ vector(l6:21 ,2)) ); 
column_ moment=abs(F _ elem _node_ vector( 4 ,6) ); 
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Appendix Six Evaluation Questionnaire 
Semi-structured interview template for evaluating the Pareto Genetic 
Algorithm based on Collaborative Optimisation Model 
The aim of this work is to evaluate the model that was developed to facilitate solving 
multi-objective multidisciplinary building design problems. This evaluation process 
begins with the intervie)Y<:e' s understandings of the contemporary complex building 
design; the evaluator then briefly explains features and capabilities of this model. This 
is followed by description of the outcome from this model. The completion of the 
interview will validate this research from three aspects of research rational, model's 
process and model's outcome. 
Information on respondents 
I) The respondent's experience has involved working as a: 
Architect Designer( ... ), Structural Engineer( ... ), HVAC Engineer( .... ) 
Client ( ) Other, please specify ___ _ 
2) Your experience in building design ___ __j ears. 
3) Did you work as design coordinator? Yes( )/No( ) 
3.1) If yes, Can you briefly describe this post's duties? 
Part One: Model Assessment 
4) Is the design structure matrix developed in this research an effective approach of 
identifying relationships amongst different disciplines? Why? 
5) In your opinion, is decomposition based on discipline better than other approaches, 
such as based on function room, design phase? If not, do you have other approach of 
decomposing the complex building design? 
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6) To evaluation framework 
Ranking 
Item Statement Strongly Neutral Strongly disa~ ee ....... . agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
The COPGA framework ensures that all the 
I essential characteristics of building design 
optimisation are represented. 
Do you agree that the COPGA framework adopts a robust decomposition 
scheme? 
a) Implement easily this decomposition 
2 
b) Reduces the dimension of the design problem. 
c) Follows current organisational structure for 
building design 
d) Takes full advantage of disciplinary 
knowledge and analyses. 
3 The COPGA framework is a good decision 
support tool for building design. 
4 The COPGA framework improves computational 
efficiency for building design optimisation. 
5 The COPGA framework is easy to extend for 
more than two disciplinary designs. 
7) Do you think the coordination strategy used in the model is an effective approach 
to solving conflicts between different disciplinary designs? 
~~---------------------------------------
8) In your opinion, do generic Algorithm (GA) adopted in this model improve the 
capability of exploring potential design solution? 
~~----------------------------------------------
Part Two: Outcome Assessment 
9) ~eh parts of this CO PGA prototype impressed you most and why? ______ __ 
I 0) ~eh parts of this CO PGA prototype fell short of your expectations and why? 
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Part Three: Industry application 
11) What might discourage people from using the COPGA prototype? _____ _ 
12) In what ways COPGA prototype be further 
improved? __________ ~-----------------
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